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ABSTRACT

The performance of a personalised search system largely depends upon the ability to build user profiles which accurately capture the user’s search interests. However, many approaches to user profiling have neglected the dynamic nature of the user’s search interests. That is, a user’s search interests typically change in response to their interactions with the search system during the search period. Therefore, a profile built for previous searches might not reflect that user’s current search interests.

A widely used type of profile represents the **topical interests** of the user. In these cases, a typical approach is to build a user profile using topics discussed in documents which the user has found relevant, and where the topics are obtained from a human-generated ontology or directory. However, a key limitation of these approaches is that many documents may not contain the topics covered in the ontology. Moreover, the human-generated ontology requires manual effort to determine the correct categories for each document.

In this research, we address these problems by proposing novel techniques for dynamically building user profiles which capture the user’s search interests changing over time. Instead of using a human-generated ontology, we use a topic modelling technique (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) for unsupervised extraction of the topics from documents. To dynamically build user profiles, we make two important assumptions. First, that the group of users with whom a user shares a set of common interests may be **different** depending upon the particular topic of interest. Second, the more recently clicked/relevant documents tell us more about the user’s **current** search interests.

To test these assumptions, we develop and implement dynamic user profiles, and then evaluate them on two search personalisation tasks. Our first chosen task is personalising search results returned by a Web search engine, and the second is the task of personalising query suggestions made by an Intranet search engine. We found that dynamic user profiles can significantly improve the ranking quality over well-established baselines.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Information retrieval (IR) aims to find material of an unstructured nature which satisfies a searcher’s information need from large collections (Manning et al., 2008). The primary focus of the IR field since the 1950s has been on textual documents, such as Web pages, emails, scholarly papers, and books. As these are normally in the form of free text, they are relatively unstructured compared to, for example, database records, such as hotel reservations or bank account records (Croft et al., 2009). Up until the 1990s, only a few people, such as reference librarians or professional searchers, dealt in obtaining information from information systems (Manning et al., 2008; Croft et al., 2009). Most people preferred finding out information from other people, for example by using travel agents to book their travel.

However, for the past twenty years, information retrieval activity has changed significantly, as seen by the arrival of the World Wide Web and Web search engines such as AOL, Google, and Bing. Searching the Web to access information, business or leisure, or to carry out online shopping is a daily activity for most people and some of the most popular uses of the Internet (Croft et al., 2009). According to InternetLiveStats\(^1\), in 2016 Google received over 4.8 billion searches per day and 1.7 trillion searches per year worldwide. As IR technology has been playing a more and more important role in people’s daily lives, it has attracted increasing attention from

\(^1\)http://www.internetlivestats.com
companies and universities aiming to improve search by proposing better IR algorithms (Croft et al., 2009).

IR systems can be classified by the scale at which they operate. In the context of searching on the World Wide Web (Web search), the system provides search over billions of documents stored on millions of computers (Manning et al., 2008). Web search is by far the most common application involving IR and it also plays a crucial part in smaller scale applications in other domains (Croft et al., 2009). For instance, Vertical search is a specialised form of Web search in which the domain of the search is restricted to a particular topic. Enterprise search and Domain-specific search (such as Intranet searches) involve finding the required information from particular collections, such as a university’s internal documents or a database of research articles. In these cases, the documents are typically stored on centralised file systems with one or a handful of dedicated machines providing search over the collection (Croft et al., 2009).

![Search result page](image)

Figure 1.1: Search result page returning after submitting a query “Search Personalisation”
1.1 Motivation

A typical search scenario is that of a user submitting a *query* to an IR system. The query represents the user’s information need, and the system then returns answers in the form of a *ranked document list*. For example, in Figure 1.1, after a user submits a query “Search Personalisation” to the search engine, the user receives a list of documents which the search engine believes address the user’s information need. For each document within the list, the search engine also returns a small but relevant portion of the document in which the primary objects are highlighted.

The IR system needs algorithms that accurately perform the comparison between the query and the document in the system’s stored collection to return the answers to the user’s submitted query (Croft et al., 2009). One characteristic of classical IR systems (e.g., Altavista, AOL search engines) is that these normally return the same result list to users who submitted the same input query, regardless of who submitted the query, why the query was submitted, where the query was submitted, or what other queries were submitted in the same search session (Croft et al., 2009). However, input queries are usually short and ambiguous (Dou et al., 2006). Different users might have different information needs even if they submitted identical queries. For instance, one user submitting an input query “MU” to a search engine may need information about the Manchester United Football Club, while another user submitting the same query may need information about the Musician’s Union. Therefore, search systems which do not take user interests into account, may not always be able to satisfy the searchers with their desired information.

To tackle this problem, *search personalisation* has attracted increasing attention from both academia and industry, and is now an important feature of commercial search engines (Teevan et al., 2005; Dou et al., 2007; Teevan et al., 2009; Nanas et al., 2010; Bennett et al., 2012; Harvey et al., 2013; Liu, 2015; Yang et al., 2016; Cheng et al., 2016). Unlike classical IR methods, personalised search engines utilise the personal data of each user to tailor search results to that user depending not only on the input query but also on the user’s search interests. Such personal data can be used to build a *user profile*. Figure 1.2 shows an artificial example of the effect of search personalisation. Knowing that the searcher is a Manchester United football club fan, the
Chapter 1. Introduction

search system returned a Manchester United-related document at the top of the result list (on the right-hand side), which is different from the ranking of the results without personalisation (on the left-hand side).

![A Manchester United FC fan submits the query “MU” to a search engine](image)

**Figure 1.2:** A Manchester United FC fan submits the query “MU” to a search engine

The user profile is crucial to effective personalisation (Teevan et al., 2005, 2009). Recently, much research has been done on learning *user models* or *user profiles* to represent a user’s interests and so personalise the user’s search (Nanas et al., 2003; Sugiyama et al., 2004; Sieg et al., 2007; Bennett et al., 2012; Harvey et al., 2013; Liu, 2015; Yang et al., 2016). Previous work has also shown that improving the performance (that is, properties such as accuracy, speed and usability) of search engines which use personalisation depends on the *richness* of a user profile (Teevan et al., 2005, 2009), typically built from the documents relevant to the user.

A widely used type of a user profile represents topical interests of the user (Bennett et al., 2012; Sieg et al., 2007; Harvey et al., 2013; Raman et al., 2013) harvested from documents that are considered relevant to that user (e.g., those documents clicked by the user and for which the user’s dwell time or viewing time is greater than 30 seconds) (Bennett et al., 2012; Harvey et al., 2013). The topics of a document can be obtained from a human-generated ontology,
such as the Open Directory Project (ODP)\(^2\). However, this approach suffers from a limitation in that many documents do not appear in the online categorisation scheme. It also requires costly manual effort to determine the correct categories for each document (Bennett et al., 2012; Raman et al., 2013).

In addition, previous studies have largely ignored the dynamic nature of the user’s interests; that is, that the user’s search intent and interests may change during the searching time (Raman et al., 2013; White et al., 2013; Harvey et al., 2013). For instance, in June, the query “US Open” is more likely to be targeting the golf tournament, while in September it is the prominent keyword for a tennis tournament. In this dissertation, we argue that a user profile should be dynamically constructed using the topics discussed in the user’s relevant documents, where a “relevant document” might be a document that a user has clicked on or viewed for a certain length of time. That is, a dynamic user profile is needed, which can quickly capture the user’s current search interests which change from time to time. Furthermore, the topics discussed in the relevant documents should be learned using an unsupervised method without using the human effort (e.g., a topic modelling algorithm proposed by Blei et al. (2003)).

For building user profiles, a personalised search system could either ask the users to provide their interests explicitly (Chirita et al., 2005; Gauch et al., 2007) or infer the interest implicitly from each user’s search and interaction history (Stamou and Ntoulas, 2009; Bennett et al., 2012; Cheng et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2016). The former method meets some problems. First, users may not wish to spend extra time and effort to provide the explicit information to the search system. Second, it is often difficult for users to define their contextual preferences accurately. In this research, therefore, we explore how to build user profiles implicitly using each user’s search history (e.g., the user’s submitted queries and clicked documents) as well as the search history of other users who share the same or similar search interests with the current user.

Finally, we evaluate the effectiveness of the dynamic profile by utilising the dynamic user profile to implement the search personalisation process in the context of Web search. In this scenario, when a user submits a query to a Web search engine, the original document list is re-

\(^2\)http://www.dmoz.org/
\(^3\)http://www.dmoztools.net/
ranked. This re-ranking can ensure that the most relevant documents to the user are returned at the top of the ranked list (Bennett et al., 2012; White et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2016). In addition, we apply our research on dynamic user profiling to another search scenario: Intranet search, which (similar to Enterprise search) is different from general Web search (Hawking, 2010). Intranet search is domain-specific and built to satisfy the user’s information need related to a specific domain (e.g., the university’s document corpus). While Web search users are typically interested in getting some relevant documents, Intranet search users are typically looking for a particular document (such as a book, timetable, etc.) (Hawking, 2010; Croft et al., 2009; Manning et al., 2008). Moreover, an Intranet may not be fully indexed and accessible by Web search engines. For example, Web search engines cannot access and index those Intranet documents which require authorised logins. Hence Web search engines might not satisfy the Intranet user’s information needs. The searcher, therefore, may need to use a specific Intranet search engine to locate the relevant documents.

1.2 Research questions

The general research question that motivates our research in this dissertation is:

> How can we build user profiles dynamically to improve the performance of search personalisation?

To make this question clearer, various terms need to be defined more explicitly. First, the user profile is dynamic if it can capture the way that a user’s search interests dynamically change during the user’s searching time. Second, performance can be thought of as the quality of search results returned to a searcher when she submits a query to a search engine. The best possible quality means that all relevant documents are ranked in the top of the result list. In this case, the user does not need to spend extra time skimming irrelevant documents or scrolling down with the mouse. In Chapter 2 (Literature Review), we will see that individual components for handling this research question already exist. However, two key aspects, including grouping users with shared interests dynamically to enrich the current user profile and building temporal
user profiles using an unsupervised topic modelling method have not yet been investigated. The main purpose of this research is to close these gaps, contributing new dynamic user profiling methodology for the field of search personalisation.

We start our investigation by focusing on how to build a user profile using topics discussed in the user’s relevant documents. We address the problems associated with the ontology-based method (Bennett et al., 2012; White et al., 2013), and answer the following question:

**RQ 1** How can we build a user profile which represents the user’s topical search interests for search personalisation?

In answering this question, we start employing an unsupervised topic modelling method (i.e., Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei et al., 2003)) to extract latent topics automatically from the user’s relevant documents. We then utilise the extracted topics from the relevant documents of each user to build that user’s profile.

Recent studies (Dou et al., 2007; White et al., 2013) have indicated that a user profile could be enriched by using data from groups of users who share common interests with that user. Whilst being successful in improving the performance of Web search engines (e.g., Bing), these methods statically group users with shared interests using some predetermined criteria such as: common clicked documents (Dou et al., 2007) or search locations (White et al., 2013); they neglect the fact that users in a group may have different interests in different topics with respect to the input query. We argue that groups with shared interests should be dynamically constructed in response to the user’s input query, which leads to the following question:

**RQ 2** How can we dynamically group users who share common interests for search personalisation?

We answer this question by proposing a model for query-dependent user grouping. We use the user’s input query as an indicator to group other users who share common interests with

---

4 The only observable variables in the topic modelling method are the words or terms in the document collection. Other variables, such as the topics, are latent variables (Blei et al., 2003). Therefore, the extracted topics are referred to as the “latent topics”.


the current user. Therefore, with different input queries, different groups of users with shared interests are formed.

Although user profiling has been extensively studied for search personalisation, little attention has been paid to the temporal aspects of the profiles. These reflect an important type of context, specifically, with more interactions with the search system, the user’s interests may change over the search time. New topics of interest may gradually emerge while interest in some of existing topics may fade. Therefore, the profiling method should be able to build user profiles dynamically so as to capture the user’s changing interests over time.

We argue that the more recent relevant documents express more about the user’s current interests than the distant ones. We then propose a temporal user profiling methodology to capture the user’s changing interests over time, and address the following question:

RQ 3 How can we build temporal user profiles for search personalisation?

For each user, we utilise the temporal user profiling method to build three temporal user profiles using the user’s search history in different time intervals: in the whole search history, in the current searching day and the current search session. As we will see in Chapter 5, temporal user profiles help to improve the search personalisation significantly.

Next, we turn to the application of temporal user profiles to model temporal search tasks. Recent research has shown that the concept of a search task is better for considering how users attempt to address their atomic information needs\(^5\) than the concept of a search session (Li et al., 2016). Moreover, mining and modelling search tasks help improve the performance of Web search personalisation (White et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014). However, the dynamic nature of many search tasks (for example, that search tasks can be generalised or specified during the searching time) has been largely ignored in previous search task modelling studies. To handle these problems, we propose to utilise the temporal profiling methodology to model search tasks. We address the following question:

RQ 4 How can we model search tasks for search personalisation?

\(^5\)An “atomic information need” expresses a single/particular information need of the user, such as looking to buy a ticket for a Premier League match. A search session may involve a number of different search tasks.
1.2 Research questions

We answer the previous four research questions using the dynamic user profiling methodology mainly in the context of Web search. Finally, we utilise the dynamic user profiling methodology in another search scenario, that of query suggestion in Intranet search. Existing Intranet search approaches appear to follow a “one size fits all” strategy. That is, different users who submit the same query receive the same query suggestion list (Adeyanju et al., 2012; Albakour et al., 2011; Hawking, 2010).

However, even with domain-specific search engines developed in Intranet search, the same query may reflect different topics of interest, and users who have submitted the same query may have different search intentions. For example, a sociology student submitting the query “lecture notes” is likely to be more interested in sociology classes than maths classes. Moreover, users’ interests and search intentions may be dynamically evolving depending on their interactions with the system (e.g., clicks on documents), and when the interactions are made during a search session (Bennett et al., 2012). We address these problems by employing the dynamic user profiling methodology to build two temporal user profiles. The first is a click user profile based on the documents that a user actually clicks on. The second is a query user profile based on the user’s query modification history within the search session. We address the following question:

**RQ 5 How can we personalise query suggestion for Intranet search?**

In the context of the Intranet search, we assume that a user normally handles only one search task per search session. This assumption will be verified in Chapter 7 with a detailed data analysis in Appendix A. Therefore, we will build the two temporal user profiles using the user’s search interactions (i.e., submitted queries and clicked documents) in the user’s current search session.

After addressing the five research questions, we need to answer the question of whether the dynamic user profile helps to improve the performance of search personalisation. To answer this question, we adapt the dynamic profiles to handle two search personalisation tasks:

1. Personalised search results from the Bing search engine\(^6\) for the research questions: **RQ 1** and **RQ 2** in Chapter 4, **RQ 3** in Chapter 5, and **RQ 4** in Chapter 6.

\(^6\)http://www.bing.com/
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2. Personalised query suggestions from the Essex Intranet search engine\textsuperscript{7,8} for RQ 5

For both tasks, we can think of the personalisation tasks as re-ranking tasks, in which we use the user profiles to re-rank the original list (i.e., a search result list or a query suggestion list) returned by a basis ranker (e.g., the default ranker of Bing search engine). Specifically, we use the query logs of a search engine user to build that user’s dynamic profile or profiles. In the first task, given an input query, the search system will return a list of the top $n$ documents most relevant to the query. For each query, we adapt the dynamic user profile to re-rank the search result list returned by the Bing search engine. In the second task, given an input query, the search system will return a list of the top $m$ suggested queries. For each query, we use the dynamic user profiles to re-rank the suggestion list returned by the Essex Intranet search engine. After re-ranking, we will achieve a higher search performance if more relevant documents to the queries are promoted to higher ranks (Bennett et al., 2012; White et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2016).

**Thesis Aims:** By investigating the questions above, the aims of this research are as follows:

- To develop effective models for constructing user profiles which can capture the user’s dynamic search interests.

- Through this development, to investigate effective ways to apply the user profile to improve the performance of search personalisation in different scenarios. We apply to Web search and Intranet search, and to search result personalisation and personalised query suggestion.

In each of the research chapters (Chapters 4 - 7) we address the research question listed above. The answers are given in the conclusions of each chapter and are summarised in Chapter 8 of this dissertation. In the next sections, we summarise the contributions of this research, and describe the thesis outline and the origins of the material.

\textsuperscript{7}That is, a search engine installed at the Website of the University of Essex

\textsuperscript{8}http://search.essex.ac.uk/s/search.html
1.3 Contributions and Outline of the Thesis

1.3.1 Main contributions

We summarise the main contributions of this thesis as follows:

- **An approach to building topic-based user profiles.** A topic-based user profile represents topical search interests of that user, extracted from the user’s relevant documents (e.g., the documents clicked by the user). To overcome the limitations of using a manually generated ontology, we propose to use an unsupervised topic modelling method to automatically extract topics from the user’s relevant documents. Having obtained these topics, we propose a new approach to building user profiles using the extracted topics. The experimental results on a Bing query log collection demonstrate that our approach helps to improve the ranking quality of Bing’s original search results.

- **An approach to dynamic grouping formation for search personalisation.** Previous research on search personalisation has shown that the performance of Web search engines can be improved by enriching a user’s personal profile with information about other users with shared interests. In the existing approaches, groups of similar users are often determined statically, such as based on the common documents that users clicked on. However, these static group formation methods neglect the fact that users in a static group may have different interests in different topics. We, on the other hand, argue that common interest groups should be constructed dynamically in response to the user’s input query. We propose an approach to dynamic grouping formation for search personalisation. Specifically, a user profile is enriched with information about other users dynamically grouped with respect to an input query. The experimental results on a Bing query log demonstrate that our approach significantly improves the ranking quality of Bing’s original search results and achieves a better performance than the static grouping method.

- **An approach to building temporal user profiles for search personalisation.** We propose three temporal latent topic profiles for each user using the relevant documents with different time scales in the user’s search history. We name the profiles as the *session*
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profile, the daily profile and the long-term profile, as they are built from the latent topics automatically learned from the documents within a search session, a day and a whole history, respectively. We then utilise the profiles to re-rank search results returned by the Bing search engine. Our experimental results demonstrate that our temporal profiles can significantly improve the ranking quality. The results further show a promising effect of temporal features in conjunction with different query types and query positions in a search session.

• An approach to modelling search tasks using the temporal user profiling methodology for search personalisation. Recent research has shown that mining and modelling search tasks can help to improve the performance of search personalisation. However, the previous studies largely ignored the dynamic nature of the search task. That is, with the change of time, the search intent and user interests may also change. We address this problem by modelling search tasks using the temporal user profiling methodology and latent topics which are automatically extracted from the documents considered relevant to the search task. We then utilise the modelled search task to re-rank search results returned by the Bing search engine. Empirical evaluation shows our proposed approach to have a promising performance.

• An approach to personalised query suggestion on Intranet search with the temporal session user profiles. Recent research has shown the usefulness of using collective user interaction data (e.g., query logs) to recommend query modification suggestions for Intranet search. However, most of the query suggestion approaches for Intranet search follow a “one size fits all” strategy, whereby different users who submit the identical query would get the same query suggestion list. This is problematic, as even with the same query, different users may have different topics of interest, which may change over time in response to the user’s interaction with the system. Based on our dynamic user profiling methods, we address the problem by proposing a personalised query suggestion framework for Intranet search. For each search session, we construct two temporal user profiles: a click user profile which uses the user’s clicked documents and a query user
profile which uses the user’s submitted queries. We then use these two profiles to re-rank
the non-personalised query suggestion list returned by a state of the art query suggestion
method for Intranet search. Experimental results on a large-scale query log show that our
personalised framework significantly improves the quality of suggested queries.

1.3.2 Thesis outline

This section gives an overview of the content of each chapter in this thesis. Apart from the In-
troduction chapter, there are two chapters to summarise the main work related to user profiling
for search personalisation and the main methodology to evaluate the performance of search per-
sonalisation. Following that, there are four chapters detailing our contributions. The conclusion
chapter highlights our research findings.

• **Chapter 2: Literature Review** In this chapter, we review previous work on search
personalisation, user modelling and evaluation approaches. We first focus on describing
personalisation in general and search personalisation in particular. We then examine some
general approaches to the user profile construction which is one of the most important
tasks in search personalisation. After that, we describe search personalisation strategies.
Finally, we review evaluation approaches for personalisation strategies.

• **Chapter 3: Experimental Methodology** In this chapter, we show some problems with
the publicly available datasets for search personalisation. We then detail the alternative
datasets for experiments and introduce the experimental setup that forms the basis of our
empirical evaluations. Also, we describe some well-known evaluation metrics in IR as well
as statistical significance tests for search personalisation ranking.

• **Chapter 4: Dynamic Group Formation for Search Personalisation** In this chap-
ter, we propose an approach to building a single user profile which represents a user’s
topical interests. We then propose a framework for search personalisation which uses dy-
namic grouping method to enrich a user profile. For a user, the profile is constructed and
dynamically enriched with information from other users whose interests are similar to the
current user given a query. The experiments on re-ranking the search results returned by
the Bing search engine demonstrate that our framework significantly improves the ranking quality.

- **Chapter 5: Temporal User Profiles for Search Personalisation** In this chapter, we present a study on the temporal aspects of building user profiles with latent topics learned from the documents. For each user, we use relevant documents at different time scales (i.e., the whole search history, a day and a search session) to build long-term, daily, and session profiles respectively. Each user profile is represented as a distribution over latent topics from which we extract the features and combine them with non-personalised features to learn a ranking function using a learning to rank approach. We performed a set of experiments to study the effectiveness of the temporal latent topic-based profiles.

- **Chapter 6: Modelling Search Tasks for Search Personalisation** In this chapter, we propose an approach to modelling search tasks using the temporal user profiling methodology (detailed in Chapter 5). Each search task is represented as a distribution over the topics from which we extract the personalised feature and combine it with non-personalised features to learn a ranking function using a learning to rank approach. Experiments on re-ranking search results returned by the Bing search engine show that the ranking quality is improved significantly.

- **Chapter 7: Personalised Query Suggestion for Intranet Search** In this chapter, we build two session-based temporal user profiles: a query user profile using the queries submitted by the user, and a click user profile using the documents clicked by the user. We then extract the personalised features using the two profiles and combine them with non-personalised features to learn a ranking model using a learning to rank approach. We then use the ranking model to re-rank the query suggestion list returned by a baseline well-performed query suggestion approach for Intranet search. Experiments on the query logs collected from the University of Essex’s Intranet search engine show that the personalisation significantly improves the performance of query suggestion.

- **Chapter 8: Conclusion and Future Works** We highlight our findings as well as discuss
possible future research directions.

1.3.3 Origins

The following publications form the basis of the chapters in this thesis:

- **Chapter 4** is based on Vu et al. (2014): “Improving Search Personalisation with Dynamic Group Formation”, in *Proceedings of the 37th international ACM SIGIR conference on research and development in information retrieval, SIGIR, 2014*.

- **Chapter 5** is based on Vu et al. (2015a): “Temporal latent topic user profiles for search personalisation”, in *Proceedings of the 37th European conference on IR Research, ECIR, 2015*.


- **Chapter 7** is based on Vu et al. (2017a): “Personalised Query Suggestion for Intranet Search with Temporal User Profiles”, in *Proceedings of the ACM SIGIR Conference on Human Information Interaction and Retrieval, CHIIR, 2017*.

Also, this thesis draws on insights and experiences from the following material:

Chapter 2

Literature Review

The ultimate goal of this dissertation is to improve search by dynamically constructing user profiles from the user’s relevant topics of interest, which reflect the user’s changing interests over time. To understand the effectiveness of the dynamic user profile, we apply it to handle two typical search personalisation tasks (i.e., search result re-ranking and query suggestion). This chapter aims to cover three main areas: personalisation, user modelling and evaluation approaches. We first focus on a general description of search personalisation. We then examine a number of general approaches for constructing a user profile, one of the most important tasks in search personalisation. We next describe search personalisation strategies. Finally, we review evaluation approaches for personalisation strategies.

2.1 Search personalisation

From a user’s perspective, the search process of most Web search engines is simple (Teevan et al., 2010). A user enters a few words into a search box, and the search engine returns a (possibly very long) list of results. Although the user’s search interaction for the above query-response mode is simple, people use search engines for many complex tasks (Teevan et al., 2010; White et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013), such as planning business trips and handling assignments. The challenge of a search engine is to identify the user’s information need from a typically simple, short query and return documents satisfying that need (Teevan et al., 2010). However, it is
very common that the user’s short queries are ambiguous (Dou et al., 2006; Teevan et al., 2010; Aktolga et al., 2013). Different users often have different search needs, even with the same input query. Furthermore, even the same users may have different expectations for the same search query at different searching times. For example, for the query “London”, a traveller with a business purpose may need different information from one with a leisure purpose. To handle those problems, personalised search engines utilise the personal data of each user to tailor search results to that user. The results may depend not only on the input query but also on the user’s search interest (such as the context of the query). Such personal data can be used to construct a user profile. Recently, Search Personalisation has attracted increasing attention from both academia (Teevan et al., 2009, 2010; Bennett et al., 2012; Hassan and White, 2013; Shokouhi et al., 2013; White et al., 2013; White and Awadallah, 2015; Yan et al., 2014; Ustinovskiy et al., 2015; Salehi et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016; Lofgren et al., 2016) and industry (e.g., Google, Bing).

For example, Salehi et al. (2015) examined the Google search personalisation of academic search results, and how much difference personalisation made to students’ learning and educational outcomes. They found that a majority of university students use Google search engine as an educational tool, with 83% of participants finding search engines an important or very important learning resource. They also found that the difference between personalised and non-personalised search results are quite significant. Almost half the links in the first page of the search results were completely different and common links between two lists mainly appeared in a different order. Likewise, Hannak et al. (2013) showed that on average, 11.7% of search results showed differences due to personalisation on Google, with the difference increasing for the less relevant documents. They also found that personalisation was more highly employed for queries related to political issues, news, and local businesses.

Recent years have witnessed the emergence of proactive systems, such as Google Now and Microsoft Cortana. In these systems, the user’s relevant content is presented to that user based on her context (e.g., search interactions, locations, etc.) without a query. Shokouhi and Guo (2015) studied user interactions with information cards. They then proposed a supervised model
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Typically, search personalisation systems pass through two stages to construct a user profile, which are information gathering and information representing, respectively (Ghorab et al., 2012). While the former aims to collect personal information from each user, the latter aims to represent the user profile using the information that was gathered about that user.

2.2.1 Information gathering

Overview

This section of the literature review focuses on information gathering, the first stage of user profiling for search personalisation. The information gathering stage comes from the fact that the available information for a search personalisation system determines the way we build a user profile. Based on the different approaches of obtaining the user information as well as the different sources and types of user information, we discuss two different aspects as follows:

- **Information gathering methods** the first aspect is to gather user information. The user information can be collected either implicitly without any extra effort from the user...
or explicitly where the user has to provide the information to the search system explicitly.

- **Source of information** the second aspect is the source of information. Information might be stored either at the server-side or client-side. Also, the privacy issues, as well as some problems (e.g., "filter bubble") with search personalisation, are highlighted.

### Information gathering methods

As mentioned in Gauch et al. (2007), the personal information of each user can be collected either in an implicit or explicit manner. An implicit method silently gathers information about the user’s search history and interactions with the system without any extra effort from the user. For implicit methods, the user’s interests are inferred automatically from the collected information (e.g. the user’s search history). For example, if a searcher has viewed many football-related documents, the search system might infer that the searcher is interested in the topic of football.

In an explicit method, on the other hand, the users themselves have to actively provide this information to the IR system in forms such as whether or not the results of a search are relevant, or whether or not they are interested a particular topic (Ghorab et al., 2012). Specifically, to build user profiles, IR systems might ask their users to explicitly select several topics (Chirita et al., 2005) or provide a set of positive documents for their topics of interests (Li and Zhong, 2006). Chirita et al. (2005) proposed an approach to building user profiles with users selecting topics which best fit their interests, for example, /Arts/Architecture/Experimental. Similarly, the system proposed by Micarelli and Sciarrone (2004) obtained user information using a method of specifying initial criteria of “interest” and “non-interest” provided by the user. The user profile can also be constructed using positive or negative feedback about retrieval documents (Chen and Sycara, 1998; Asnicar and Tasso, 1997).

However, there are some drawbacks of the explicit methods. First, a user may not wish to spend extra time and effort to provide the information to the IR system. Secondly, she may sometimes input inconsistent or incorrect information. Moreover, it is very difficult for users to define their own contextual preferences accurately (Budzik and Hammond, 2000). Because of the dynamic nature of the user interest, explicit methods which depend on the user explicitly
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providing data are not able to quickly capture the user’s interests.

Recently, research on search personalisation has witnessed the usage of external resources (e.g., Twitter) to build user profiles. Zhou et al. (2012) and Vallet et al. (2010) have applied social networks, social tagging applications, blogs, etc. to collect user profiles and so gained significant improvement in the performance of their IR systems. Younus et al. (2014) took into account various features of a user’s Twitter account, including both the posts and the social network, to build the user profile for web search personalisation. After that, the Twitter-based user profile was used to re-rank the list of search results returned by the non-personalised search system. Experimental results on CiteData (Harpale et al., 2010) showed that the profile helps to improve the ranking quality significantly. Khodaei et al. (2015) used social information (e.g., like, share, recommend, friendships) to personalise the search results generated for each user. They mentioned that although the user’s social actions sometimes seem irrelevant to the search results, these actions are really useful for personalisation. Likewise, Kacem et al. (2014) also used a user’s social activities to represent the time-sensitive user profile as a vector of weighted terms.

However, using external resources (e.g., Twitter network) is very difficult for a search engine to exploit at scale because these resources are not available for every user. Furthermore, because the search process is anonymised, correctly mapping a searcher to her external resource, such as Twitter account, is a challenge, and involves serious privacy concerns.

Therefore, recent research has mainly focused on implicit methods in which information is gathered without any effort from the user. The users’ search history, such as submitted queries and clicked results, is one of the main resources for building user profiles (Speretta and Gauch, 2005; Sieg et al., 2007; Dou et al., 2007; Bennett et al., 2012; Cai et al., 2017). Speretta and Gauch (2005) and Sieg et al. (2007) built user profiles by classifying each user’s search history into concepts and topics and then re-ranking the list of results based on the similarity between a Web page and a user profile. Bennett et al. (2012) proposed an approach to building user profiles using the topics extracted from the user’s satisfied (SAT) clicks. The SAT click is implicitly collected from the user’s search history, where the SAT criterion is that the user remains on
the clicked document for at least 30 seconds or the clicked document is the final one viewed in a search session (Fox et al., 2005). Instead of using the content of input queries and clicked documents, the user’s search behaviour, such as his dwell time (viewing-time) on the clicked documents (Cai et al., 2017) and the cursor movement (Guo and Agichtein, 2012), was used to personalise the web search. Guo and Agichtein (2012) proposed a model to capture the patterns of searchers’ behaviours such as the cursor movement and scrolling on a landing page for estimating document relevance. The authors also indicated that the model significantly increased the effectiveness of both gathering the information of each user and re-ranking the results using the estimated relevance.

As an alternative to a user’s search history, Teevan et al. (2005) used other information such as documents and emails the user has read and created, to build user profiles. Teevan et al. also mentioned that a successful personalisation algorithm relies on a rich user profile. Moreover, using data from a group of users who share common interests has been widely used to enrich user profiles (Dou et al., 2007; Teevan et al., 2009; Aktolga and Allan, 2011; White et al., 2013). However, these methods group users statically using common clicks (Dou et al., 2007) and locations (White et al., 2013). Despite being successful in improving search results, the static grouping methods neglect the fact that users in a group may have different interests with respect to different topics.

Some systems collect the user information using the combination of both explicit and implicit approaches. Google’s Web search engine is an example of such a system. In addition to implicitly using the user information from search logs, the system also uses the explicit profile of the logged in user for search personalisation. Specifically, Hannak et al. (2013) developed a methodology for measuring personalisation in Web search results and applying this method to measure the extent of personalisation on Google’s Web search. They found that Google personalises the search results to users being logged in to Google using the user’s explicit profile as well as the user’s implicit information (e.g., the clicked documents). Tao et al. (2011) proposed a personalised model to build user profiles from both global analysis and local analysis. The global analysis uses
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existing global knowledge bases, such as WordNet\(^1\), digital libraries, online categorisations, and Wikipedia to build a user profile. On the other hand, the local analysis builds a user profile with the user’s local information or behaviour, such as her stored documents, browsed web pages, and composed/received emails. User profiles were defined as the interesting topics of a user’s information need. The users first selected positive and negative subjects for a given topic. Then for the given topic, the user’s feedback subjects are used to construct an ontology.

Source of information

The source of user information can be either client-side or server-side. On the client-side based search personalisation, all documents edited or viewed by users through some processes on client-side can be captured using models proposed by Dumais et al. (2003); Teevan et al. (2005); Buscher et al. (2008, 2009). Buscher et al. (2008) used feedback generated from eye-trackers on the segment level (e.g., for specific passages of a document) to expand the input query. The authors showed that this kind of feedback improves search accuracy. However, as eye-trackers with sufficient precision are too expensive, such feedback data will not be available in a common workplace in the near future. Buscher et al. (2009) described a method of using segment-level display time from mouse moving and scrolling as implicit feedback. By comparing this feedback data with the data from eye trackers, they found that both segment-level display time can be as valuable as eye-tracking-based feedback in both re-ranking of search results and query expansion. Joachims et al. (2005) analysed searchers’ decision processes via gaze tracking and compared the implicit feedback from search result clicks against manual relevance judgements. They found that clicks are informative but biased, as users tend to favour results at higher rank positions. The relative result preferences inferred from clicks still better represent searchers’ true preferences.

Mouse cursor activity, such as cursor hovering and scrolling was used by Huang et al. (2012) to extend searcher models. However, with this client-side method, users may feel unsafe installing such software plug-ins. Furthermore, if a user changes the computer used for search, there are problems with keeping the contexts consistent. Also, without any information about a user, the

\(^1\)https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
server needs to send all or a large number of results to the client to enable local personalisation. This communication overhead could slow down the speed of searching, as well as potentially requiring a lot of mobile data, making the service unattractive for mobile devices. Moreover, it requires the service to put its personalisation algorithms on the client. This may not be desirable for the service provider as the algorithms are normally proprietary and the key component to compete with other server providers (Nitesh et al., 2015).

Alternatively, several research studies (Speretta and Gauch, 2005; Bennett et al., 2012; Shokouhi, 2013; White et al., 2013; White, 2014; Kong et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016), and other commercial IR systems such as Google, Bing, Yandex maintain and process the history of a user’s interaction with the system on the server side (e.g. query logs). The server-side based systems have some advantages. First, users do not have to install new software. Second, even if a user changes the computer or uses many other devices such as tablets, smartphones, etc., the system (e.g. Google) can still synchronise the searching history to build a consistent profile. Moreover, it is easier to record larger data sets since the system can maintain the search histories of millions of users. Therefore, there is much research using the query logs to build personalised models (Bennett et al., 2012; Shokouhi, 2013; White et al., 2013; White, 2014; Kong et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016). Bennett et al. (2012) used a proprietary dataset comprising anonymised logs of users of Bing search engine from July to August 2011 to model user profiles. The logs contained a unique user identifier, a search session identifier, the query, the top-10 URLs returned by the search engine for the query, and clicks on the result list. However, as searchers may not be willing for their search history to be stored (Nitesh et al., 2015), the server-side systems meet privacy requirements. Kobsa et al. (2016) investigated how characteristics of the personalisation provider influence users’ attitudes towards personalisation and their resulting disclosure behaviour (i.e., related to privacy issues). They suggested that users sometimes consider the unintended and unauthorised use of their personal information. However, when the users grant an application to access their personal data, they rather consider how well the application can satisfy their information needs.

To handle these problems on the server-side and client-side based systems, existing ap-
proaches use two techniques. First, personalisation is done by the server or the personalisation proxy and not by the client. Second, the client sends limited information about the user profile with its request. The key requirement of these systems is to obfuscate the user profiles before sending them out properly (e.g., generalisation or noise addition) (Nitesh et al., 2015). Although we will not discuss privacy issues in this dissertation, Nitesh et al. (2015) proposed some valuable techniques for respecting the user’s anonymity in server-side solutions by encoding a user’s profile in a compact and privacy-preserving way.

Gathering the user’s search interaction from the server side meets a challenge of multiple users searching on the same machine. This is common, with 56% of machine identifiers comprising search activity from multiple searchers (White et al., 2014). To handle this problem, White and Awadallah (2015) proposed an attribution-based personalisation process where they targeted individual searchers on shared devices. The process contains three phases:

1. search activity attribution (i.e., assigning observed search activity to an individual searcher),
2. attribution of newly-observed search activity to the correct searcher, and
3. application of the user’s interest model to personalisation.

Experimental results on a dataset provided under contract by the Internet analytic company comScore\(^2\) showed that the performance of search personalisation is significantly enhanced over the original ranking. Singla et al. (2014) applied the models learned from comScore data to predict and assign a user’s identifier to search actions from among a set of Bing search engine logs. To do that, they filtered the comScore search activity to the search engine from which they obtained search interaction logs so that they could directly apply the models trained from comScore logs to the search logs. Because comScore data is not publicly available, we will not be able to attempt to reproduce the proposed methods. Furthermore, this data type is also not available in our datasets (detailed in Chapter 3). Therefore, we will not address the problem of multiple users searching on the same machine in this research.

\(^2\)http://www.comscore.com/
An interesting problem of search personalisation is the so-called “filter bubble”, in which personalisation filters out information that disagrees with user viewpoints (Pariser, 2011). In other words, the search personalisation process can tailor search results to the user’s preferences, irrespective of the truth (White and Horvitz, 2015). White and Horvitz (2015) presented a valuable methodology to measure searchers’ beliefs and confidence about the efficacy of treatment before, during, and after search episodes. They showed the influence of prior beliefs and confidence at the end of search sessions. For example, people accept factually incorrect or unsupported information because it reinforces a particular belief they hold (White, 2013, 2014). They then built predictive models to estimate post-search beliefs using sets of features about behaviour and content. They also described a way in which modelling search beliefs enables richer models for recommendation or personalisation. Other types of biases include “ranking position bias”, “popularity bias”, “caption attractiveness bias”, “domain bias”, which are different from the biased beliefs about task outcomes and roles of the search engines in reinforcing those beliefs (White, 2013, 2014; White and Horvitz, 2015).

Summary

This section reviewed a number of approaches in the literature to the information gathering stage. Table 2.1 shows a summary of these approaches together with some publications.

2.2.2 Information representing

Overview

This section focuses on the second stage of user profiling for search personalisation, that is information representing. How to represent a user profile is a key component in search personalisation. The user profile maintains the user’s information at an individualised level, especially on the terms that represent user’s search interests. The user interests could be long-term (Dou et al., 2007; Harvey et al., 2013; Teevan et al., 2005) or short-term (White et al., 2010, 2013). Moreover, a user profile can be represented by a term-based model (Nanas et al., 2003) or a topic-based model (Bennett et al., 2012). Regarding the different approaches to maintaining the
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Table 2.1: Summary of the information gathering stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information gathering approach</th>
<th>Source of information</th>
<th>Example publications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implicit Server-side</td>
<td>Speretta and Gauch (2005); Bennett et al. (2012); White et al. (2013); Yang et al. (2016)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit Client-side</td>
<td>Teevan et al. (2005); Chirita et al. (2007); Huang et al. (2012)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit &amp; Explicit Server-side</td>
<td>Tao et al. (2011); Hannak et al. (2013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit Client-side</td>
<td>Chirita et al. (2005); Micarelli and Sciarrone (2004); Chen and Sycara (1998); Asnicar and Tasso (1997)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

user’s search interests, and to represent a user profile, in this section, we discuss two criteria:

**User search interest maintenance** This first criterion is to maintain the user’s search interest. The user’s search interests could be long-term or short-term.

**User information representation** This second criterion, which might be regarded as the most important criterion with respect to user profiling, is to represent the user information.

**User search interest maintenance**

Long-term interests, in the context of IR systems, represent stable interests that can be exhibited for a long (permanent) time in the user’s search history (Ghorab et al., 2012; Bennett et al., 2012). For example, a computer science student might have a long-term interest in programming. The long-term interests have been shown to be helpful for improving the quality of search results (Dou et al., 2007; Bennett et al., 2012; Harvey et al., 2013). Dou et al. (2007) and Harvey et al. (2013) have proposed methods to model the user’s long-term interests using all of that user’s search history, and use those long-term interests to help enhance future searches. This is done
by analysing the text of all the user’s submitted queries and clicked results from the user’s entire search history, and extracting frequent terms or topics from them. The frequent terms or topics are then used to adapt the future queries or search results so that documents which appear to be more relevant to the user are ranked and displayed at higher ranks. Alternatively, the frequent terms or topics can also be extracted from other personal data such as computer files and emails (Chirita et al., 2007; Teevan et al., 2005). Then terms or topics can be used for adapting future queries or re-ranking (re-order) lists of results (Harvey et al., 2013; Teevan et al., 2005).

Short-term interests, on the other hand, represent temporary interests that may be satisfied by searches over a relatively short search period (e.g., in one or some continuous search sessions) (Ghorab et al., 2012; Bennett et al., 2012). For example, our computer science student might be interested in the final score of that day’s football match. Short-term interests might be obtained from the submitted queries, and the clicked documents in a search session and used to personalise the search within the session (Shen et al., 2005; Ruthven, 2003; White et al., 2010; Ustinovskiy and Serdyukov, 2013). When there is insufficient data about the current user, the search behaviour of other related users may be beneficial. White et al. (2013) proposed the model of users’ on-task search behaviour. The authors described a method of mining the user’s search history to find other users working on similar tasks to the current user. This behaviour can be used to identify Web pages and so improve the ranking of the search results.

Ustinovskiy and Serdyukov (2013) used the short-term browsing context to personalise the initial queries of search sessions, as well as applying the technique to new users whose profile lacks both long- and short-term contextual information. Similarly, Kong et al. (2015) developed a model to predict user search intent using pre-search contexts, such as news articles, or emails that the user had only recently read. Experimental results on a large-scale dataset claim that the model can successfully predict the user search intent with the pre-search context. However, these works meet a challenge as the user pre-search context and browsing logs are not always available: this can be a violation of user privacy, and users are often not willing to share their pre-search context with search engines. As obtaining the pre-search context and browsing logs
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3The web pages visited by a user before formulating a query \( q \) in the same session are called browsing context

4The dataset is not publicly available.
at scale are not practical, we will not use this type of data for user profiling in this research.

Some research studies model both the users’ long-term and short-term interests (Sugiyama et al., 2004; Bennett et al., 2012). For example, Sugiyama et al. (2004) proposed a personalised search approach based on both long-term and short-term interests. The system monitored the user’s browsing activity at the client-side. Therefore, the system can capture both short-term and long-term of user interests from terms available in the browsed Web pages. In their system, short-term and long-term user interests are stored separately in different user models. Similarly, Bennett et al. (2012) studied the interaction between long-term and short-term interests and found that the long-term interests provided advantages at the start of a search session while short-term interests played a more important role in the extended search session. Moreover, the combination of short-term and long-term interactions outperformed using either alone. Eickhoff et al. (2013) proposed a model for personalising atypical web search sessions in which the users’ information need is outside their regular areas of interest. They proposed a method to identify whether a search session is atypical or not. They then applied three types of user profile (the user’s historical search record, the searches in the particular session and the aggregation of the two) proposed by Bennett et al. (2012) to personalise the results returned by Bing. They found that the short-term (session) profile achieved the largest improvement.

**User profile representation**

Because the user profile is intended to represent the user’s search interests, it has to satisfy two significant criteria (Nanna, 2003):

1. The user might be interested in more than one topic in parallel. Even in the context of the user’s short-term interest, if there is a single, general topic of interest, it may consist of related subtopics. Therefore, a user profile should be able to represent multiple topics of interest.

2. The user’s search interests might change over time. That is, some topics may emerge or fade based on changes in the user’s information needs. Therefore, we need to pay attention to the dynamism of user profiles to respond to the user’s interests, which can change over
There exist numerous techniques for developing user profiles: the most popular ones are term-based and topic-based approaches (Gauch et al., 2007; Ghorab et al., 2012).

For the term-based approach, a user’s interests can be represented as feature vectors, which are vectors of terms and associated weights, where a “term” is a word, or a phrase mined from the user’s search history (for example, the user’s submitted queries or clicked documents). The weights might be determined using a term weighting scheme, such as $TF$ (term-frequency), $TF.IDF$ (term frequency multiplied by inverse document frequency), or $BM25$ (a.k.a, Okapi $BM25$). A vector-based profile can then be constructed from one or more of these weighted vectors. For example, Shen et al. (2005) used only one vector to model a user’s short-term interests. Sugiyama et al. (2004) modelled a user profile using two vectors, one for the user’s short-term interests and one for the user’s long-term interests. In a search context, a user is typically interested in many topics, in which the terms in two different topics might overlap. Using a single term-based vector to model the user’s search interests may not be appropriate, as the vector can contain a wide variety of ungrouped or unclustered terms. In order to handle this obstacle, some research has represented the user interests using multiple vectors, with one vector for a topic of interest or cluster of interests (Mc Gowan, 2003). In Mc Gowan (2003), the authors grouped terms together in unlabelled clusters using unsupervised text clustering techniques.

A further drawback of the term-based method is that with the assumption of independence between terms, it is not able to model the term correlations. For example, “black dogs and white cats” is treated in the same way as “white dogs and black cats”. To remedy this problem, Nanas et al. (2003) proposed a methodology to build a concept hierarchy representation of user profiles which capture the term dependence property (the order of terms in the text). In the first step, terms that do not relate to the underlying topic of interest are filtered. In the second step, the link and the weight between two terms are calculated using a “sliding window”, i.e., a span of continuous words that slides through each document’s text. In the final step, suitable thresholds are used to group terms into three different layers. However, the method is time-
consuming in creating user profiles because of the large size of vocabulary used across all the documents. Furthermore, the described method uses all the user specified/relevant documents and treating the documents equally to build that user profile. It neglects the fact that the more recently relevant documents tell us more about the user’s current search interests.

To handle the problems of the term-based approach, such as the difficulty of representing a user’s different topics of interests, various topic-based methods have recently been explored in personalised search (Chirita et al., 2005; Bennett et al., 2012; Sontag et al., 2012; Harvey et al., 2013; White et al., 2013). In these methods, the user’s search interests can be represented as a probability distribution over topics, in which the weight assigned to each topic represents how interested the user is in that topic (Chirita et al., 2005; Bennett et al., 2012; Harvey et al., 2013). Typically, the topic-based approaches contain two steps. The first step is to extract the topics from the user’s search history. The second step is to use the extracted topics to build that user’s profile, in which the user’s search interests are represented.

In the first step, topics are derived from the user’s search history using some knowledge source, such as the Open Directory Project (ODP)\(^5,6\) (Chirita et al., 2005; Bennett et al., 2012), or using a topic modelling technique (Sontag et al., 2012; Harvey et al., 2013). These can then be represented as a vector of weighted topics. Knowledge sources such as concept hierarchies (eg. ODP) or general knowledge repositories (eg. Wikipedia) are developed manually. The Open Directory Project (ODP) is one of the widely used knowledge models in search personalisation research (Chirita et al., 2005; Bennett et al., 2012; White et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2016). The reason is that it is the largest, most comprehensive human-generated directory of the Web\(^7\) and has been built and maintained by hundreds of thousands of volunteer editors. ODP can be considered as a simple ontology with only one relation between its nodes. This kind of relation is an “is-a” or “has-a” relation between the parent category and a child category (e.g., Science → Biology) (Gauch et al., 2007). Figure 2.1 shows the two levels of categories in English. Figure 2.2 shows the topics derived from ODP for a Webpage. Specifically, Chirita

\(^5\)http://www.dmoz.org

\(^6\)http://www.dmoztools.net/

\(^7\)http://www.dmoztools.net/docs/en/about.html
et al. (2005), Bennett et al. (2012) and White et al. (2013) mapped the user’s search interests onto a set of topics, which were extracted from the Open Directory Project (ODP). Bennett et al. (2012) used a mechanism known as decaying to capture the dynamism of user profiles. To capture how interests change over time, Bennett et al. (2012) gave higher weights to more recently clicked documents. However, this ODP-based approach suffers from a limitation that many documents may not appear in the online categorisation scheme. Moreover, it requires costly manual effort to determine the correct categories for each document.

To overcome the problems with approaches based on knowledge sources, topic modelling techniques have been developed to automatically derive topics from documents (Blei et al., 2003). Human effort is not needed to extract topics from documents in these techniques. Harvey et al. (2013) applied an extension of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei et al., 2003) to determine these topics. This means that the topic space is determined based purely on the user’s search history.
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(i.e., relevant documents extracted from query logs) and does not require human involvement to define the topics. However, the topic modelling techniques proposed by Harvey et al. (2013) and Sontag et al. (2012) did not pay attention to the dynamism of user profiles.

For the rest of the research, we extend these ideas of topic modelling to build user profiles dynamically which can quickly adjust to the user’s changing search interests. Specifically, we employ Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) as the topic modelling technique to extract the topics from documents. Among many topic modelling techniques, LDA is fast and simple to implement, and performs with a good performance in the output topics (Phan et al., 2008; Blei et al., 2003; Blei, 2012). We introduce LDA briefly in the next section.

**Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)**

Latent Dirichlet Allocation is a topic modelling approach proposed by Blei et al. (2003). The intuition behind LDA is that documents describe multiple topics. For example, the article in Figure 2.3, entitled “Injured Ronaldo off early v Valladolid”, is related to the injury of the football player Cristiano Ronaldo. In the figure, we have (manually) highlighted different words that are used in the article. Words about football, such as “Real Madrid” and “Champions League”, are highlighted in blue; words about health, such as “injury” and “fitness”, are highlighted in pink. If we highlight every word (except “to” or “on”, which contain little topical content) in the article, one would see that this article blends the topics of health and football in different proportions.

LDA is a statistical model of document collections that tries to capture that intuition (Blei, 2012). Specifically, Blei (2012) defined a topic formally as a distribution over a fixed vocabulary. For example, the health topic has words related to health with high probability. Technically, the model assumes that the topics are generated first, before the documents. That is, to train the model, we have to specify the number of topics (denoted as \(n\)) as a prior parameter of the training process. After that, from the document collection as the input of LDA algorithm, the output will be \(n\) topics. Each topic is described as a distribution over a fixed vocabulary, and each word has a different proportion on the topic. For example, in Figure 2.4, the output topics
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Figure 2.3: The distribution over the topic set of a football-related news of LDA are Football, Health, Law and OS. The Football topic would give high proportions (i.e. probabilities) to words like “Score” and “Goal” while the Operating System topic gives high proportions (i.e. probabilities) to “Windows” and “Linux”.

Figure 2.4: The learned topic set of LDA

After using LDA to build the topics, each document in the collection is also described as a distribution over topics, in which topics appear in different proportions in each document. The proportion of each topic indicates how relevant the document is to the topic. Figure 2.3 shows the distribution over topics of the football-related news. The document has high proportions on the football topic and the health topic because the vocabulary of the document is relevant to both topics. However, the document is more relevant to football than to health because the number of football-related words (9) is greater than the number of health-related words (5).
Summary

This section reviewed a number of approaches in the literature to the information representing stage. Table 2.2 shows a summary of these approaches together with some publications.

Table 2.2: Summary of the information representing stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User search maintenance</th>
<th>User profile representation</th>
<th>Example publications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long-term</td>
<td>Term-based</td>
<td>Nanas et al. (2003); Mc Gowan (2003); Dou et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-term</td>
<td>Term-based</td>
<td>Shen et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term &amp; Short-term</td>
<td>Term-based</td>
<td>Sugiyama et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term</td>
<td>Topic-based</td>
<td>Chiriti et al. (2005); Teevan et al. (2005); Sontag et al. (2012); Harvey et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-term</td>
<td>Topic-based</td>
<td>White et al. (2013, 2010); Ustinovskiy and Serdyukov (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term &amp; Short-term</td>
<td>Topic-based</td>
<td>Bennett et al. (2012); Eickhoff et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.3 Summary and discussion

This section provided a literature review on user profiling. To build a user profile, we first need to gather the personal information of each user. We then use the personal data to build the user profile. In the first step, the user information can be gathered either explicitly (for example, via questionnaires) or implicitly (for example, by analysing query logs). The information can also be gathered either on the server-side or the client-side. In the second step, representing the user profile, either term-based or topic-based methods can be used.

Because explicit methods of gathering users’ personal information suffer from the problems
listed in section 2.2.1, in this dissertation we will propose an implicit method to extract the relevant document of each user from query logs. In our method, we use the query logs from a search engine (i.e. server-side) because of the advantages of the server-side methods as described in Section 2.2.1. With the pros and cons of the topic-based method analysed at the end of Section 2.2.2, we employ a topic-based method to represent user profiles which satisfy the two criteria described in Section 2.2.2, that is, multiple topics and the dynamism of user profiles. However, instead of using human-generated ontologies such as ODP, we will apply a topic modelling algorithm, LDA, to automatically learn latent topics from a document set.

Also, as described in Section 2.2.1, the performance of search personalisation depends on the richness of each user profile. A certain user profile can be enriched by the information of other users who share common interests with respect to the current user. In some research, the users with shared common interests are statically grouped (e.g. based on the number of common clicks between different users). However, the users in a static group can have different interests in different topics. Therefore, in Chapter 4, we focus on dynamically grouping users who share common interests with respect to different topics of interest. As a result, different input queries should return different groups of users who share common interests. Furthermore, to capture the dynamic nature of a user’s search interest, in Chapter 5, we propose a means of building temporal user profiles, and study the interaction between the long- and short-term profiles.

2.3 Personalisation strategies

Having looked at methods for building user profiles, we can now focus on how to employ these user profiles for search personalisation. Typically, search personalisation can be performed by either adapting the search results (e.g. re-ranking the result list, so that more relevant results are displayed higher in the list) or adapting the input query (e.g. automatically or semi-automatically modifying, suggesting or auto-completing the query terms to obtain a better description of the user’s information need).
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2.3.1 Result re-ranking

Result re-ranking approaches are commonly used in search personalisation. The approach takes place after an original result list has been retrieved by the system. A further ranking step is performed to re-order the returned documents to meet some certain criterion (e.g. those documents judged more relevant to the user are displayed at a higher rank in the result list). Figure 2.5 shows an example of the result re-ranking approach. In the example, the user is interested in topic 1 and topic 2. After re-ranking, the documents related to the topics 1 and 2 are promoted to higher ranks. The re-ranking components proposed in the literature are often wrapped around a major commercial search engine (such as Google or Bing) and do not apply re-ranking on the full original result list returned by the search engine (Dou et al., 2007; Bennett et al., 2012; White et al., 2013; Cai et al., 2017). In particular, the re-ranking process only applies to the top \( n \) returned results.

The re-ranking approaches can be classified into two strategies. The first one consists of ranking fusion methods. The second one is to use a learning-to-rank (L2R) approach, which requires additional training of a ranking function. For both strategies, a personalised score which measures the similarity between the user profile and a returned document is calculated. After that, the personalised score is utilised to re-rank the original document list. In the fusion-based strategy, the personalised score is used directly to re-rank without the need of a training step (Dou et al., 2007; Li et al., 2014; Vu et al., 2014). The L2R strategy, on the other hand, uses the personalised score as a feature of an L2R framework (Bennett et al., 2012; White et al., 2013). In this case, we need a training dataset to train an L2R model; and then apply the model for the test dataset. The L2R strategy is widely used in previous research on search personalisation (Bennett et al., 2012; White et al., 2013), as well as winning Track 1 of the 2010 Yahoo! Learning to Rank Challenge.

Dou et al. (2007) proposed a re-ranking method for search results returned by the MSN search engine. In their first step, for each input query, they downloaded the top 50 search results from the MSN search engine. They then computed the personalised score for each Web page in the result list and re-ranked the search results based on the personal score to get a new ranked list.
Finally, they combined the new rank with the original rank of each Web page using Borda’s ranking fusion method (de Borda, 1781; Dwork et al., 2001). In particular, assuming that the original and the new rankings of a Web page are $r_o$ and $r_n$ respectively, the final ranking based on the ranking fusion method is $r = r_o + r_n$. The authors also mentioned that they used the rank-based ranking fusion method because they were unable to get the relevance scores between an input query and a Web page from the MSN search engine.

In a similar approach, Vu et al. (2014) proposed a re-ranking method which is wrapped around a collection of search logs from the Bing search engine. Vu et al. (2014) first downloaded the top 10 search results from Bing for each input query. Then the personal score $p$ between a user profile and each Web page in the search results was calculated. After that, instead of using the ranking fusion method as in Dou et al. (2007), the personal score $p$ was directly combined with the original ranking $r_o$ to get a final score $f = \frac{p}{r_o}$. Finally, the scores are re-ranked to obtain a new ranked list. Vu et al. (2014) also showed that the personal score $p$ only indicates how a certain user is interested in a Web page. Therefore, to obtain how the Web page is topically related to the input query, the original ranking $r_o$ was used as an estimate.

In contrast to the previous approaches of using a simple ranking function, Bennett et al. (2012) applied a machine learning algorithm for re-ranking the top 10 results of each query returned by the Bing search engine. They first extracted the features of each document in the
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**Figure 2.5:** Search result re-ranking using the user profile
result list. The feature list was predefined by the authors and classified into three groups which are Query-Doc-User Features (e.g. click count overall user’s history to the document), Query Features (e.g. Original ranking returned from Bing), and Query-History Features (e.g. Number of sessions containing this query). However, in their re-ranking method, a training set is required to train the ranking function before applying it to re-rank search results.

Social media data has also been used for result re-ranking in search personalisation. Vallet et al. (2010) studied how the ranking of search results can be improved if the users’ social media information can be used in the re-ranking step. They combined the results retrieved from the Yahoo search engine with each user’s tags extracted from del.icio.us. The returned results were then re-ranked based on the fact that both users and documents can be represented by associated sets of tags. An advantage of this approach is that it is independent of a specific search engine, and can be used in any search engine. However, not all web pages returned by search engines are tagged in the del.icio.us data set. As a result, this approach can suffer from sparsity challenges.

Also, while these approaches typically improve average performance of search results relative to simple baselines, they often ignore the fact that the new models can hurt performance on many queries (Wang et al., 2012). Dou et al. (2007) also pointed out that personalised search can lead to a significant improvement over common web search on some queries, but it has little effect on other queries. It even harms search accuracy under some situations (e.g. queries which showed less variation among individuals). Dou et al. used the notion of query click entropy to identify which types of query are best fit for search personalisation. For a given query, a smaller query click entropy value indicates that there is more agreement between users on clicking a small number of web pages. They found that if the click entropy is small, the personalisation process can even deteriorate the search performance. Large click entropy indicates a variety of Web pages clicked for the query. This might mean:

- A user has to select several pages to satisfy this query, which means the query is an informational query. Personalisation can help to filter the pages that are more relevant to users by making use of historical selections.
- Different users have different interests on this query, which means the query is an ambigu-
ous query. In such cases, personalisation has a greater potential to provide different Web pages to different users.

2.3.2 Query adaptation

Query adaptation refers to the technique of expanding the terms of the input query with other terms to retrieve more relevant results (Manning et al., 2008). Figure 2.6 shows an example of the query suggestion lists with and without personalisation for the query “Open”. If the search system knows that the user is an OU student in the UK, it might suggest all the OU-related queries at the top of the suggestion list. Chirita et al. (2007) proposed approaches for query expansion, in which the expanding terms are extracted from each user’s Personal Information Repository (i.e. the personal collection of text documents, emails, cached Web pages, etc.). The authors conducted a set of experiments to determine the number of terms for expansion. They suggested that the decision should be dynamically based on each input query’s features such as query length, query clarity, etc.

![Figure 2.6: Query adaptation with/without personalisation](image)

Zhou et al. (2012) proposed a system in which an individual user model is constructed based on the terms from the annotations and resources the user has marked on the del.icio.us tagging system. A statistical tag-topic model is defined to identify the most relevant terms in the user model to the user’s query and then those terms are used to expand the input query. In practice, each term in the user profile has an associated weighting score calculated based on
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its relationship with other terms in the profile and terms extracted from top-ranked documents. After calculation, terms with highest scores are chosen to expand the original query.

In some systems, query adaptation is performed by rewriting the whole query based on a set of rules maintained in the user model. For example, Koutrika and Ioannidis (2004) proposed a rule-based query rewriting process for personalising structured search across a database of movie information. The system substitutes the submitted query with multiple queries using a set of rules. These rules are based on the user’s individual movie preferences. For example, suppose that a certain user is known to prefer movies of type “action”. If that user enters a source query that requests a list of movies in a certain year, then the system can replace the source query with a query that seeks a movie list of the type “action” in that year.

In the study carried out by Yin et al. (2009), the authors used machine learning techniques to learn the similarities between queries in the logs, and exploit these similarities for query adaptation. They argued that traditional pseudo-relevance feedback has two drawbacks: (1) processing the full text of feedback documents (as opposed to processing only the snippets) obtained in the initial retrieval round is less effective; (2) not all feedback documents are guaranteed to be relevant, thus, some bad terms might be extracted from them (i.e. terms that may be harmful to retrieval effectiveness). The authors addressed these two issues by: (1) using the text of snippets instead of documents, which is further supported by the idea that, before clicking on results, users actually examine the result snippets in order to get a hint of how far a document is relevant to their information need; and (2) only selecting snippets that exceed a certain score threshold, where scores are assigned to snippets based on their rank and their similarity to the source query and similar target queries in the logs.

Also, query suggestion/auto-completion is one of the most prominent features of recent search engines both in general search engines (such as Web search engines) and for more specialised applications (such as Intranet search engines) (Cai and de Rijke, 2016b). Typically, for query suggestion, given a user’s input query, one recommends a list of related queries to the given query (Adeyanju et al., 2012; Cai and de Rijke, 2016b; Carpineto and Romano, 2012; Kato et al., 2013). The main purpose of the query suggestion is to enable the user to formulate a
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query that better expresses his or her information need. Determining the best suggestion list for a query remains a challenge as this depends on the combination of multiple factors (e.g., the user’s searching patterns and interests) (Adeyanju et al., 2012). However, recent research has shown that users prefer having suggestions regardless of their usefulness (Adeyanju et al., 2012; Ruthven, 2003). Typical query suggestion approaches use two main resources to produce the query suggestion list. These are the document collection (Xu and Croft, 1996; Carmel et al., 2002) and the user’s own query logs (Adeyanju et al., 2012; Cai et al., 2014; Cai and de Rijke, 2016a; Shokouhi, 2013; Shokouhi and Guo, 2015), where the user’s search interaction data such as submitted queries and clicked documents can be taken into account.

The approaches that utilise the document collection discover relationships between terms using either the whole document collection (global) (Dang and Croft, 2010) or those returned search results as relevant to a query (local) (Carmel et al., 2002). The top \( n \) terms related to the input query are then recommended for query refinement or automatically used for query expansion (Adeyanju et al., 2012). These approaches, therefore, return the same suggestions for all users. However, the intent of certain queries may vary significantly across users. For example, while “open university course” and “open office” might both be suggested to a searcher who has entered the initial search term “open”. The former is more relevant to a student who wants to take some courses, and the latter is likely to be issued by a user seeking a piece of software (Figure 2.6). To handle this problem, query logs are a promising source for query suggestion since the terms used by a user in their search logs may indicate which interpretation of a query that user is likely to prefer (Adeyanju et al., 2012). Much recent research on query suggestion has used query logs to derive query suggestions (Adeyanju et al., 2012; Cai et al., 2014; Cai and de Rijke, 2016a; Shokouhi, 2013). From the query logs, the suggestion list can be generated either locally using only each user’s search behaviour (Cai et al., 2014; Cai and de Rijke, 2016a; Shokouhi, 2013) or globally using the search behaviour of a group of similar users or all users (Adeyanju et al., 2012). For example, Shokouhi et al. (2013) proposed a supervised framework for personalising auto-completion ranking. In the framework, the completion suggestions are re-ranked based on each user’s profile. A user’s profile, in this case, is built from that user’s
age, gender, location and short-term and long-term search histories. All queries submitted in the current search session are used to define short-term history features. Otherwise, the entire search history of that user is considered to define long-term history features.

Most of these approaches are based on queries submitted to general Web search engines, such as AOL (Cai et al., 2014; Cai and de Rijke, 2016a) and Bing (Shokouhi, 2013), and so present a very broad view of the world. Little attention has been paid to the task of Intranet search. This is similar in some ways to enterprise search, but quite different from general Web search (Hawking, 2010). Recent research on query suggestion has shown the usefulness of query logs for the Intranet search (Adeyanju et al., 2012; Albakour et al., 2011). Adeyanju et al. (2012) proposed a method to adapt the concept of the subsumption hierarchy (Sanderson and Croft, 1999) with query reformulations observed in the query logs of the Intranet search. Although the proposed method successfully improved the quality of query suggestions, the suggestion list is derived globally using the query logs of all users. This technique, therefore, returns the same query suggestion list for all users since they are not dependent on each user’s search behaviours.

### 2.3.3 Summary and discussion

In this section, we summarise the personalisation strategies described in the recent state-of-the-art research. Table 2.3 shows a summary of these approaches together with some publications. This section focuses mainly on different techniques for query adaptation and result re-ranking. In our research, we use both the result re-ranking and query adaptation techniques for our search personalisation model. For the query adaptation technique, we focus on the problem of the personalised query suggestion for Intranet search.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Result re-ranking</th>
<th>Query adaptation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dou et al. (2007); Bennett et al. (2012); Vu et al. (2014); White et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Chirita et al. (2007); Zhou et al. (2012); Yin et al. (2009); Shokouhi et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4 Evaluation approaches

In this section, we review approaches to the evaluation of the effectiveness and efficiency of personalised search. In the area of information retrieval research, a common quantitative evaluation approach is to compare the performance of a proposed approach to a baseline search system. The evaluation methods can be classified to either a controlled setting or a realistic setting (Ghorab et al., 2012). The former method evaluates a personalisation approach using a small number of users and tasks (Granka et al., 2004; Sugiyama et al., 2004; Teevan et al., 2005; Moshfeghi and Jose, 2013). The advantage of such setting is that it allows establishing control groups and conducts a richer evaluation of usability aspects. The latter approaches base their evaluation on a large amount of data from a realistic setting (e.g. a major search engine) (Dou et al., 2007; Bennett et al., 2012; Shokouhi et al., 2013).

For example, Teevan et al. (2005) used a controlled setting method to compare their personalised search system to a baseline system. They constructed a study of 15 participants to evaluate the top 50 web pages returned by the MSN search engine for approximately 10 self-selected queries. Relevance judgements were performed in a non-binary manner, where returned web pages were judged on a three-level scale: highly relevant, relevant, or not relevant to the query. Moreover, to avoid bias to the particular participants, the returned results were presented randomly. To measure the ranking quality, they used Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG). DCG, which will be described in Chapter 3, is a measure that gives more weight to highly ranked documents and allows incorporation of different relevance levels by giving them different gain values. The results showed that the personalised system significantly outperformed the MSN search system.

A similarly controlled setting method was also used in Moshfeghi and Jose (2013) to show the effectiveness of their proposed model on identifying relevant documents by combining affective, physiological and behavioural features with dwell time. The dwell time of a user on a clicked document is the time that the user spent in viewing the document. The authors constructed a study on 24 subjects to carry several search tasks. The results indicated that the combination of the features and dwell time can significantly improve the relevant data prediction.
Also, a number of studies in the literature have conducted experiments on realistic data sets (e.g. query logs from a commercial search engine). For example, Dou et al. (2007) evaluated their personalisation models on a realistic experimental setting, using large-scale query logs from the MSN search engine for 12 days in August 2006. A random sample of 10,000 distinct users (identified by “Cookie GUID”) from the users in the United States on 19th August 2006 was drawn. Information about these users, along with their click-through logs, are extracted as a dataset. The click-through logs dataset contains the search history of users, and also records the returned documents from the search engine with respect to a query. A record of which documents had been clicked by individual users and how long each user viewed the document were also stored. The author argued that because users are randomly sampled, this dataset could reflect the characteristics of the entire logs. The ground truth data set was constructed using an assumption that the clicked documents are the relevant documents of each user. The two metrics used by Dou et al. (2007) for retrieval evaluation were Ranking scoring and Average rank, which will be described in more detail in Chapter 3.

In Dou et al. (2007), the authors assumed that all clicked Web pages are relevant. However, this assumption may not be correct because the clicks with short dwell time (“quick backs”) are unlikely to be relevant (Fox et al., 2005). To handle this problem, the experiments carried out by Bennett et al. (2012) were also conducted in a realistic setting. (Bennett et al., 2012) extracted a dataset containing 8 weeks of query logs from the Bing search engine from July to August 2011. In their research, instead of assuming that all clicked documents represent relevant data, they defined a satisfied result click using the SAT criteria proposed by Fox et al. (2005) as either a click followed by no further clicks for at least 30 seconds, or the last result clicked in the search session. Logs were collected from the Bing search engine where other personalisation supports were disabled, in order not to bias their results with other personalisation signals. The authors evaluated their personalisation models using Mean Average Precision (MAP), which is a single-valued metric that serves as an overall figure for directly comparing different retrieval systems (Manning et al., 2008). MAP is calculated as the average Precision at $k$ values of all testing queries, which will be described in Chapter 3.
Discussion

A key challenge for in-lab settings are that they do not yield large datasets of search logs. Moreover, researchers need to spend more time in constructing controlled setting experiments. However, controlled settings do provide some advantages, such as the ability to experiments with different settings using the same group of participants. Also, evaluating personalisation approaches using realistic settings can handle the challenges of in-lab setting. However, the realistic dataset are usually accessible only through collaborations with search engine companies.

2.5 Conclusion

This chapter has reviewed research on search personalisation covering search personalisation (Section 2.1), user profiling (Section 2.2), personalisation strategies (Section 2.3) and evaluation methodologies (Section 2.4). The literature indicates that the performance of search personalisation depends heavily on the richness of the user profile. Moreover, the user profile should be built in a dynamic way to capture the user’s search interest that changes over time. From the literature reviewed in this chapter, in this thesis, we aim to answer the following question:

*How can we build user profiles dynamically to improve the performance of search personalisation?*

To handle this question, two potential research directions might be employed. The first would be to dynamically leverage the information of users who share common interests to enrich a certain user profile (Chapter 4). The second one would be to build temporal user profiles (Chapters 5 - 7).

This chapter has reviewed the literature on user profiling for search personalisation and its corresponding approaches. In the next chapter, we introduce the experimental methodology including the datasets, the evaluation metrics, and the significance test used in our experiments.
Chapter 3

Experimental Methodology

Typically, search personalisation approaches deal with a re-ranking problem (Teevan et al., 2005; Dou et al., 2007; Teevan et al., 2009; Nanas et al., 2010; Bennett et al., 2012; Harvey et al., 2013; Liu, 2015; Yang et al., 2016; Cheng et al., 2016). As shown in Figure 3.1, search personalisation models focus on re-ranking the original ranked list that is initially returned by a basic ranker when a user submits a query. The ranked list is a list of either returned documents, suggested queries for the Web search personalisation task or personalised query suggestion task. In the flow shown in figure 3.1, List 2, the re-ranked list, contains the top items from the initial list, List 1. The order of those items in the re-ranked list is usually different from that in the initial list. Thus, we can think of search personalisation approaches as re-rankers. In our thesis, the dominant measures used for the re-ranking is dynamic user profiles. These are either dynamic user grouping-centred or temporal user profiling-related.

Figure 3.1: General flow of a search personalisation approach
3.1 Datasets

The availability of test collections plays a critical role in successful experimental research in IR. There are a number of academic communities providing test collections to evaluate the performance of retrieval algorithms. Among these, Text REtrieval Conference (TREC)\(^1\) and the NII Test Collection for IR systems project (NTCIR)\(^2\) are well known. Often these datasets are not suitable for search personalisation because they do not contain enough personal data about the users (such as their identifiers). The most suitable dataset for investigating search personalisation is the session track dataset\(^3\) which is provided by TREC. The dataset contains information about a number of search sessions, and for each of these contains all of the previous queries, clicks, ranked results, and dwell times. However, because the user associated with a search session is not provided, we cannot identify whether two sessions belong to a single user or not. Thus, we cannot build the long-term profile of a user which expresses the user’s long-term interest.

To handle this problem, we use query log dataset from Bing as an alternative. Each log entry consists of an anonymous user identifier, a submitted query, the top 10 returned URLs and clicked results along with the user’s dwell time. The availability of user identifiers allows us to extract all search logs of each user so that we can build the long-term profile of a user using the user’s search logs. In this thesis, we mainly use Bing’s query logs to perform our experiments to study the effectiveness of dynamic features in building a user profile in Chapters 4 - 6. The experiments also allow us to study whether dynamic user profiles help to improve the performance of web search using the Bing search engine?

Also, in Chapter 7, we approach personalising query suggestions for Intranet search with dynamic user profiling. We use another query log collection from the Essex Intranet search engine\(^4,5\). Each log sample contains a session identifier, the event type (e.g., a query or a click), an auto-increment query id, the event content (e.g., query text, click URL), and the event

\(^1\)http://trec.nist.gov
\(^2\)http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir
\(^3\)http://ir.cis.udel.edu/sessions/
\(^4\)That is, a search engine installed on the Website of the University of Essex
\(^5\)http://search.essex.ac.uk/s/search.html
time-stamp.

For our experiments in Chapters 4 - 6 we use two Bing datasets and in Chapter 7 we use the dataset from the Essex intranet. Basic statistics of the three query log collections are presented in Table 3.1. The first Bing dataset contains queries sampled between 01 July 2012 and 15 July 2012 from 106 anonymous users. The second Bing dataset contains queries sampled in 4 weeks from 01 July 2012 to 28 July 2012 from 1166 anonymous users. We use the first (small) dataset in Chapter 4 and the second (bigger) dataset in Chapters 5, 6. The Essex dataset is a large-scale log collection from the Essex Intranet search engine over 2 years from 01 January 2012 to 31 December 2013.

Table 3.1: Basic statistics of the three query log collections. We note that the user information (i.e., user identifier) is not available in the Essex dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Bing$_1$</th>
<th>Bing$_2$</th>
<th>Essex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Date</td>
<td>01-07-2012</td>
<td>01-07-2012</td>
<td>01-01-2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End Date</td>
<td>15-07-2012</td>
<td>28-08-2012</td>
<td>31-12-2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queries</td>
<td>17,947</td>
<td>520,010</td>
<td>1,416,929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>1,166</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sessions</td>
<td>4,724</td>
<td>94,972</td>
<td>735,804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clicks</td>
<td>24,041</td>
<td>433,277</td>
<td>930,242</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Evaluation metrics

Retrieval evaluation metrics play a crucial role in the evaluation of retrieval systems. Retrieval evaluation is the process of systematically associating quantitative measures with the results produced by an IR system in response to a set of user queries (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 2011). Retrieval evaluation metrics should reflect the relevance of the results to the users. A more detailed analysis of the data can be found in Chapters 4 - 7 and in Appendix A.
common approach to calculating evaluation metrics is to compare the results produced by the search system with results suggested by humans for the same set of queries. Here, the retrieval evaluation metrics concern the quality of the results, not the efficiency performance of the system, such as how fast queries are processed.

In this section, we detail the evaluation metrics that we use to evaluate the effectiveness of our dynamic user profiles in personalisation tasks. For a complete overview, we use the following evaluation metrics:

- **Precision at rank** $k$ ($\text{P}@k$)
- **Mean Average Precision** ($\text{MAP}$)
- **Mean Reciprocal Rank** ($\text{MRR}$)
- **Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain** ($\text{nDCG}@k$)
- **Inverse Average Rank** ($\text{IAR}$) (Dou et al., 2007; Li et al., 2014)
- **Personalisation Gain** ($\text{P-Gain}$) (Harvey et al., 2013)$^7$

These are well known and widely used IR evaluation metrics (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 2011; Manning et al., 2008). We describe those metrics in detail in the context of Web search personalisation $^8$ as follows:

Figure 3.2 shows an example of a returned document list before (left) and after (right) re-ranking. $R$ means that the document is relevant (e.g., clicked). Each list contains the same set of documents, but in different orders.

$^7$Note that, in Chapter 4, we only use Inverse Average Rank ($\text{IAR}$) and Personalisation Gain ($\text{P-Gain}$) because we follow the experimental setting for a fusion based re-ranking method from (Dou et al., 2007; Harvey et al., 2013) to compare our dynamic group formation to a static one (Dou et al., 2007). The other metrics are used extensively in Chapters 5 - 7 following the experimental setting used by Bennett et al. (2012) for a learning-to-rank based re-ranking method.

$^8$In the context of personalised query suggestion; the metrics are calculated using the suggested query list instead of the document list as in the context of Web search personalisation.
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Figure 3.2: An example of a document list before and after re-ranking. \( R \) means that the document is relevant to the user.

3.2.1 Precision at rank \( k \)

The precision at rank \( k \) (\( P@k \)) metric gives the percentage of relevant documents within the top \( k \) returned documents. In web search related tasks this metric is widely considered important, as users usually only look at the top \( k \) returned documents of a ranked list. It is defined as:

\[
P@k = \frac{\sum_{r=1}^{k} rel(r)}{k}
\]

(3.1)

where \( rel(r) \) is a binary function that indicates whether or not the document at rank \( r \) is relevant:

\[
rel(r) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } r \in R \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( R \) is the set of relevant documents for a given query (the set of documents marked as relevant in the training and test sets). In Figure 3.2, \( P@5 = \frac{3}{5} = 0.6 \) for both lists. However, if we consider only the first three results, \( List 1 \) gives a much lower precision at rank 3 (\( P@3 = 0.333 \)) than \( List 2 \) (\( P@3 = 1 \)). We optimise \( P@k \) in a certain context in which we consider the relevance of top \( k \) ranked documents instead of the whole returned document list. One drawback of this metric is that we do not know which order of the \( k \) document list is better. For example, in Figure 3.2, \( P@k \) is the same for both list 1 and list 2 if \( k \geq 5 \), but one can see that in most cases, \( List 2 \) would be preferable to \( List 1 \) as all the relevant documents are ranked nearer the top. Therefore, typically, this metric is only used to compare subsets of
the returned lists (e.g., top 1, 3, 5 returned documents) but not all \( N \) items of the returned list. Furthermore, the metric cannot measure the recall of search results in the top \( k \) list (what proportion of the relevant documents).

### 3.2.2 Mean average precision

Mean average precision (MAP) is a widely used metric that measures both the precision and recall of search results. For each relevant document in the returned document list, we take the precision at the rank of that document. These are summed over the precision values and divided by the total number of relevant documents. This gives us the average precision (AP) for a query:

\[
AP = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{N} P@k \times rel(k)}{|R|}
\]

where \( N \) is the number of returned documents (\( N = 10 \) in Bing’s query logs and \( N = 12 \) in Essex’s query logs). In Figure 3.2, we have

\[
AP = \frac{0 \times 0 + 0.5 \times 1 + 0.3 \times 0 + 0.5 \times 1 + 0.6 \times 1 + 0.5 \times 0}{3} = 0.53
\]

for List 1 and

\[
AP = \frac{1 \times 1 + 1 \times 1 + 1 \times 1 + 0.75 \times 0 + 0.6 \times 0 + 0.5 \times 0}{3} = 1
\]

for List 2. Taking the mean of AP values over a set of test queries gives the mean average precision (MAP) for a system on that set of queries. In other words, the MAP score of a retrieval system can be obtained by averaging the AP values of all the test queries. Unlike \( P@k \), the MAP metric can be used to compare the qualities of two full lists before and after re-ranking. We optimise the MAP metric in general search contexts in which relevant documents are expectedly ranked higher than irrelevant documents.

\[
MAP = \frac{1}{|Q|} \sum_{i}^{Q} AP_i
\]

where \( AP_i \) is the average precision of the query \( i \). \( Q \) is the set of test queries and \( |Q| \) is the size of \( Q \).
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3.2.3 Mean reciprocal rank

Mean reciprocal rank (MRR) is a metric that measures the ranking quality of the first relevant document in a returned document list. Given a query, we calculate the reciprocal of the rank of the first relevant document retrieved. This gives us the reciprocal rank (RR) for the query:

\[ RR = \frac{1}{\text{rank}_r} \]

where \( \text{rank}_r \) is the rank of the first relevant document. \( RR \) is 1 if the first document in the retrieved list is relevant, it is 0.5 if the first document in the list is irrelevant, but the second is relevant, and so on. In Figure 3.2, \( RR = 0.5 \) for List 1 and \( RR = 1 \) for List 2. When we average \( RR \) values across a set of test queries, the measure is called the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR):

\[ MRR = \frac{1}{|Q|} \sum_{i} RR_i \]

where \( RR_i \) is the reciprocal rank of the query \( i \). \( Q \) is the set of test queries and \( |Q| \) is the size of \( Q \). We might want to optimise \( MRR \) in cases where we only care about the first relevant document, such as the “I’m feeling lucky” function of the Google search engine, in which, instead of viewing the result list, you directly go to the first returned result. \( MRR \) is equivalent to \( MAP \) when the number of relevant documents in the returned list for calculating \( MAP \) is only one.

3.2.4 Normalised discounted cumulative gain at rank \( k \)

Normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG@k), like precision at \( k \), is evaluated over the top \( k \) returned results. This metric can take into account both binary (e.g., Bad, Good) and non-binary notion of relevance (e.g., Bad, Fair, Good, Excellent, etc.) at rank \( k \). Given a ranked result set of documents \( S \) and an ideal ordering of the same set of documents \( O \), the discounted cumulative gain (DCG) at a particular rank threshold \( k \) is defined as:

\[ DCG(S, k) = \frac{1}{\log(1 + j)} \sum_{j=1}^{k} 2^{r(j)} - 1 \]

where \( r(j) \) is the judgement function (for example, \( 0 = \text{Bad}, 1 = \text{Fair}, 2 = \text{Good}, 3 = \text{Excellent} \)) at rank \( j \) in set \( S \). For example, in Figure 3.3, \( r(1) = 0, r(2) = 1 \), etc., and
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Figure 3.3: An example of a non-binary judgement function of relevance (0 = Bad, 1 = Fair, 2 = Good, 3 = Excellent). $S$ is a ranked result set of documents. $O$ is an ideal ordering of the same set of documents.

$DCG(S, 5) = 1/\log(3) + 7/\log(5) + 3/\log(6)$ for $S$. The ideally ordered set $O$ contains all documents rated for the given query sorted descending by the judgement value ($DCG(O, 5) = 7/\log(2) + 3/\log(3) + 1/\log(4)$ for $O$). Then the normalized discounted cumulative gain ($nDCG@k$) at a particular rank threshold $k$ is defined as:

$$nDCG(S, k) = \frac{DCG(S, k)}{DCG(O, k)}$$

$nDCG(S, k)$ discounts the contribution of a document to the score as its rank increases. Higher $nDCG(S, k)$ values correspond to better correlation with human judgements. $nDCG(S, k)$ value at rank threshold $k$ when the set $S$ is clear from the context is often written as $nDCG@k$. For example,

$$nDCG@5 = \frac{1/\log(3) + 7/\log(5) + 3/\log(6)}{7/\log(2) + 3/\log(3) + 1/\log(4)} = 0.51$$

for $S$ (see Figure 3.3).

In addition to the above metrics, in Chapter 4, we propose to use two further metrics. These are:
3.2.5 Inverse Average Rank

The average rank (AR) over a set of test queries $Q$ is defined as (Dou et al., 2007):

$$AR = \frac{1}{|Q|} \sum_{q \in Q} \frac{1}{|R_q|} \sum_{p \in R_q} \text{rank}_p$$

(3.2)

where $Q$ is a set of test queries. $|Q|$ is the size of $Q$. $R_q$ is a set of relevant web pages for a test query $q$; $\text{rank}_p$ is the rank of a page $p$. A smaller $AR$ indicates a better overall quality of the ranked results, in which the relevant documents are returned at top of the result list (Dou et al., 2007). For example, if the test query set contains only one query as in Figure 3.2, $AR = 1/3 \times (2 + 4 + 5) = 3.67$ for the list 1 and $AR = 1/3 \times (1 + 2 + 3) = 2.00$ for the list 2. For ease of use, in our thesis, we define an Inverse Average Rank (IAR) metric as:

$$IAR = \frac{1}{AR}$$

(3.3)

In the case shown in Figure 3.2, IARs are 0.273 and 0.5 for List 1 and List 2, respectively. The higher IAR score indicates the better ranking quality. IAR has a similar effect to MAP as both of them take into account of the rank of all relevant documents in the result list.

3.2.6 Personalisation Gain

Personalisation Gain (P-Gain) shows how stably the personalisation improves the ranking performance over a baseline across all test queries (Harvey et al., 2013). The metric compares the number of relevant web pages promoted to a higher rank against the number of relevant pages obtaining lower ranking after using the personalisation algorithm. A higher positive P-Gain value indicates a better overall robustness of a personalisation algorithm in term of improving performance over the baseline.

$$P-Gain = \frac{\#\text{better} - \#\text{worse}}{\#\text{better} + \#\text{worse}}$$

(3.4)

where $\#\text{better}$ is the number of relevant web pages promoted to a higher rank after re-ranking. $\#\text{worse}$ is the number of relevant web pages promoted to a lower rank. In Figure 3.2, $\#\text{better}$ and $\#\text{worse}$ are 2 and 1, respectively. Thus, $P-Gain$ is $\frac{2-1}{2+1} = 0.33$. 
3.3 Significance test

Researchers in IR commonly use three main statistical significance tests, those being Student’s paired t-test (Gosset, 1904), the Wilcoxon signed rank test (Wilcoxon, 1945) and the sign test (Karas and Savage, 1967). The reasons for using significance testing is to determine whether observed differences are significant or just the matter of chance. In Chapters 4 - 7, we propose dynamic user profiling approaches which should improve the performances on the personalisation tasks in the chapters. To test whether our proposed approaches do show improvements, we compare their scores to baseline scores using the evaluation metrics described in the previous section. When comparing two runs, we want to test for significant differences between them. To this end, we usually use a two-tailed paired t-test. Gosset (1904) shows that in practice there is no difference between the t-test and the randomisation test.

For the paired t-test to be valid, the differences between two runs need to be approximately normally distributed (Lumley et al., 2002). Using the Central Limit Theorem\(^9\) which states that the distribution of the sum (or mean or difference) of a sufficiently large number \((N > 100)\) of independent, identically distributed variables will be approximately normal, regardless of the underlying distribution (Lumley et al., 2002). From Table 3.1, the numbers of queries are large \((N > 17,000)\) for all three datasets. Therefore, following the Central Limit Theorem, the paired t-test is valid in our experiments. Figure 3.4 shows the histogram of the differences between average precision values of the Bing default ranker and after re-ranking using the long-term user profile (Chapter 5). We can see that the differences are approximately normally distributed. Moreover, the paired t-test has been widely used in search personalisation (Bennett et al., 2012; White et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2016).

The statistical significance of observed differences between the performance of two runs for significance levels \(\alpha = 0.01\) and \(\alpha = 0.05\) is shown in the experimental results of this thesis when necessary and appropriate, the former being stronger than the latter.

\(^9\)https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_limit_theorem
3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have detailed the methodology for evaluating search personalisation using dynamic user profiles. In particular, we have presented the benchmark query log collections used for search personalisation. We have also introduced the most widely used metrics as well as the significance test for search personalisation. In the next chapter, we will start our investigation on dynamic group formation for search personalisation.
Chapter 4

Dynamic Group Formation for
Search Personalisation

In this chapter, we begin our research and attempt to answer the research questions detailed in the introduction chapter. We explore how to improve the performance of search personalisation using dynamic group formation. To handle this task, we start with building a user profile representing the user’s topical search interests.

Unlike classical search methods (that is, methods which rely only on comparison the contents of the query and the document collection), personalised search systems use personal data about a user to tailor search results to that specific user. This information can be considered as a user profile. A widely used type of user profile represents the topical interests of the user (Sieg et al., 2007; Bennett et al., 2012; Harvey et al., 2013; Raman et al., 2013; White et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2014). A typical approach is to build user profiles using the main topics discussed in the relevant documents (Sieg et al., 2007; Bennett et al., 2012; Harvey et al., 2013; White et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2014; Vu et al., 2015b,a). The topics covered by a document can be obtained from a human-generated online ontology, such as the Open Directory Project (ODP)\(^1\)\(^2\) (Sieg et al., 2007; Bennett et al., 2012; White et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2014). However, this approach suffers from the limitation that many documents may not appear in the online categorisation

\(^1\)http://www.dmoz.org/
\(^2\)http://www.dmoztools.net/
scheme. Moreover, it requires expensive manual effort to determine the correct categories for each document (Harvey et al., 2013; Vu et al., 2014).

In this chapter, we first look at these problems of ontology-based methods (Bennett et al., 2012; White et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2014) and attempt to answer the following question:

**RQ 1** How can we build a user profile which represents the user’s topical search interests for search personalisation?

Recent research has shown that the performance of web search engines can be improved by enriching a user’s profile with information about other users who share some common interests (Teevan et al., 2005, 2009; Dou et al., 2007; White et al., 2013). In the existing approaches, groups of similar users are often statically determined, e.g., based on the common documents that users clicked (Dou et al., 2007; White et al., 2013). However, these static grouping methods are query-independent and neglect the fact that users in a group may have different interests with respect to different queries and topics. An example of static group formation using common clicks is shown in Figure 4.1 (left). In this case, regardless of the input query (either “plum tree” or “iPhone 5s”) from the second user (the current user who is submitting the queries), the first and third users are classified in the same group with the second user.

![Static Group](image1)  
![Dynamic Group](image2)  

**Figure 4.1: Static versus Dynamic Group Formation**

In this chapter, we will show how groups with shared interests can be dynamically constructed in response to the user’s input query. An example of dynamic group formation is shown in Figure 4.1 (right), in which the first and second users are classified into a group with respect to the
query “plum tree”. Similarly, the third and the second users are grouped in another group with respect to the query “iPhone 5s”. This leads to the second research question which we will attempt to address:

**RQ 2** How can we dynamically group users who share common interests for search personalisation?

More specifically, the group construction is dynamic if the group is constructed in an online mode after the query is issued by a current user. That is, different input queries should return different groups of users who share some common interests with the current user. The motivation can be approached from many different angles as detailed in the literature review. The question can be divided into three more specific sub-questions that are given below:

1. *How can we dynamically group users who share common interests?*

2. *How can we enrich a user profile with group information?*

3. *Can enriched user profiles help to improve search performance and even perform better than the use of static group formation?*

To answer these research questions, we propose a model for query-dependent user grouping and use the dynamic group information to enrich user profiles for search personalisation. First, we build user profiles based on relevant documents extracted from query logs over a topic space. We utilise an unsupervised topic model to automatically derive topics instead of using a human-generated ontology as in Bennett et al. (2012); White et al. (2013). Specifically, we employ Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei et al., 2003) to automatically extract latent topics from the user’s relevant documents (that is, documents which the user previously clicked on, and remained on with a dwell time of at least 30 seconds). We then utilise the extracted topics from the relevant documents of each user to build that user’s profile. Moreover, instead of assuming that all clicked documents are relevant (as assumed in work such as (Dou et al., 2007) and (Raman et al., 2013)), we use the Satisfied (SAT) Clicks criteria (Fox et al., 2005) to identify SAT clicked documents. After that, we introduce a novel method to dynamically group users who have similar interests given the input query of the current user.
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After grouping users who share common interests with the current user, we aim to access the performance of our dynamic grouping method by using the group data to enrich the current user profile. We then use the enriched user profile to personalise the search results returned by the Bing web search engine. For comparison, we consider the original ranking of Bing and two other comparative baselines. Our first comparative baseline is to use the user profile without being enriched, and the second is to use statically enriched profiles. As we will see below, our dynamic grouping method significantly outperforms these comparative baselines.

4.1 Personalisation Framework

We start this section with building a topic-based user profile in Section 4.1.1 using topics automatically extracted from that user’s relevant documents. We then detail the process of dynamically grouping users who share similar interests with respect to an input query in Section 4.1.2. We finally use the group information to personalise the search results returned by a commercial search engine in Section 4.1.3.

4.1.1 Building a user profile

We infer user interests (i.e. topic-based profiles) implicitly using the relevant data extracted from query logs. The proposed approach consists of three steps.

The first step is to extract the relevant data of each user from their query logs. A log entity consists of an anonymous user-identifier, a submitted query, top-\(n\) returned URLs, and clicked results along with the user’s dwell times (i.e., the time the user spent on that clicked result). Because a click with a short dwell time (“quick back”) tends to be irrelevant data (Bennett et al., 2012), we use the SAT criteria (Fox et al., 2005) to identify satisfied (SAT) clicks (relevant data) from the query logs. A click is classed as a SAT click if it is either a click with a dwell time of at least 30 seconds or the last result click in a search session. Table 4.1 shows the returned documents of a log entry. There are three documents on which the user clicked. However, the document ranked 8th is the only SAT click because it satisfies the SAT criteria. As a “session”, we use the common approach of demarcating session boundaries by at least 30 minutes of user
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inactivity (Kotov et al., 2011; Bennett et al., 2012; Liao et al., 2012; Raman et al., 2013). Table 4.2 shows an example of demarcating two sessions from the query logs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Returned Results</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Click?</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>SAT click?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alphaonespf.com</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>youtube.com/watch?v=...</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>11s</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batonrouge.craigslist.org/lab...</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>7s</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manta.com/c/mt47rmw/...</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tigerdoppings.com/rant...</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>132s</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: An example of demarcating session boundaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7/1/2012 10:24:06 AM</td>
<td>baton rouge backpage</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/2012 10:47:34 AM</td>
<td>Than Merrill</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/2012 11:03:24 AM</td>
<td>does attic foil insulation work</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/2012 11:10:10 AM</td>
<td>baton rouge radiant barrier installers</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/2012 11:21:53 AM</td>
<td>baton rouge spray foam</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/2012 11:29:18 AM</td>
<td>baton rouge website company</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/2012 11:29:30 AM</td>
<td>baton rouge web design</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

70 minutes of user inactivity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7/1/2012 12:39:49 AM</td>
<td>erin berry babin</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1/2012 12:41:51 AM</td>
<td>bbq guys</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the second step, we apply the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm (Blei et al., 2003) to extract topics from the relevant data (i.e., SAT clicked documents) as described in section 2.2.2. After applying LDA to infer the topics from the documents in the collection, we obtain $n$ topics, in which $n$ is pre-defined as an input to the LDA model. Each topic is
described as a distribution over a fixed vocabulary, and each word has a different proportion on the topic. For example, a topic about “football” would give high probabilities to words like “score” and “goal”, and low probabilities to “Windows” and “Linux”. Moreover, each document is described as a distribution over topics, in which each topic contributes to the document in different proportions. The proportion of each topic indicates how relevant that document is to the topic. For example, a document about a football match would give a high probability to the topic about “football” and a small probability to the topic about “OS”.

In the final step, we use the topic distribution of each relevant document extracted from the second step to build a user profile. We model each user as a set of relevant documents. Then, because each document can be modelled as a distribution over topics, we can use a chain rule to model each user as a distribution over topics where each topic has a proportionately different contribution to the user’s profile. The proportion of each topic in the user profile indicates how much the user is interested in the topic. We note that a user profile is updated on-the-fly (dynamically) using new relevant documents in the user’s current search session.

In figure 4.2, we give an example of how to construct a topic-based user profile from the user’s relevant documents. The user has three relevant documents extracted from his search history by applying the SAT criteria. After using LDA to construct topics (in this case, “Football”, “Health”, “Law” and “OS-Operating System”), each document is described as a distribution over topics. Then, the topic-based profile of the user is constructed as a distribution over the topic set, in which the proportion of each topic is calculated as the mean of the proportions of the topic on the three relevant documents (e.g. \( \text{User}_{\text{Health}} = (0.18 + 0.02 + 0.68)/3 = 0.29 \)). The user distribution over the topic set also indicates that the user is most interested in the “Health” topic because the proportion of the topic is highest (i.e., 0.29).

We describe the approach of constructing a user profile formally as follows. Let \( Z, W \) and \( D \) be random variables representing a topic, a word and a document respectively. The identity of a user who uses the search engine is a random variable, which we denote by \( U \). Let \( z, w, d \) and \( u \) denote instances of \( Z, W, D \) and \( U \) respectively. Thus, for instance, the probability that \( U \) takes value \( u \) is denoted \( p(u) \). After training the LDA model, we get two distributions \( P(W|Z) \)
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Figure 4.2: Building a user profile

and \( P(Z|D) \). \( P(W|Z) \) defines a distribution of words for each topic, which shows how relevant they are to the topic. \( P(Z|D) \) defines a distribution of these latent topics for each document, which shows how relevant they are to the document.

We define the extent to which a user \( u \) is interested in a latent topic \( z \) as a conditional probability:

\[
p(z|u) = \frac{1}{|SAT(u)|} \sum_{d \in SAT(u)} p(z|d)
\]  

Here, \( SAT(u) \) is a set of SAT clicked documents from user \( u \), \(|SAT(u)|\) is the size of that set, and \( p(z|d) \) is the probability of topic \( z \) given the document \( d \). \( P(Z|U) \) shows how interested each user is in the latent topics mentioned in his or her SAT clicked documents.

4.1.2 Query-dependent user grouping

In this section, we address the question of how to group users dynamically, based on their input queries. In particular, given a user, different input queries could result in different user groups. The dynamic grouping method contains three steps.
1. The first step is to build the shared user profile between two users using the common relevant documents between these two users.

2. In the second step, with each input query, we calculate the similarity between that input query and a shared user profile. This gives a final score which indicates how topics of interest are shared between the two users given that query.

3. In the final step, we use the score as a similarity measure to form a group of the $K$-nearest users who share common interests with the current user for the given input query.

In the first step, with a user $u$, we apply the same technique to build a user profile described in the previous section to construct the shared interest profile between this user and another user $v$. However, instead of using the SAT clicks of a single user, we use the common SAT clicks of the two users to build the shared interest profile.

Figure 4.3 illustrates the construction of a shared user profile as a distribution over the topics. The shared user profile of $u$ and $v$ is a distribution over topics, in which the proportion of each topic indicates how likely it is that the two users share common interests on the topic. Although the OS topic is only the second most interesting topic of $u$ (Figure 4.2), $u$ and $v$ share the most interest on this topic (corresponding with the highest probability of 0.38 as shown in figure 4.3). After this step, we have all shared user profiles of the user $u$ and another user $v$. As shown in figure 4.4, the user $u$ shares his or her interests with three other users $v_1$, $v_2$ and $v_3$. In this example, $u$ shares the most interest on “Health”, “Law” and “OS” with $v_1$, $v_2$ and $v_3$ respectively (based on the shared user profiles).

After obtaining the shared user profile between the user $u$ and another user $v$, in the second step, we calculate the topic similarity between the two users with respect to an input query. We assume that the word order in an input query is not important, so we describe the input query as a bag of words. A topic returned from LDA is also modelled as a set of words. Then, each input query can be modelled as a distribution over the topics, in which each probability value describes the proportion of the query in each topic. For instance, in Figure 4.5, the query “windows 10” is described as a distribution over the topics, in which the corresponding value of each topic is the proportion of “Windows 10” in that topic. The proportion of the query in a
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topic is extracted from the LDA topic distributions. From Figure 4.5, the query “windows 10” is more relevant to the “OS” topic than to, say, the “Law” topic.

After that, we measure the similarity between a shared user profile and an input query using either a probability-based method (such as Jensen-Shannon divergence (Lin, 1991)) or a vector-based function (such as cosine similarity). Because both the shared profile and the input query are presented as $P(Z|q)$ and $P(Z|sp)$ distributions over topics $Z$, respectively, we can measure the similarity, $\text{SharedSim}$, between a shared profile and an input query using a probability-based method. Among many probability-based methods, Jensen-Shannon divergence ($D_{JS}[\cdot||\cdot]$) is a useful symmetric measure of the distance between two probability distributions (Lee, 1999), and has been widely used in IR research (Bennett et al., 2012). Because Jensen-Shannon divergence is a method of measuring the difference of two distributions (Lin, 1991), for ease of use, we define $\text{SharedSim}$ as $-D_{JS}[\cdot||\cdot]$ as follows:

$$
\text{SharedSim}(q|sp) = -D_{JS}[Q||SP] = -\frac{1}{2}D_{KL}[Q||M] - \frac{1}{2}D_{KL}[SP||M] \quad (4.2)
$$

where $D_{KL}[\cdot||\cdot]$ is the Kullback-Leibler divergence and $M = \frac{1}{2}(Q + SP)$. 

Figure 4.4: The three shared profiles between the user \( u \) and other users \( v_1, v_2 \) and \( v_3 \)

Figure 4.5: The distribution of the query “Windows 10” over the topic space

Now, for each shared profile \( sp \) between \( u \) and \( v \), and an input query \( q \), we get a similarity score \( \text{SharedSim}(q|sp) \). The higher the score is, the more interest the user \( v \) shares with the user \( u \) given the query \( q \). Figure 4.6 shows an example of \( \text{SharedSim} \) scores between the input query “windows 10” (Figure 4.5) and the three shared profiles (Figure 4.4). The third profile has the highest \( \text{SharedSim} \) score with the input query which indicates that the user \( v_3 \) shares the most common interest with the user \( u \) with respect to the query.

In the final step, using the similarity scores from the second step, we identify the \( K \)-nearest users to the user \( u \) (i.e., those users who have the highest similarity score) based on their shared common interests given the input query \( q \). As shown in Figure 4.6, if we set \( K = 2 \), the third and the second users (i.e., \( v_3, v_2 \)) are the two nearest users who share common interests with
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Figure 4.6: The similarity scores (i.e., *SharedSim*) between the input query and the shared profiles

the current user *u* because the similarity scores are −0.18 and −0.26, respectively.

4.1.3 Re-ranking search results using group information

After obtaining the *K*-nearest users of the user *u* (denoted as *G*<sub>*u*</sub>), we first use the data from the *K* users to enrich the current user profile. We then utilise the enriched user profile to re-rank the original list of documents returned by the Bing search engine.

To enrich the current user profile, we apply the same technique to construct a single user profile, as shown in section 4.1.1. However, instead of using the relevant documents, we use the profiles of the *K*-nearest users together with the current user’s profile to construct an enriched user profile (*p<sub>e</sub>*). The enriched profile is described as a distribution over topics, in which the proportion of each topic is calculated as an average of those of the topic over the *K* users together with the current user.

\[
p_{e}(z|u) = \frac{p(z|u) + \sum_{v \in G_u} p(z|v)}{K + 1}
\]  

(4.3)

Figure 4.7 shows an example of an enriched user profile. The profile is enriched *dynamically*
because the $K$-nearest users are extracted using the input query at the query time. After enriching the profile, we can see that the interest of the current user in the “Health” and “OS” topics are larger while the user interest in the “Football” and “Law” topics are decreased in comparison with those in the original user profile.

Figure 4.7: An enriched user profile

We can now use the enriched user profile to re-rank the original list of documents returned by a search engine. Figure 4.8 shows an overview of how the enriched user profile is used to

Figure 4.8: The general process of re-ranking. $R$ means that the document is relevant to the user
re-rank the original document list returned by the search engine. After re-ranking the document list, we expect that the more relevant documents will be promoted to higher ranks. For each query $q$ of the current user $u$, the detailed steps are as follows:

1. Download the top $n$ ranked search results (as in query logs) returned from the search engine for the query. We denote a downloaded web page as $d$ and its rank in the search result list as $r(q,d)$.

2. Compute a personalised score for each web page $d$ given the current user $u$ as $\text{sim}(d|u)$. Since both $d$ and $u$ are modelled as a distribution over topics, we calculate $\text{sim}(d|u)$ using JensenShannon divergence as described in section 4.1.2. To use the group information, we use the enriched profile $p_e$ instead of the original profile of the current user.

3. Combine the personalised score $\text{sim}(d|u)$ and the original rank $r(q,d)$, to get a final score as:

$$f(d|u,q) = \frac{\text{sim}(d|u)}{r(q,d)} \quad \text{(4.4)}$$

As we do not have access to the original relevance score between the query $q$ and the returned document $d$ given by the baseline search engine, we use $1/r(q,d)$ as an estimate. We combine $\text{sim}(d|u)$ and $r(q,d)$, as they reflect different aspects in ranking documents. A higher final score indicates that the document is more relevant to the user and should be ranked higher. We then re-rank the returned documents to obtain a new ranked list. For example, in figure 4.8, after the re-ranking step, the ranks of a relevant document changes from the 4$^{th}$ place to the 1$^{st}$ place. Then, we will compare the two ranked lists (before and after re-ranking) using IR evaluation metrics detailed in Chapter 3.
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4.2.1 Evaluation metrics

We use two measurement metrics to evaluate a personalised search approach, which are: inverse average rank \((IAR)\) and personalisation gain \((P-Gain)\) as detailed in Chapter 3. As mentioned in chapter 3, the higher \(IAR\) score indicates a better ranking quality while a higher positive \(P-Gain\) value indicates a better overall robustness of a personalisation algorithm in terms of improving the performance over the baseline. As shown in figure 4.8, the relevant set \(P_s\) for the query also consists of only one relevant document. Before search personalisation, the relevant document is ranked 4\(^{th}\); thus \(IAR = 1/4 = 0.25\). After search personalisation, the relevant document is ranked 1\(^{st}\); thus \(IAR = 1/1 = 1\). Figure 4.8 also indicates a case in which the more relevant document has been re-ranked to higher up the list, so that after re-ranking the relevant document is promoted from the 4\(^{th}\) rank to the 1\(^{st}\) rank. Accordingly, \(P-Gain = \frac{1-0}{1+0} = 1\).

4.2.2 Dataset and evaluation methodology

The dataset used in our experiments is a sample of query logs from the Bing search engine for 15 days from the 01\(^{st}\) to the 15\(^{th}\) July 2012. The query logs contain search data from 106 anonymous users. A log entity consists of an anonymous user identifier, a query, the top-10 returned URLs for that query, and clicked results along with the user’s dwell time. For each URL, we use the main content (i.e. title and body) for training the LDA topic model.

For evaluation, we use the SAT criteria to identify the satisfied clicks from the query logs. We then split the dataset into training and test sets. The training set contains the log data for the first 10 days, and the test set contains the log data for the remaining 5 days. Table 4.3 shows some statistics for the query logs. We also consider the SAT clicks as the ground truth of the test data. In our experiments, we evaluate our proposed method by comparing the original ranked list given by the Bing search engine and the re-ranked list given by our methods with the evaluation metrics defined in Section 4.1.3.

In addition to reporting the overall performance, we also analyse the results with respect to the concept of query click entropy (Dou et al., 2007) as a direct indication of query click
### 4.3 Experimental results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>ALL</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#days</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#users</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#queries</td>
<td>17,947</td>
<td>11,695</td>
<td>6,252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#distinct queries</td>
<td>8,008</td>
<td>5,237</td>
<td>3,102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#clicks</td>
<td>24,041</td>
<td>15,688</td>
<td>8,353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#SAT clicks</td>
<td>16,166</td>
<td>10,607</td>
<td>5,559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#SAT clicks/ #queries</td>
<td>0.9008</td>
<td>0.9069</td>
<td>0.8892</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**QueryClickEntropy**

\[
QueryClickEntropy(q) = \sum_{d \in U(q)} -p(d|q) \log_2 p(d|q)
\]

Here \( U(q) \) is a collection of web pages which are clicked for the distinct query \( q \), and \( p(d|q) \) is the percentage of the clicks on document \( d \) among all the clicks for \( q \). A smaller query click entropy value indicates that more agreement between users on clicking a small number of web pages with respect to that query (Dou et al., 2007). Dou et al. also pointed out that if the query click entropy is small, the personalisation process can even deteriorate the search performance.

In the experimental data, about 80% of the queries have a low click entropy (where “low” is between 0 and 1), 15% of the queries have a click entropy between 1 and 2, and about 5% of the queries have a higher click entropy (greater than 2) (Figure 4.9).

### 4.3 Experimental results

In the experiment, we compare the performances of the baseline and three personalisation strategies which we have called S_Profile, S_Group and D_Group. The baseline is the originally ranked results from the Bing search engine. S_Profile is a personalisation approach using the current user profile, S_Group uses the profile enriched with information from static grouping \( p(u,v) \) (as shown in Figure 4.10, we use only the number of common clicks between two use to group users and are regardless of the input query), and D_Group is enriched with information from dynamic variation.
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Figure 4.9: Query click entropies on our experimental dataset

For training the LDA model, we employ the Mallet implementation (McCallum, 2002) of the LDA model. We also observe that the choice of hyper-parameter has little impact on overall performance. Therefore, in this work, we set the number of topics as 100 and the hyper-parameters as in Blei et al. (2003). Since the number of the anonymous users is relatively small (106), we set the number of nearest neighbours $K = 5$ for both $S\_Group$ and $D\_Group$.

4.3.1 Overall performance

In this section, we analyse the experimental results of the personalised strategies regarding $IAR$ and $P\text{-}Gain$. Table 4.4 shows that all personalisation strategies can lead to improvements over

---

3 We use the training set to initialise the user profiles as well as the shared user profiles. We also use the training set to statically group users who share common interests.

4 We use the test set to compare the performances of the personalisation strategies after re-ranking. We also use the satisfied clicks extracted from the test set to update the user profiles as well as the shared user profiles.

---
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Figure 4.10: The static grouping method

the baseline (i.e., all reported changes are positive in $IAR$ and $P$-Gain values). Interestingly, the D_Group method has the highest improvement ($p < 0.01$ with the paired t-test)$^5$ of 8.12% over the baseline (using the $IAR$ metric). S_Group and S_Profile methods also have significant improvements of 7.64% and 5.94% respectively ($p < 0.01$) over the baseline. This shows that latent topic-based personalisation methods obtain better web search performance. We note that the relevant (SAT) documents were largely (more than 75%) in the first half of the original lists, the improvements after re-ranking were not based on chance.

Table 4.4 also shows that the Group-based methods (S_Group and D_Group) improve the $IAR$ and $P$-Gain values by at least 1.60% and 80.37% respectively over the S_Profile ($p < 0.01$)$^6$. Consistent with Teevan et al. (2009), our result confirms that the information from the group of users who share some common interests is helpful in building better user profiles.

The dynamic grouping method (D_Group) leads to improvements of 0.45% and 14.22% in $IAR$ and $P$-Gain respectively over the static grouping method (S_Group) ($p = 2.76E - 4$). Furthermore, in Table 4.5, even though D_Group method leads to only two more improved ranks of relevant documents than S_Group, the former has much (41) fewer worse ranks. This suggests that dynamic group information with respect to an input query could improve performance in

$^5$The exact $p$ values are reported in Table B.1, Appendix B.
$^6p = 3.41E - 5$ for S_Group and $p = 4.88E - 16$ for D_Group, respectively.
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Table 4.4: Overall performance of the methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>IAR</th>
<th>P-Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.3473</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_Profile</td>
<td>0.3679</td>
<td>0.1579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vs. Baseline</td>
<td>+5.94%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_Group</td>
<td>0.3738</td>
<td>0.2848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vs. Baseline</td>
<td>+7.64%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vs. S_Profile</td>
<td>+1.60%</td>
<td>+80.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_Group</td>
<td>0.3755</td>
<td>0.3253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vs. Baseline</td>
<td>+8.12%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vs. S_Profile</td>
<td>+2.07%</td>
<td>+106.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vs. S_Group</td>
<td>+0.45%</td>
<td>+14.22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Numbers of better and worse ranks in comparison with the baseline and P-Gain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>#Better</th>
<th>#Worse</th>
<th>P-Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S_Profile</td>
<td>913</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>0.1579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_Group</td>
<td>882</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>0.2848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_Group</td>
<td>884</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>0.3253</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

term of robustness over static group information, especially for reducing the number of incorrect re-rankings.

A remark on efficiency issues

In LDA, both training and static group formation are done offline, and the dynamic group formation is done partially offline.\(^7\) Thus the online processing of S_Profile, D_Group and S_Group methods is reasonably efficient for the small dataset. The average processing time per query is about 0.70 milliseconds for S_Profile and S_Group, and 1.09 milliseconds for D_Group. In fu-

\(^7\)We initially construct the shared user profiles from section 4.1.2 offline. After that, we update a shared profile online using new relevant documents to the current user in the current search session.
4.3 Experimental results

In this section, we evaluate the search performance on different click entropies (figure 4.11). In common with Dou et al. (2007), we find that for queries with small query click entropy, the personalisation methods do not improve, and can even worsen, the search performance. Specifically, with query click entropies between 0 and 1, the $IAR$ of the S_Profile method is 1.31% lower than the baseline’s. However, improvements are achieved by using the group-based methods (S_Group and D_Group). As can be seen in Figure 4.11, the improvement of personalised search performance increases significantly when the click entropy becomes larger, especially with click entropies greater than 1. Furthermore, the personalisation methods achieve highest improvements when click entropies are no less than 2. In this case, all three personalisation methods have improvements of more than 22% in $IAR$ score over the baseline. These results indicate that the higher click entropy is, the better performance the search personalisation is likely to achieve. Moreover, in general D_Group performs better than S_Group, and both D_Group and S_Group methods outperform S_Profile.
Table 4.6: The performances of D_Group method over the different group sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Size</th>
<th>IAR</th>
<th>P-Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0/S_Profile</td>
<td>0.3679</td>
<td>0.1579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3726</td>
<td>0.2613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3734</td>
<td>0.2651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3740</td>
<td>0.2930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.3744</td>
<td>0.3130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3755</td>
<td>0.3253</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.3.3 Performance on different group sizes

We also investigate the impact of the group size on the performance of the D_Group method. Table 4.6 shows the search performance using the dynamic grouping method against different numbers of nearest neighbours. Due to the small size of the dataset (106 users), forty-five (42.5%) users in the dataset have common clicks with no more than five other users. Therefore, we test the number of similar users from 1 to 5 in this experiment. The results show that in general, the more users share common interests with the current user, the higher is the performance that the D_Group tends to achieve.

This indicates that the information from user groups is useful. Even with only one other user in the group, the performance of the D_Group method achieves improvements of 1.28% (IAR) and 65.48% (P-Gain) over S_Profile where user profiles are not enriched by group information. With five nearest users, the D_Group method achieved the highest performance: improvements of 2.07% in IAR and 106% in P-Gain over S_Profile ($p = 4.88E - 16$).

### 4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented a framework for search personalisation using a dynamic grouping method to enrich a user profile. For each user, we built the user profile using all the user’s relevant documents and treating the relevant documents equally. This profile is dynamic because the profile is updated “on-the-fly” using the user’s relevant documents extracted from
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the interactions between that user and the Bing search engine. The profile is dynamically enriched with information from other users whose interests are similar to the user given a query. Applying it to web search, we use the enriched profile to re-rank search results. We performed a set of experiments to study the effectiveness of the enriched profiles. Our experiments provide answers to the main research questions raised at the beginning of this chapter:

**RQ 1** *How can we build a user profile which represents the user’s topical search interests for search personalisation?*

To answer this question, we set up a personalisation baseline (S_Profile) in which we utilised a single user profile (without enriching) to re-rank the search result returned by the Bing web search engine. Our experimental results show that S_Profile helps to improve the search performance significantly with a relative improvement of 5.94% over the default ranker of Bing. Our experimental results also show that S_Profile produces the highest number of better rank in comparison with the default ranker.

**RQ 2** *How can we dynamically group users who share common interests for search personalisation?*

Our experimental results demonstrated that the dynamically enriched profile could stably and significantly improve the ranking quality over the competitive ranker of the original search engine and the individual as well as statically enriched profiles. Other experimental results confirmed the impact of the query click entropies. That is, the higher click entropy is, the better performance the search personalisation is likely to achieve. Finally, the experimental results on the user group sizes indicated that we achieved better search performances using data from more users with shared interests.

Although a single user profile (i.e., S_Profile) helped to improve the search performance overall, we built the profile without considering temporal features (i.e., the time of documents being clicked and viewed). It leads to the fact that the profile is too broad and might not fully express the user’s current search interests. Figure 4.12 shows that a user is more and more interested in the “OS” topic as she has recently clicked on documents more relevant to the
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Figure 4.12: An example of building a user profile which does not quickly represent the user’s search interest. The smaller order of each document shows that the document is more recently clicked OS topic. Unfortunately, the user profile does not quickly represent the user interest as it still expresses that “football” is the most interesting topic.

Also, the single profile even harmed the performance with small query click entropies (Figure 4.11). Moreover, with more interactions with the search system, the user’s interests may change over searching time. New topics of interest may gradually emerge while interest in some of existing topics may fade (Nanas et al., 2003; Bennett et al., 2012). Therefore, the modelling method should be able to build user profiles in such a more dynamical way that can quickly capture the user’s interests. We assume that the more recent relevant document expresses more about the user’s interests than a distant one. In next chapters, we will extend the user profiling model to capture the user’s interests that change over time.
In chapter 4, we introduced a user profiling method using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei et al., 2003) for unsupervised extraction of the topics from documents. The user profile built using this method is dynamic as it is updated “on-the-fly” when the system observes the user’s new relevant documents. Figure 5.1 shows an example of a user profile dynamically updated using the user’s clicked documents. To build the user profile, we treated all the user’s relevant documents equally. However, we now argue that treating all relevant documents as equally important is not an appropriate method to build a user profile, as the user profile is normally too broad. This method may also not be sufficiently responsive to capture the user’s current information needs. In Figure 5.2, we illustrate the case where a user is more and more interested in the Operating System (“OS”) topic as she has recently clicked on documents (i.e., 1st, 2nd documents) relevant to that topic. However, by treating all the four documents equally, the user profile cannot represent the current interest of that user on the “OS” topic and shows that the most interesting topic is still “football”.

Furthermore, we did not pay attention to the temporal aspects in the topic profiles, which reflect an important type of search context. That is, the user’s interests may change over searching time (Bennett et al., 2012). For instance, the query “US Open” is more likely to be
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Figure 5.1: A user profile is dynamically updated using the user’s clicked documents.

Figure 5.2: An example of building a user profile, in which all the clicked documents are treated equally. The smaller order of each document shows that the document is more recently clicked.
targeting the golf tournament in June, while in September it is the prominent keyword for a tennis tournament. We explore how these problems can be handled by addressing the following research question:

**RQ 3** *How can we build temporal user profiles for search personalisation?*

The above general question can be divided into three specific sub-questions:

1. *How can we build temporal profiles using topics extracted from relevant documents?*
2. *How do temporal aspects affect the re-ranking quality?*
3. *Can the temporal profiles help to improve the search performance and perform better than the non-temporal user profiles?*

To answer this main research question, we propose a temporal profiling approach to building user profiles from latent topics. We then carry out a study on the effectiveness of temporal features in learning the topical interest of a user, with application to search results re-ranking. Further, with more interactions with the search system, the user’s search interests may change over time. To capture this characteristic, the profiling method should be able to build user profiles in a dynamic way that can quickly adapt to the user’s current search interests. To this end, we construct three temporal latent topic profiles for each user using the relevant documents with different time scales in the user’s search history. We name the profiles as the *session profile*, the *daily profile* and the *long-term profile*, as they are built from the topics extracted from the documents within a search session, a day and a whole history respectively. We note that the three profiles represent the user interest on different time scales (from short-term to long-term). In the experiments, we utilise the profiles to re-rank search results returned by the Bing search engine. Our experimental results demonstrate that our temporal profiles can significantly improve the ranking quality. The results also show a promising effect of temporal features in correlation with click entropies and query positions in a search session.

In contrast to Bennett et al. (2012) and White et al. (2013), we apply LDA to automatically derive the latent topics from the user’s relevant documents. As well as building long-term and
short-term profiles (as suggested by Bennett et al. (2012)), we also build the daily user profile from the user’s interactions in the current searching day. Furthermore, in contrast to Harvey et al. (2013) and Vu et al. (2014) in building a single long-term user profile by treating all the interactions equally, we propose three temporal user profiles (i.e., long-term, daily and session profiles) which can represent both long-term and short-term user interests. Our long-term profile is also different from that in Chapter 4 in terms of considering the dwell-time/viewing-time of each relevant document (Section 5.1.2). We then investigate the effectiveness of the proposed profiles in search personalisation.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 describes our personalisation framework for building the temporal profiles and using the profiles to re-rank the returned result list. In section 5.2, we describe our experimental setting. We then report the results in section 5.3 and conclude the chapter in Section 5.4.

5.1 Personalisation framework

We start by briefly describing how to extract topics from the user’s relevant documents using LDA in section 5.1.1. We then detail the process of temporal user profiling to build long-term, daily and session user profiles in section 5.1.2. Finally, in section 5.1.3 we show how the temporal user profiles can be utilised in a learning-to-rank mechanism to personalise the search results returned by a search engine.

5.1.1 Extracting topics from relevant documents

We briefly describe the method to extract topics from relevant documents, which was initially proposed in the previous chapter. We first extract the relevant data of each user from the query logs. A log entry consists of an anonymous user-identifier, a submitted query, top-10 returned URLs and clicked results along with the user’s dwell time on these results. We use the SAT criteria detailed in Fox et al. (2005) to identify satisfied (SAT) clicks (as relevant data) from the query logs as either a click with a dwell time of at least 30 seconds or the last result click in a search session. To identify a “session”, similar to Chapter 4, we use the common approach
of demarcating session boundaries by 30 minutes of user inactivity (Kotov et al., 2011; Bennett et al., 2012; Liao et al., 2012; Raman et al., 2013). After that, we employ LDA (Blei et al., 2003) to extract latent topics ($Z$) from the SAT clicked documents ($D$) of all users.

### 5.1.2 Building temporal user profiles

**Building a User Profile**  We now utilise the topics extracted from a user’s relevant document to build that user profile. In Chapter 4, we equally treated all the user’s relevant documents to build the user profile. However, in this chapter, we assume that the more recently clicked (relevant) documents express more about the user’s current search interests. To capture this criterion, we introduce a weighting scheme to assign a higher weight to the more recently clicked documents.

Specifically, we denote the user variable as $U$. Let $u$ denote an instance of $U$. We build a user profile based on the topics of the user’s relevant documents (e.g., clicked documents satisfying some predefined criteria). Let $D_u = \{d_1, d_2, ..., d_n\}$ be a relevant document set for the user $u$. Because each document $d_i$ is modelled as a distribution over the topics $Z$, by using the chain rule each user $u$ can be modelled as a distribution over the topics $Z$ (i.e., $P(Z|U)$) where each topic $z$ makes a proportionately different contribution to the profile of the user $u$. The proportion of each topic on the user indicates how interested the user is in that topic. Formally, the probability of a topic $z$ given $u$ is defined as a combination of probabilities of $z$ given a relevant document $d_i \in D_u$ as:

$$p(z|u) = \sum_{d_i \in D_u} \lambda_i p(z|d_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

Here, $\lambda_i$ is the weighting parameter which indicates how important the document $d_i$ is in building the profile of the user $u$. $\sum_i \lambda_i = 1$ to guarantee that $\sum_z p(z|u) = 1$. The simple approach as used in Chapter 4 is to treat relevant documents equally when calculating $p(z|u)$. It means that $\lambda_1 = \lambda_2 = ... = \lambda_n = \frac{1}{|D_u|}$. Therefore, we have

$$p(z|u) = \frac{1}{|D_u|} \sum_{d_i \in D_u} p(z|d_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)
Temporal weighting  Due to dynamic interactions of the user with the search system, the search intent and user interests will change over time. New topics of interest may gradually emerge while interest in some of the existing topics may fade. We assume that the more recent relevant documents could express more about the user interest than the distant ones. This characteristic can be captured by introducing a decay function (White et al., 2010; Bennett et al., 2012). In this chapter, instead of treating all the relevant documents equally as in chapter 4, we model $\lambda_i$ as an exponential decay function of $t_{d_i}$, which is the time the user $u$ clicked on the document $d_i$, as:

$$\lambda_i = \frac{1}{K} \alpha^{t_{d_i} - 1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

where $K = \sum_{d_i} \alpha^{t_{d_i} - 1}$ is a normalisation factor, with $t_{d_i} = 1$ indicating that $d_i$ is the most recent relevant (SAT clicked) document. $\alpha$ is the decay parameter ranging from 0 to 1 (that is, $0 < \alpha \leq 1$), which is set by using a validation set in our experiments. By applying Eq. 5.3 to Eq. 5.1, we have

$$p(z|u) = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{d_i \in D_u} \alpha^{t_{d_i} - 1} p(z|d_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

In the Figure 5.3, we show an example of how to construct a temporal topic-based user profile from the user’s relevant documents. The user has four relevant documents extracted from her search history (i.e. query logs) by applying the SAT criteria as in Chapter 4. After using LDA to construct topics (i.e. “Football”, “Health”, “Law” and “OS-Operating System”), each document is described as a distribution over the topics. Then, the session profile of the user is constructed as a distribution over the topic set, in which the proportion of each topic is calculated using Eq. 5.7 with the decay parameter $\alpha = 0.9$.

For example,

$$User_{OS} = \frac{0.9^3 \times 0.05 + 0.9^2 \times 0.13 + 0.9^1 \times 0.37 + 0.9^0 \times 0.65}{0.9^3 + 0.9^2 + 0.9^1 + 0.9^0} = 0.31$$

It can be seen that the user’s relevant documents are more and more related to the “OS” topic (that is, the proportion of the “OS” contribution to the relevant documents increases from 0.05 to 0.65, becoming the topic in which the user is most interested). From figure 5.3, the temporal user profile’s distribution over the topic set indicates that the user is most interested in the
“OS” topic because the proportion of the topic is highest (i.e., 0.31). However, from the non-temporal profile\(^1\) (on the bottom-right of figure 5.3), the proportion of the topic OS is ranked third (i.e., 0.28). Thus the temporal user profile is able to represent the user evolving interests more accurately than the non-temporal user profile (ranked \textit{first} versus ranked \textit{third}).

Figure 5.3: Building a temporal user profile

\textbf{Discussion}

In the previous chapter, we built only a single topic-based user profile (i.e., a long-term profile). This work treated all the relevant documents equally and used the user’s whole search history to construct the profile. In this chapter, however, we treat the relevant documents temporally based on the viewing time of the user on the document. Furthermore, a single long-term profile cannot dynamically represent the short-term interest of a user in a search session or on a specific day.

For example, for a user having a strong law background, the long-term profile of the user has

\(^1\)Here, we apply the same technique detailed in Chapter 4 to build the non-temporal profile: all the relevant documents are treated equally by using the long-term profile with \(\alpha = 1\)
been constructed from thousands of law-related documents. On the first day of the Euro 2016, even though she submitted Euro-related queries (e.g., “France Euro Squad”) and clicked on the Euro related documents, the updated long-term profile cannot change promptly to express the football interest and does not seem to help to personalise the Euro related queries.

Therefore, apart from the long-term profile, we model two other shorter-term profiles, namely daily and session profiles using the user’s relevant documents in the current searching day and current search session respectively. Here, the long-term profile represents the long-term interest of the user. The session profile describes the provisional interest of the current user. The daily profile indicates the user interest over a searching day. Finally, we construct the three user profiles using different relevant document sets in different time intervals as follows:

\[
\text{Doc}_{ijk} \quad \text{indicates the user clicked on that document on the } i^{th} \text{ day, in the } j^{th} \text{ search session on that day; and it is the } k^{th} \text{ click on the } j^{th} \text{ search session. } i = 1 \text{ indicates the first day the user used the search system. } i = c \text{ and } j = s \text{ indicate the current search day and the current search session, respectively.}
\]
Long-term Profile  We build the long-term user profile of \( u \) using relevant documents \( D_w \) extracted from the user’s whole search history as follows:

\[
p_w(z|u) = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{d_i \in D_w} \alpha^{t_{d_i}-1} p(z|d_i)
\]  

Daily Profile  We build the daily user profile of \( u \) using relevant documents \( D_d \) extracted from the search history of \( u \) in the current day as follows:

\[
p_d(z|u) = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{d_i \in D_d} \alpha^{t_{d_i}-1} p(z|d_i)
\]  

Session Profile  We build the session user profile of \( u \) using relevant documents \( D_s \) extracted from the current search session of \( u \) as follows:

\[
p_s(z|u) = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{d_i \in D_s} \alpha^{t_{d_i}-1} p(z|d_i)
\]  

Figure 5.4 shows how we use the relevant documents extracted from the search history of a user in different time intervals (i.e., the whole search history, the current searching day and the current search session) to build her long-term, daily and session profiles, respectively.

5.1.3 Re-ranking search results using user profiles

Having built the temporal user profiles, we can utilise the user profiles to re-rank the original list of documents returned by a search engine. Figure 5.5 gives an overview of using user profiles to re-rank the original document list. After re-ranking the document list, we expect that the relevant documents will be promoted to higher ranks. The detailed steps are as follows:

1. For each query, the top \( n \) ranked search results (as recorded in a query log collection) returned by the search engine are downloaded. We denote a downloaded web page as \( d \) and its rank in the search result list as \( r(d) \).

2. We then compute a similarity measure, \( Sim(d|p) \), between each web page \( d \) and user profile \( p \) as in Chapter 4. Because both \( d \) and \( p \) are modelled as \( D \), \( P \) distributions over topic
Figure 5.5: The general process of re-ranking. \( R \) means that the document is relevant to the user \( Z \), respectively, we use Jensen-Shannon divergence \( (D_{JS}[.||.]) \) to measure the similarity between the two probability distributions. Jensen-Shannon divergence is a popular method of measuring the divergence (similarity) between two distributions, (as detailed in Chapter 4) which we use as:

\[
Sim(d|p) = -D_{JS}[D||P] = -\frac{1}{2}D_{KL}[D||M] - \frac{1}{2}D_{KL}[P||M] \tag{5.8}
\]

Here, \( D_{KL}[.||.] \) is the Kullback-Leiber divergence and \( M = \frac{1}{2}(D + P) \). After this step, we receive three personalised scores, denoted as \( f_w = Sim(d|p_w) \), \( f_d = Sim(d|p_d) \), and \( f_s = Sim(d|p_s) \), with respect to long-term, daily, and session profiles respectively. We consider the three scores as the personalised features of the document \( d \).

3. The personalised features only represent the user interest on a returned document. Therefore, apart from these features, we also extract other non-personalised features of input query \( q \) and the search result \( d \). The full description of these features is presented in table 5.1.

4. The reason is that the simple fusion-based ranking function in Chapter 4 can only capture the relationship between a single profile and a non-personalised feature (i.e., \( DocRank \)). It
Table 5.1: Summary of the document features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personalised Features</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LongTermScore</td>
<td>The similarity score between the document and the long-term profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DailyScore</td>
<td>The similarity score between the document and the daily profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SessionScore</td>
<td>The similarity score between the document and the session profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-personalised Features</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DocRank</td>
<td>Rank of the document on the original returned list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuerySim</td>
<td>The cosine similarity score between the current query and the previous query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QueryNo</td>
<td>Total number of queries that have been submitted to the Search Engine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is not suitable for capturing the relationships between the personalised and non-personalised features detailed in table 5.1. To handle this problem, we employ a learning-to-rank method to automatically learn a ranking function for these proposed features using a training dataset (Section 2.3). After extracting the document features, to re-rank the top $n$ returned URLs instead of using a simple ranking function (as in Chapter 4), we employ a learning to rank algorithm. Our chosen algorithm to train ranking models is LambdaMART (Burges et al., 2006): among many learning to rank algorithms, LambdaMART has been regarded as one of the best-performing algorithms (Burges, 2010) and has been chosen as the base learning algorithm in various state of the art approaches to search personalisation\(^2\) (Bennett et al., 2012; Shokouhi et al., 2013; Song et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014). Although we use LambdaMART in our experiments, any reasonable learning-to-rank algorithm should produce similar results as our proposed features are insensitive to ranking algorithms.

\(^2\)Indeed, an ensemble of LambdaMART rankers won Track 1 of the 2010 Yahoo! Learning to Rank Challenge (Chapelle et al., 2010).
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5.2 Experimental methodology

5.2.1 Dataset and evaluation methodology

Dataset  In the experiment, we evaluate the approaches using the search results produced by the Bing search engine. As described in Chapter 3, the dataset used in our experiments is the query logs of 1166 anonymous users over four weeks, from 01st July 2012 to 28th July 2012. Each sample in the query logs consists of: an anonymous user identifier, an input query, the query time, top 10 returned URLs and clicked results along with the user’s dwell time. We also download the content of these URLs for learning the topics.

The whole dataset was partitioned into profiling, training and test sets. The profiling set is used to build the long-term user profile, the training set is for training the ranking model using LambdaMART, and the test set is used for evaluation of the approaches. In particular, the profiling set contains the log data for the first 13 days; the training set contains the query logs for the next 2 days, and the test set contains the log data for the remaining 13 days. Table 5.2 shows the basic statistics on the three datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>ALL</th>
<th>Profiling</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#day</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#query</td>
<td>520,010</td>
<td>240,066</td>
<td>29,834</td>
<td>250,110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#distinct query</td>
<td>176,029</td>
<td>85,641</td>
<td>12,112</td>
<td>89,445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#search session</td>
<td>94,972</td>
<td>43,462</td>
<td>5,655</td>
<td>45,886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#click</td>
<td>433,277</td>
<td>200,119</td>
<td>25,805</td>
<td>207,353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#SAT click</td>
<td>334,227</td>
<td>154,753</td>
<td>19,513</td>
<td>159,961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#SAT click/#query</td>
<td>0.6427</td>
<td>0.6446</td>
<td>0.6541</td>
<td>0.6760</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evaluation Methodology  For evaluation, we use the SAT criteria (Fox et al., 2005) to identify the satisfied clicks (SAT click) from the query logs. We assign a positive (relevant) label to a returned URL if it is a SAT click. In common with (Bennett et al., 2012), we also assign
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A positive label to an URL if it is a SAT click in one of the repeated or modified queries in the same search session\(^3\). The remainder of the top-10 URLs are each assigned negative (irrelevant) labels. We use the rank positions of the positive labelled URLs as the ground truth to evaluate the search performance before and after re-ranking. We also apply some simple pre-processing on these datasets as follows. We first remove from the dataset, any queries whose positive label set is empty as we cannot evaluate the performance on those queries after re-ranking using the evaluation metrics detailed in Chapter 3.\(^4\) Next, we discard the domain-related queries (e.g. Facebook, Youtube). Finally, we normalise the relevance features (both personalised and non-personalised features) to have mean of zero and standard deviation of one (i.e., z-score) from the training set.

5.2.2 Experimental settings

**Personalisation Methods and Baselines** We empirically investigate the effect of different temporal aspects in latent topic-based personalisation by using the three proposed profiles and their combination to generate the following features:

1. LongTermScore from the long-term profile (LON)
2. DailyScore from the daily profile (DAI)
3. SessionScore from the session profile (SES)
4. AllScore from the combination of all three profiles (ALL)

We further combine these features with the non-personalised features to enrich the personalisations with relevant information from all users. As mentioned earlier, our first baseline, named as **Default**, is the search results (ranking of URLs) returned by the commercial search engine, where we obtain the log data. The second baseline we would like to compare with is the combination of non-personalised features and the topic features as in Chapter 4, which does not take the temporal features into account. We named the second baseline **Non-temporal**.

\(^3\)\(q'\) is a modification of \(q\) if the returned URLs (top 10) of \(q'\) contains at least one SAT click of \(q\).

\(^4\)We note that this might not be representative of a real world scenario in which a user can get the answer directly from the result list without any click, such as, weather related queries.
We now present the setting of LDA and LambdaMART for learning the topics and for learning the ranking function respectively. Note that in order to make a fair comparison we use the same topic distributions for all personalisation approaches and baselines.

LDA & LambdaMART  We train the LDA model on the relevant documents extracted from the query logs, as detailed in section 5.1.1. For model selection, we apply the tuning approach proposed by Wallach et al. (2009) to automatically refine the hyper-parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$. The number of topics is decided by using a held-out validation set which consists of 10% of all the relevant documents. The selected number of topics is the one that gives the lowest perplexity value. We also use the validation set to select the temporal weighting parameter $\alpha$. Table 5.3 shows the ten most probable topical words in topics trained using LDA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic 1</th>
<th>Topic 2</th>
<th>Topic 3</th>
<th>Topic 4</th>
<th>Topic 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>earth</td>
<td>march</td>
<td>mary</td>
<td>news</td>
<td>intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>space</td>
<td>june</td>
<td>william</td>
<td>facebook</td>
<td>artificial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>characters</td>
<td>april</td>
<td>james</td>
<td>read</td>
<td>computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>make</td>
<td>july</td>
<td>john</td>
<td>blog</td>
<td>human</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>robot</td>
<td>october</td>
<td>thomas</td>
<td>comments</td>
<td>neural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moon</td>
<td>january</td>
<td>lee</td>
<td>post</td>
<td>brain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sun</td>
<td>february</td>
<td>elizabeth</td>
<td>twitter</td>
<td>problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>star</td>
<td>november</td>
<td>george</td>
<td>share</td>
<td>problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solar</td>
<td>august</td>
<td>robert</td>
<td>latest</td>
<td>neurons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>planet</td>
<td>september</td>
<td>mae</td>
<td>media</td>
<td>function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ranking function is learned using LambdaMART. After getting the features from the approaches, we randomly extract 10% of the training set for validation. We used the default setting for LambdaMART’s prior parameters\(^5\). We follow the same model selection process as

\(^5\)Specifically, number of leaves = 10, minimum documents per leaf = 200, number of trees = 100 and learning rate = 0.15.
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in Bennett et al. (2012); Shokouhi et al. (2013).

**Evaluation metrics** The evaluation is based on the comparison between our personalised approaches and the baselines. We use four evaluation metrics which are: Mean Average Precision (MAP), Precision at k (P@k), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain at k (nDCG@k) (detailed in Chapter 3). These are standard metrics which have been widely used for performance evaluation in document ranking (Manning et al., 2008). For each evaluation metric, a higher value indicates a better quality of ranking.

5.3 Experimental results

5.3.1 Overall performance

In this experiment, we analyse the effect of temporal aspects on latent topic profiles as proposed in Section 5.1 using the six metrics: MAP, P@1, P@3, MRR, nDCG@5 and nDCG@10. Table 5.4 shows promising results when the temporal features are used to build user profiles. One can see that all three temporal profiles (i.e., the session, daily and long-term profiles) have led to improvements in the original ranking and the use of the non-temporal profile. In particular, the combination of all features (ALL) achieves the highest performance. This interesting result shows that a comprehensive user profile should capture different temporal aspects of the user’s history (i.e., it should capture both long-term and short-term temporal aspects). We note that the improvements over the baselines reported in table 5.4 are all significant with paired t-test of $p < 0.01$. The MAP value of the Bing default ranker was 0.7494 out of 1 indicating that the relevant documents were largely (more than 82%) in the first half of the original lists. Therefore, the improvements after re-ranking were not based on chance.

In the comparison between the temporal profiles, table 5.4 shows that the session profile (SES) achieves better performance than the daily profile (DAI). It also shows that the daily profile (DAI) gains an advantage over the long-term profile (LON). This indicates that the short-term profiles capture more details of user interest than the longer ones. The results are

\[^6\]The exact $p$ values are reported in Tables B.2 and B.3, Appendix B.
Table 5.4: Overall performance of the methods. The differences between the baselines and the four models of using the temporal profiles are all statistically significant according to a paired t-test ($p < 0.01$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>P@1</th>
<th>P@3</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>nDCG@5</th>
<th>nDCG@10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>0.7494</td>
<td>0.6471</td>
<td>0.3320</td>
<td>0.7699</td>
<td>0.7805</td>
<td>0.8197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-temporal</td>
<td>0.7460</td>
<td>0.6464</td>
<td>0.3289</td>
<td>0.7683</td>
<td>0.7751</td>
<td>0.8175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LON</td>
<td>0.7577</td>
<td>0.6601</td>
<td>0.3377</td>
<td>0.7813</td>
<td>0.7911</td>
<td>0.8267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAI</td>
<td>0.7760</td>
<td>0.6897</td>
<td>0.3473</td>
<td>0.8016</td>
<td>0.8080</td>
<td>0.8406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES</td>
<td>0.7936</td>
<td>0.7207</td>
<td>0.3537</td>
<td>0.8214</td>
<td>0.8238</td>
<td>0.8540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>0.7964</td>
<td>0.7283</td>
<td>0.3543</td>
<td>0.8254</td>
<td>0.8251</td>
<td>0.8563</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

also consistent with what has been found in Bennett et al. (2012). The difference is that our profiles are based on the learned latent topics while they use the ODP.

### 5.3.2 Performances on different query click entropies

In search personalisation, click entropy plays an important role in deciding the search performance. Dou et al. (2007) have argued that a small click entropy may deteriorate the quality of the search results. Similar to Chapter 4, the click entropy of a query is defined as:

$$QueryClickEntropy(q) = \sum_{d \in D_q} -p(d|q) \log_2 p(d|q)$$

(5.9)

Here $D_q$ is a collection of web pages which are clicked for the distinct query $q$, and $p(d|q)$ is the percentage of the clicks on document $d$ among all the clicks for $q$. A smaller query click entropy value indicates more agreement between users who click a small range of web pages.

In this chapter, we are also interested in investigating the effect of the click entropy on the performance of the temporal latent topic profiles. Figure 5.6 shows the distribution over click entropies in the experimental data. In the experimental data, about 67.25% and 16.34% queries have a low click entropy from 0 to 0.5 and from 0.5 to 1 respectively; 10.05% and 3.95% queries have a click entropy from 1 to 1.5 and from 1.5 to 2 respectively; and only 2.41% queries have
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![Figure 5.6: Distribution of query click entropy](image)

A high click entropy ($\geq 2$).

In Figure 5.7, we show the improvement of the temporal profiles over the *Default* ranking from the search engine in term of *MAP* metric for different magnitudes of click entropy. Here the statistical significance is also guaranteed with the use of the paired t-test ($p < 0.01$). The results show that when users have more agreement over clicked documents, with respect to a smaller value of click entropy, the re-ranking performance is only slightly improved. For example, with click entropy between 0 and 0.5, the improvement of the *MAP* metric from the long-term profile is only 0.39%, in comparison with the original search engine. One may see that the effectiveness of the temporal profiles increases proportionally according to the value of click entropy. In particular, the improvement of personalised search performance increases significantly when the click entropy becomes larger, especially with click entropies $\geq 0.5$, and the highest improvements are achieved when click entropies are $\geq 2$. This result contributes a case study on temporal latent topic profiles to the study of click entropy for personalisation besides the non-temporal latent topic profile (Chapter 4).

7The exact $p$ values are detailed in Table B.4, Appendix B.
5.3.3 Performances on different query positions

A query usually has a broader influence in a search session than only returning a list of URLs. The position of a query in a search session is also important because it may be fine-tuned by a user after the unsatisfactory results from previous queries. Therefore, in order to get into the insights of the user’s information need, a search engine should take into account the position of an input query in a search session. In this experiment, we aim to study whether the position of a query has any effect on the performance of the temporal latent topic profiles. For each session, we label the queries by their positions during the search. The first five queries are numbered from one to five according to the order of the time that they have been entered to the search engine, the remaining queries are labelled as $\geq 6$, similarly as in Bennett et al. (2012).

We show the MAP performances of the temporal latent topic profiles for different query positions in Figure 5.8. From the MAP values, we can see that the first query always received higher satisfaction than the others. It shows that the advanced search engine where we extracted the logs has managed to produce reasonably relevant results at the first query. The higher query positions achieve a smaller value of MAP in a search session, which can be explained as users tend to search for supplementary information after the first query, and that the latter queries are so similar to the previous one that the search results contain many URLs which have already
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Figure 5.8: Performances of the methods by position of query in search session

appeared in the previous search result. Our result is consistent to what has been mentioned in White et al. (2013).

Note that we cannot build a session profile for the first query because there is no previously observed relevant document for the query. For long-term and daily profiles, we found that their search performances are similar to the search engine performance of the first query. This can be explained by the fact that the single long-term and daily profiles are diverse and cannot sufficiently represent the user recent interests for the first query. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 5.8, the search engine satisfies most the user’s information need for the first query ($MAP$ value of 0.8353 out of 1). However, for the next queries in the search session, the temporal latent topic profiles show a significant improvement. It shows that temporal profiles can quickly adapt to represent the user interest. For example, the session profile achieves the highest performance in the second and the third queries in a session while the combination of profiles outperforms the other models on the queries from the fourth positions. This new result is interesting because it shows that the temporal features can help tuning the search performance in further queries which has not been done successfully by the original search engine.
5.4 Conclusions

We have presented a study on the temporal aspects of building user profiles with latent topics learned from the relevant documents. For each user, we used relevant documents at different time scales to build long-term, daily, and session profiles. Each user profile is represented as a distribution over latent topics from which we extract the features and combine them with non-personalised features to learn a ranking function using LambdaMART. We performed a set of experiments to study the effectiveness of the temporal latent topic-based profiles. Our experiments provide answers to the main research question raised at the beginning of this chapter:

RQ 3 How can we build temporal user profiles for search personalisation?

To answer the question, we worked with the larger-scale query logs of 1166 searchers from the Bing web search engine detailed in Chapter 3. The results showed that the temporal user profiles help improve the search performance over the competitive ranker of the Bing search engine and the non-temporal user profile. We also found that the session profile captures the most interests of a user and is able to generate helpful features for learning the re-ranking function. The best performance was achieved by the combination of all three temporal profiles, indicating that a good personalisation should take into account all temporal aspects from user’s search history. Other experimental results confirmed that the impact of the query’s click entropy on the temporal latent topic profiles is similar to that on the non-temporal user profiles. Finally, another interesting finding is the usefulness of the temporal profile in tuning the search results for the next queries in a session.

The experimental results indicate that the session user profile helps to improve the search performance over the competitive ranker of the Bing search engine and even performed better than the longer-term profiles (i.e., long-term and daily profiles). However, in the context of the web search logs, a user may handle several search tasks within a search session and submit several queries within a search task (Liao et al., 2012). As described in Liao et al. (2012), a search task is an atomic (single) user information need. Table 5.5 shows an example of a search session containing two different search tasks (one is related to gnats, and another one is related to lamb consumption).
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Table 5.5: An example of two search tasks within a search session

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Click</th>
<th>Query Time</th>
<th>Task ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>gnats</td>
<td>ehow.com/about...gnats</td>
<td>12:33:17</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>types of gnats</td>
<td>ehow.com/info...gnats</td>
<td>12:34:53</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>buffalo gnats</td>
<td>thetelegraph.com/...gnats</td>
<td>12:36:24</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>lamb consumption in US</td>
<td>chacha.com...</td>
<td>12:57:58</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>lamb consumption in UK</td>
<td>guardian.co.uk...</td>
<td>12:58:59</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this case, a single temporal user profile for the search session might not quickly capture the user’s interests in the current search task, and even harm the search performance. Specifically, at the time the user submitted the query “lamb consumption in US”, the user profile was built using all the user’s relevant documents related to “gnat”. The user profile cannot capture the user’s current interests in the “lamb consumption” topic. This might even harm the search performance if we use the profile to re-rank the search result list returned by the search engine for the query “lamb consumption in US”. We assume that the user profile should be built using the information of the user’s current search task. To handle this problem, in the next chapter, we employ our current temporal user profiling methodology to model the user’s search tasks.
Chapter 6

Modelling Search Tasks for Search Personalisation

In Chapter 5, we introduced an approach to building three temporal user profiles (i.e., long-term profile, daily profile and session profile) using the user’s historical search interactions in different search intervals. We then applied the temporal profiles to re-rank search results returned by the Bing search engine using a learning-to-rank mechanism. The experimental results showed that the temporal session profile, which is constructed using the user’s interactions in that search session, helps most to improve the ranking quality significantly. However, in the web search context, a user might handle several search tasks within a search session and submit several queries within a search task (Liao et al., 2012). A search task, that is an atomic information need, is defined (Liao et al., 2012; White et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014; Li et al., 2016) as a set of queries serving the same information need.

Table 6.1 shows an example of a search session in which the user submitted queries and clicked on documents to handle two different search tasks (i.e., related to gnats and lamb consumption, respectively). In the example, if we only build a single profile for the search session, that profile might not adapt quickly enough to capture the user’s current search interests. For example, we assume that the fourth query (i.e., “lamb consumption in US”) is the current query. But because the temporal session profile (detailed in Chapter 5) is built using the previously relevant
documents (i.e., related to the “gnats” task) in the search session, that profile does not capture the current user interest in the “lamb consumption” task. This might even harm the search performance if we use that session profile to personalise search results for the current query “lamb consumption in US”. In this chapter, we assume that the user profile should be better built in response to the user current search task rather than the user current search session.

Recent research has shown that mining and modelling the search tasks can help improve the performance of web search personalisation (White et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014). However, the dynamic nature of search tasks is largely ignored in previous search task modelling studies (e.g., the search task intent may be generalised or specialised over the searching time), that is, they treated all the user’s relevant documents equally (White et al., 2013). Figure 6.1 shows an example of a search task related to the “bluebell” flower, in which the user’s search intent was shifting from “what bluebell flower is?” to “where a nearby bluebell wood is?”

To tackle these problems, we argue that the user’s search task should be modelled in a
dynamic way so that it can quickly capture the user’s current search interests. Accordingly, this chapter aims at answering the following question:

**RQ 4** How can we model search tasks for search personalisation?

To answer this research question, we propose a personalisation framework in which we adapt the temporal profiling methodology (e.g., the temporal weighting scheme) proposed in Chapter 5 to model search tasks. Specifically, we utilise latent topics automatically derived by LDA from the relevant documents of a user’s search task to model that search task. In the experiments, we utilise the temporal search task to re-rank the result list returned by the Bing search engine. Experimental results show that modelling search task using the temporal user profiling methodology helps to improve the ranking quality significantly over the static search task (without using the temporal aspects) as well as the session-based user profile.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.1 describes our personalisation framework for modelling the temporal search tasks and using the temporal search tasks to re-rank the result list returned by the Bing search engine. In Section 6.2, we describe the experiment setting. We then report the results in Section 6.3 and conclude the chapter in Section 6.4.

### 6.1 Personalisation framework

Our main focus in this chapter is to model the user’s search tasks. First, we utilise a state-of-the-art approach, Query Task Clustering, to extract search tasks from sessions. After obtaining all the search tasks, we extend the temporal user profiling methodology in Chapter 5 to model each search task in Section 6.1.2. The search task is finally utilised in a learning-to-rank mechanism to personalise the search results returned by a search engine in Section 6.1.3.

#### 6.1.1 Clustering search tasks in a search session

To identify search tasks from each search session, we apply a state-of-the-art approach, that is, Query Task Clustering (QTC) (Liao et al., 2012), which has the desirable feature of extracting
interleaved tasks within a session.

In general, the method works in two steps: first, it measures the similarity between query pairs to build an undirected graph of queries within each search session. Second, queries within a search session are grouped into tasks via a clustering algorithm. Figure 6.2 shows an example of a search session which is classified into two interleaved search tasks using QTC.

To calculate the similarities of a query pair, QTC used time and word-based features and applied a supervised learning approach to learning the weight of the features (Liao et al., 2012). Specifically, they constructed a labelled dataset by asking human annotators to assign binary labels to a set of randomly sampled query pairs. A query pair has a positive label if these annotators think they are related using the predefined criteria (e.g., they are repeated). On the other hand, a negative label is assigned if the two queries are not related or contain different atomic information need (e.g., “Seattle city” and “space needle”). A supervised classifier is then learnt to determine the weight of the features. Table 6.1.1 details the QTC features of query pairs and the learned weights of these features, which are also used in our experiments to extract search tasks from a search session.

![Diagram of search session classification using QTC](image-url)
Using the learned query similarity function, QTC then constructs a undirected graph of queries within a search session. The vertices of the graph are queries and the edges are the similarity scores between queries. By dropping the edges where the similarities are smaller than a threshold (0.9 in our case), we get all search tasks as connected queries of the graph together with the user clicked documents of these queries.

### 6.1.2 Building a temporal search task

After identifying search tasks within sessions, we need to model the tasks in a dynamic way so that the user’s current search interest is quickly captured and represented. Because the search intent and user interests may change during a search task, we propose to use the method of building temporal user profiles (Chapter 5) to build the temporal representation of the search task. The search result click behaviour is readily available in the query logs. We use that click...
information of a search task to model the representation of that task.

Specifically, for each search task, we extract the relevant data of that task. After that, we employ Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to automatically derive latent topics (\(Z\)) from the relevant documents of all search tasks.

By utilising the temporal user profiling methodology in Chapter 5 (i.e., the temporal weighting scheme), we build the temporal representation of a search task as a multinomial distribution over topic \(Z\). Formally, we denote the search task set as \(S\). Let \(s\) denote an instance of \(S\). Let \(D_s = \{d_1, d_2, ..., d_n\}\) be a relevant document set for the search task \(s\). We model the task \(s\) (given \(D_s\)) as a distribution over the topics \(Z\) (i.e. \(P(Z|s)\)). Furthermore, since the search task intent may change over time, the more recent relevant documents express more about the current search intent than the distant ones. This characteristic can be captured by introducing a decay function as in Chapter 5. In this chapter, we model the probability of a topic \(z\) given \(s\) (i.e., \(p(z|s)\)) as a mixture of probabilities of \(z\) given relevant document \(d_i \in D_s\) as follows:

\[
p(z|s) = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{d_i \in D_s} \alpha^{t_{d_i}-1} p(z|d_i) \tag{6.1}
\]

where \(\alpha^{t_{d_i}}\) is an exponential decay function of \(t_{d_i}\); \(t_{d_i}\) is the time the searcher clicked on the document \(d_i\) within \(s\); \(t_{d_i} = n\) indicates that \(d_i\) is the \(n^{th}\) recent relevant document; and \(K = \sum_{d_i} \alpha^{t_{d_i}-1}\) is a normalisation factor. \(\alpha\) is the decay parameter \((0 < \alpha \leq 1)\). \(\alpha = 1\) means that all relevant documents are treated equally without considering the temporal aspect (i.e., the viewed time).

Figure 6.3 shows an example of modelling a search task. The user’s current search task has three relevant documents extracted from her query logs by applying the SAT criteria. After using LDA to derive topics (i.e., “Flower”, “Shopping”, “Delivery” and “Place To Visit”), each document is modelled as a distribution over these topics. Then the temporal representation of the search task is constructed as a distribution over the topic set, in which the probability of each topic is calculated using Eq.6.1 with the decay parameter of \(\alpha = 0.9\). For example, the “Place” topic has the highest value, from

\[
\text{Task}_{\text{Place}} = \frac{0.9^2 \times 0.13 + 0.9^1 \times 0.45 + 0.9^0 \times 0.57}{0.9^2 + 0.9^1 + 0.9^0} = 0.40
\]
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which means that in the search task the user is currently most interested in the “Place” topic, which is the user’s current search interest.

Figure 6.3: The temporal representation of a search task with the decay parameter $\alpha = 0.9$

6.1.3 Re-ranking search results using temporal search tasks

After modelling search tasks, we utilise the temporal representation of the search tasks to re-rank the original list of documents returned by a search engine. Figure 5.5 shows an overview of using search tasks to re-rank the original document list. After re-ranking the document list, we expect that the relevant documents will be promoted to higher ranks. For each query and a search task containing that query, the detailed steps are as follows:

1. For each input query $q$, we utilise the current search task $s$, to which the query belongs, to re-rank the first $n$ documents returned by the Bing search engine. We denoted a downloaded web page $d$ and its rank in the search list as $r(d)$. $s$ represents the topical interests of the user in the current search task.

2. In a similar way to the descriptions in chapters 4 and 5, for each returned document $d$, we compute a similarity measure, $TaskScore$, between $d$ and $s$. Specifically, as both
Figure 6.4: The general process of re-ranking. \( R \) means that the document is relevant to the user.

\( d \) and \( s \) are models as \( P(Z|d) \) and \( P(Z|s) \) distributions over topic \( Z \), respectively, we use Jensen-Shannon divergence to measure the similarity between the two distributions (i.e., \( TaskScore = -D_{JS}[.,.|.] \)) which is a popular method of measuring the divergence (similarity) between two distributions (as detailed in chapter 4), to measure the similarity between the two probability distributions as follows:

\[
TaskScore(d|s) = -D_{JS}[D||S] = -\frac{1}{2}D_{KL}[D||M] - \frac{1}{2}D_{KL}[S||M]
\] (6.2)

Here \( D_{KL}[.,.|.] \) is the Kullback-Leiber divergence and \( M = \frac{1}{2}(D + S) \). Now for each returned document \( d \) and a search task \( s \), we get the personalised score \( TaskScore(d|s) \).

We consider the score as the \textit{personalised feature}.

3. The personalised features only represent the user interest on a returned document. Therefore, apart from that feature, we also extract other \textit{non-personalised features} of \( q \) and \( d \). Table 6.3 describes the features.

4. After extracting the document features, to re-rank the top \( n \) returned documents, we employ a learning-to-rank (L2R) algorithm (i.e., LambdaMART) to train ranking models as in Chapter 5. Among many L2R algorithms, LambdaMART has been chosen as the base...
6.2 Dataset and evaluation methodology

6.2.1 Dataset

We use the preprocessed Bing query logs that have been described in Chapter 3 and used in Chapter 5. A major difference from the dataset used in Chapter 5 is that in this chapter, we use the user behaviours in a search task (rather than in a search session) to identify the user’s relevant document. Specifically, we use only those with a dwell time exceeding 30 seconds (SAT clicks) as in White et al. (2013). We assign a positive (relevant) label to a returned URL if it is a SAT click. The remainder of the top-10 URLs are assigned negative (irrelevant) labels. We use the rank positions of the positive labelled URLs as the ground truth to evaluate the search performance before and after re-ranking. As in Chapter 5, we apply a simple pre-processing on these datasets as follows: we remove the queries whose positive label set is empty from the dataset as we cannot evaluate the performance on those queries after re-ranking using the evaluation metrics detailed in Chapter 3. After that, we discard the domain-related queries (e.g.

---

Table 6.3: Summary of the document features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personalised Feature</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaskScore</td>
<td>The similarity score between the returned document and the search task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-personalised Features</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DocRank - ( r(d) )</td>
<td>Rank of the document on the original returned list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuerySessionSim</td>
<td>The cosine similarity score between the current query and the previous query in the same search session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuerySessionNo</td>
<td>Total number of queries that have been submitted to the Search Engine in the search session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QueryTaskSim</td>
<td>The cosine similarity score between the current query and the previous query in the same search task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QueryTaskNo</td>
<td>Total number of queries that have been submitted to the Search Engine in the search task</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

learning algorithm in various state of the art approaches to search personalisation (Bennett et al., 2012; White et al., 2013). Although we use LambdaMART in our experiments, any reasonable L2R algorithm would likely produce similar results as our proposed features are insensitive to ranking algorithms.

---

1We did not use the last click in a search session as in Chapter 5 as it is based on the user behaviours in a search session rather than in a search task
facebook, youtube). Finally, similar to Chapter 5, we normalise the relevance features (both personalised and non-personalised features) to zero mean and a standard deviation of 1 (i.e., z-score).

The dataset is the four weeks of logs gathered from 01 July 2012 to 28 July 2012 of 1166 randomly-sampled users. We also download the content of these URLs for the learning of the topics. We then partition the whole dataset into the training and test sets. The training set contains the log data of the first 15 days (from 01 to 15 July 2012). The test set contains the log data of the 13 remaining days (from 16 to 28 July 2012). We use the Query Task Clustering approach for identifying search tasks within search sessions. There were about 95,000 search sessions and 231,000 search tasks from the dataset. This represents a mean of 2.43 tasks per session, and 2.25 queries per task which are higher than that reported in White et al. (2013) (i.e., 1.36 and 1.86, respectively). Figure 6.5 shows that around 90% of sessions have no more than three search tasks; specifically, more than 51% of sessions have only one search task. This shows that although most sessions comprise a single task, there are still a large number of sessions (nearly 49%) containing multiple tasks. Since using all in-session activity may result in a noisy relevance signal, we may need to consider in-session task boundaries. We then explore the effect of using full-session search activity (i.e., the temporal session user profile in Chapter 5) versus in-session task activity (i.e., the temporal representation of a search task). Table 6.4 shows the basic statistics on the dataset.

### 6.2.2 Experimental settings

**Personalisation Method and Baselines** We list all the models to be compared in Table 6.5. Specifically, we name our proposed re-ranking model with temporal search tasks as *TimeTask*. Our first baseline, named as *Default*, is the original ranking of URLs returned by the Bing search engine. Among the three temporal profiles proposed in Chapter 5, the session profile achieved the best search personalisation performance. Moreover, we need to explore the effect of in-session task activity versus full-session search activity. We then use the temporal session profile in Chapter 5 as our second baseline (denoted as *ShortTerm*). The third baseline we want
### 6.2 Dataset and evaluation methodology

#### Table 6.4: Basic statistics of the evaluation search log set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>ALL</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#day</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#query</td>
<td>520,010</td>
<td>269,900</td>
<td>250,110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#distinct query</td>
<td>176,029</td>
<td>95,089</td>
<td>89,445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#search task</td>
<td>231,145</td>
<td>120,047</td>
<td>111,108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. #query/task</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#search session</td>
<td>94,972</td>
<td>49,100</td>
<td>45,886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. #task/session</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#click</td>
<td>433,277</td>
<td>225,924</td>
<td>207,353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#SAT click</td>
<td>326,768</td>
<td>170,332</td>
<td>156,436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. #SAT click/query</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To compare with is the non-temporal search task modelling method (that is, the decay parameter $\alpha = 1$) (denoted as `StaticTask`).

#### Table 6.5: An overview of personalisation method and baselines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>The default ranker of Bing search engine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShorTerm</td>
<td>Using the temporal session profile to re-rank the result list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StaticTask</td>
<td>Using non-temporal search task modelling method to re-rank the result list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TimeTask</td>
<td>Using the temporal search tasks to re-rank the search result list.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following, we present the setting of LDA and LambdaMART for learning the topics and for learning the ranking function respectively. Note that to make a fair comparison, we use the same topic distributions for all personalisation approaches and baselines.

**LDA & LambdaMART** As in chapter 5, we train the LDA model on the relevant documents extracted from the query logs, as mentioned in Section 6.1.2. For model selection, we apply the tuning approach (Wallach et al., 2009) to automatically refine the hyper-parameters. The
The number of topics is decided by using a held-out validation set which consists of 10% of all the relevant documents. The selected number of topics is the one that gives the lowest perplexity value. We also use the validation set to select the temporal weighting parameter $\alpha$.

The ranking function is learned using LambdaMART. After getting the features from the approaches, we randomly extract 10% of the training set for validation. We used the default setting for LambdaMART’s prior parameters\(^2\). We follow the same model selection process as in Bennett et al. (2012); Shokouhi et al. (2013).

**Evaluation metrics** The evaluation is based on the comparison between our personalised approaches and the baselines. We use four evaluation metrics which are: Mean Average Precision ($MAP$), Precision ($P@k$), Mean Reciprocal Rank ($MRR$) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain at $k$ ($nDCG@k$) (detailed in Chapter 3). These are standard metrics which have been widely used for performance evaluation in document ranking (Manning et al., 2008). For each evaluation metric, a higher value indicates a better ranking quality.

\(^2\)Specifically, number of leaves = 10, minimum documents per leaf = 200, number of trees = 100 and learning rate = 0.15.
6.3 Experimental results

6.3.1 Overall performance

Table 6.6 reports the performance of each model using six metrics as in Chapter 5, that is \( MAP, P@1, P@3, MRR, nDCG@5 \) and \( nDCG@10 \) (detailed in Chapter 3). All differences of personalisation models (i.e., ShortTerm, StaticTask and TimeTask) with the Default baseline (i.e., Bing default ranker) are statistically significant according to the paired t-test \((p < 0.01)\). The MAP value of the Bing default ranker was 0.7369 out of 1 indicating that the relevant documents were largely (more than 80%) in the first half of the original lists. Therefore, the improvements after re-ranking were not based on chance.

Table 6.6 shows that using temporal search tasks, TimeTask achieves a better performance than the original ranking (Default) as well as other strong baselines including non-temporal search task baseline (StaticTask). Especially, the TimeTask achieves the best improvement on the \( P@1 \) value indicating that temporal search tasks help improve the ranking quality of the first ranked document most. Table 6.6 also shows that StaticTask gains an advantage over ShortTerm.

Table 6.7 shows the numbers of better and worse ranks of relevant documents after re-ranking in comparison with the Default baseline. As we can see from Table 6.7, by modelling search tasks, the StaticTask model helps to improve the search performance over the ShortTerm model (with the temporal session profile) by significantly decreasing the number of worse ranks. Moreover, the TimeTask model helps to significantly improve the search performance over the ShortTerm model by both decreasing the number of worse ranks and increasing the number of better ranks.

6.3.2 Performances on different query click entropies

Similar to Chapter 5, we evaluate the effectiveness of the temporal search tasks with different query click entropy ranges. Figure 6.6 shows the relative improvement of personalisation models over the Default ranking from Bing search engine in term of \( MAP \) metric with the different

\(^3\)The exact \( p \) values are reported in Table B.5, Appendix B.
Table 6.6: Overall performance of the methods. The differences between the baselines and the TimeTask model are all statistically significant according to the paired t-test ($p < 0.01$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>P@1</th>
<th>P@3</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>nDCG@5</th>
<th>nDCG@10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>0.7369</td>
<td>0.6368</td>
<td>0.3239</td>
<td>0.7602</td>
<td>0.7649</td>
<td>0.8110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShortTerm</td>
<td>0.7764</td>
<td>0.6968</td>
<td>0.3470</td>
<td>0.8051</td>
<td>0.8061</td>
<td>0.8415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StaticTask</td>
<td>0.7843</td>
<td>0.7136</td>
<td>0.3488</td>
<td>0.8150</td>
<td>0.8127</td>
<td>0.8477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TimeTask</strong></td>
<td>0.7910</td>
<td>0.7305</td>
<td>0.3502</td>
<td>0.8242</td>
<td>0.8182</td>
<td>0.8530</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.7: Numbers of better and worse ranks after re-ranking in comparison with Default and P-Gain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>#Better</th>
<th>#Worse</th>
<th>P-Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ShortTerm</td>
<td>11,760</td>
<td>4,989</td>
<td>0.404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StaticTask</td>
<td>11,669</td>
<td>2,779</td>
<td>0.615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TimeTask</strong></td>
<td>13,130</td>
<td>3,087</td>
<td>0.619</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The magnitudes of click entropy. The statistical significance is guaranteed with the use of paired t-test ($p < 0.01$). We can see that when users have more agreement over clicked documents, with respect to a smaller value of click entropy, the re-ranking performance is only slightly improved. For example, with click entropy between 0 and 0.5, the improvement of the MAP metric from the personalisation models are of only 4%, in comparison with the original search engine.

Figure 6.6 also shows that the differences between the task-based models (i.e., TimeTask and StaticTask) and the session-based model (i.e., ShortTerm) are also small with the value of click entropy between 0 and 0.5. However, the effectiveness of personalisation models in general and the task-based models, in particular, increases significantly with the higher click entropy (e.g., [1.5 - 2]). The temporal task-based model (i.e., TimeTask) achieves significantly better performance in term of the ranking quality than both StaticTask and ShortTerm models ($p < 0.01$).

The exact $p$ values are detailed in Table B.6, Appendix B.
6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have proposed an extension of the temporal user profiling methodology in Chapter 5 to model search tasks extracted from search sessions. Each search task is represented as a distribution over the topics extracted from that task’s relevant documents. We then extracted the task-based feature and combine it with non-personalised features to learn a ranking function using LambdaMART. We performed experiments on re-ranking search results returned by the Bing search engine. Our experiments provide answers to the main research question raised at the beginning of this chapter:

**RQ 4 How can we model search tasks for search personalisation?**

To answer the research question, we worked with the Bing query logs of 1166 anonymous users (detailed in Chapter 3) but using a different setting to extract the user’s relevant documents. Specifically, we only used the clicked documents with a dwell-time of at least 30 seconds as the relevant documents\(^5\). In the experiments, we considered two comparative baselines using

---

\(^5\)We did not use the last clicked document in a search session as in Chapter 5 as it is only the session behaviour rather than the task behaviour.
non-temporal search tasks or temporal session user profiles. We found that the ranking quality is improved significantly over the default ranker of Bing. We also found that task-based profiles (i.e., TimeTask and StaticTask) help significantly improve the search performance over the session-based profile. Furthermore, by capturing the temporal aspect, the search task outperforms the non-temporal search task.

In Chapter 4, we focused on constructing groups of users with shared interests dynamically, and in Chapter 5 we focused on building temporal user profiles. In this chapter, we considered temporal search tasks, where we use the temporal profiling methodology in Chapter 5 to build temporal search tasks. For these proposed models, we apply them to improve the performance of a commercial web search engine (i.e., Bing) by re-ranking the result list. In the next chapter, we will investigate the adaptation and application of our dynamic profiling technique on another domain (a university Intranet) as well as a different task (personalised query suggestion).
Chapter 7

Personalised Query Suggestion for Intranet Search

In previous chapters, we have explored how to build dynamic user profiles and utilise the profiles to improve the performance of web search personalisation. In this chapter, we will investigate the application of the dynamic user profiles in another search domain, that of an intranet, as well as a new personalisation problem, that of personalised query suggestion. Query suggestion is an important feature in web search engines (e.g., Bing, Google) as well as in domain-specific search engines (e.g., Intranet search) (Adeyanju et al., 2012). Query suggestion helps users quickly refine the input query to better meet the user’s information need by recommending possible terms to modify the original input query. Moreover, the Intranet search is fundamentally different from the general Web search, i.e., while web search users are normally interested in getting some relevant documents, Intranet search users are mainly looking for specific documents, books, etc. (Hawking, 2010). Moreover, the Intranet may not be fully indexed and accessible by web search engines. For example, web search engines cannot access and index those Intranet documents which require authorised logins. The searcher, therefore, may need the Intranet search engine to get her information need.

Using collective user interaction data (e.g., query logs) for query suggestions has been shown to be useful for Intranet search (Adeyanju et al., 2012; Albakour et al., 2011). Existing query
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Figure 7.1: An example of query suggestion lists returned to a chemistry student who submits a query “Lecture Notes” without (left) and with (right) personalisation

suggestion approaches in Intranet search appear to follow a “one-size-fits-all” strategy (Adeyanju et al., 2012; Albakour et al., 2011). That is different users who submit the same query will get the same suggestion list. However, different users may have different topics of interest. Consequently, the users who have submitted the same query may have different search intentions. For example, a chemistry student submitting the query “lecture notes” is likely to be more interested in chemistry classes than computer science classes. We argue that query suggestion should be personalised in the context of Intranet search. Figure 7.1 shows an example of personalised query suggestions. If the system knows that the user is interested in the chemistry topic, it can suggest the query “lecture notes in chemistry” in the top of the suggestion list (right).

Table 7.1: Some basic statistics of the Bing dataset used in Chapters 5 and 6 and the Essex dataset used in this chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Bing</th>
<th>Essex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#Sessions</td>
<td>94,972</td>
<td>735,804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Queries</td>
<td>520,010</td>
<td>1,416,929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Queries/Session</td>
<td>5.48</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Clicks</td>
<td>433,277</td>
<td>930,242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Clicks/Session</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.2 shows an example of a search session from an Intranet query log collection. Each
search session contains two types of event (i.e., queries and clicks). Table 7.1 shows some basic statistics of the Bing (i.e., Web search engine) dataset used in Chapters 5, 6 and the Essex (i.e., Intranet search engine) dataset used in this chapter. We can see that the numbers of queries and clicks per search session in the Intranet search engine are much smaller than that of the Web search engine (i.e., 1.93 versus 5.48 and 1.26 versus 4.56 for the numbers of queries and clicks, respectively). We, therefore, assume that when a user uses the Intranet search engine, she only handles one search task (see Chapter 6) in a search session. That is, the concept of a search session in Intranet search is equivalent to that of a search task. Accordingly, we are interested in answering the following question:

**RQ 5  How can we personalise query suggestion for Intranet search?**

To find the answer to the research question, we propose a unified framework to personalise query suggestion for Intranet search. Specifically, extending the temporal user profiling methodology in Chapters 5, 6, we use the interaction data of each user with the Intranet search engine during a search session to build two user profiles. The user profiles represent the user’s topics of interests and may change over time in response to the user’s interaction with the system. In our proposed framework, we build two temporal topic-based user profiles for each search session. The first is a click user profile based on the clicked documents. The second is a query user profile based on the user’s query modification history within the search session. We then use the two profiles within a learning-to-rank framework to re-rank suggested queries generated by a non-personalised method for query suggestion on Intranet search (Adeyanju et al., 2012). Experimental results show that our approach significantly improves the query suggestion performance. Note that, in the context
of Intranet search, the concepts of a search task and a search session are exchangeable. Moreover, we cannot build the longer-term user profiles (i.e., long-term and daily profiles as in Chapter 5) because the user identifiers are not available in the experimental dataset (i.e., the Essex search log collection).

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 7.1 describes our personalisation framework for building the temporal profiles and using the profiles to personalise the query suggestion list. In Section 7.2, we describe our experiment setting and evaluation query logs. We then report the results in Section 7.3 and conclude the chapter in Section 7.4.

### 7.1 Personalised query suggestion framework

We start the section with building two temporal user profiles for each search session in Section 7.1.1. After that, in Section 7.1.2, we then utilise the temporal user profiles in a learning-to-rank (L2R) mechanism to personalise the query suggestion list returned by a state-of-the-art non-personalised query suggestion algorithm (Adeyanju et al., 2012).

#### 7.1.1 Building temporal user profiles

Each search session contains two types of event (i.e., queries and clicks). Given a search session, we propose to build two temporal profiles for the specific user. These are a click user profile (denoted as \( \text{profile}(C) \)), built using the user’s clicked documents, and a query user profile (denoted as \( \text{profile}(Q) \)), built using the user’s submitted queries within the session. The click profile has been extensively used in other search personalisation methods (Bennett et al., 2012; Harvey et al., 2013; Vu et al., 2014), so we expect that the query profile will enrich the representation of the user’s search interests.

Since a user’s interests and search intentions may change over time, the more recently clicked documents and submitted queries could better represent the user’s current interests. In this chapter, we propose to use a decay function to capture this characteristic as in Chapters 5 and 6.
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Extracting Topics from Clicked Documents

Unlike the Bing dataset, we do not have the dwell-time (viewing-time) for each click in the Intranet dataset. We follow (Joachims et al., 2005) in considering that click information (e.g., clicked documents) is a good indicator of those documents’ relevance to the user’s interests. To build the user profiles, we use the topics discussed in the clicked documents. We first extract clicked documents from the Intranet search’s query logs. After that, we employ Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) to automatically extract latent topics (denoted as $Z$) from the clicked documents (denoted as $D$). After training/inferring LDA model using the clicked documents, each document is described as a multinomial distribution over the topics (denoted as $P(Z|D)$), in which each topic is represented as a multinomial distribution over the entire vocabulary $\mathcal{V}$.

Building a Click User Profile

We represent the temporal click user profile as a multinomial distribution over the topics as in Chapter 5. Specifically, the user set is denoted as $U$. Let $u$ be an instance of $U$. Let $D_c = \{d_{c1}, d_{c2}, ..., d_{cn}\}$ be the set of clicked documents of the user $u$ in the current search session. We define the click user profile of the user $u$ (given the clicked document set $D_c$) as a distribution over topics $Z$ (denoted as $P_C(Z|U)$). A higher value of $p_C(z|u)$ shows that the user $u$ is more interested in the topic $z \in Z$. $p_C(z|u)$ is defined as a mixture of probabilities of $Z$ given $d_{ci} \in D_c$ as follows:

$$p_C(z|u) = \sum_{d_{ci} \in D_c} \lambda_i p(z|d_{ci}) \tag{7.1}$$

$\lambda_i = \frac{1}{N} \alpha^{-t_{d_{ci}}} - 1$ is the exponential decay function of $t_{d_{ci}}$, which is the order of the document $d_{ci}$ clicked by the user $u$ in the search session. $t_{d_{ci}} = 1$ indicates that $d_{ci}$ is the most recent clicked document; $N$ is the normalisation factor. $\alpha$ is the decay parameter ($0 < \alpha \leq 1$).

Figure 7.3 shows an example of a click user profile, which is constructed using three clicked documents and a decay parameter $\alpha = 0.9$. We can see that the click profile can capture the user’s topic of interest (i.e., “Topic 4”).

1The set of words which appear in all the clicked documents
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Building a Query User Profile

Let \( Q = \{q_1, q_2, ..., q_m\} \) be the submitted query set of \( u \) in the search session. We represent the temporal query user profile as a multinomial distribution over the topics \( Z \). In order to do that, we, first, need to model each query \( q_i \) as a multinomial distribution over the topics \( Z \). Because the number of Intranet documents is small and can be assumed to change less frequently than that of the Web search engine (Hawking, 2010; Adeyanju et al., 2012), we make a simplifying assumption of describing each query by the set of documents that contain the query words, denoted as \( D_{q_i} = \{d_{i1}, d_{i2}, ..., d_{ik}\} \). Then, each search query \( q_i \) (given the document set \( D_{q_i} \)) is modelled as a distribution over topics \( Z \) (denoted as \( P(Z|q_i) \)). The probability of a topic \( z \in Z \) given \( q_i \in Q \) (i.e., \( p(z|q_i) \)) is defined as a mixture of probabilities of \( z \) given a document \( d_{ij} \in D_{q_i} \) as follows:

\[
p(z|q_i) = \sum_{d_{ij} \in D_{q_i}} \frac{1}{|D_{q_i}|} p(z|d_{ij})
\]

(7.2)

Here, \( |D_{q_i}| \) is the size of the document set \( D_{q_i} \). Figure 7.4 shows an example of modelling a query as a distribution over topics (\( Z \)) using the documents related to that query.\(^2\)

We then model the query user profile of the user \( u \) (given the query set \( Q \)) as a distribution over topics \( Z \) (denoted as \( P_Q(Z|u) \)). The probability of a topic \( z \) given \( u \) (i.e., \( p_Q(z|u) \)) is defined

\(^2\)It is feasible in Intranet search as the size of document corpus is small. However, in our experiments, we use only top \( n \) results returned by the Intranet search engine to that query for the efficiency.
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Figure 7.4: Topic-based query modelling using related documents

as a mixture of probabilities of $z$ given query $q_i \in Q$ as follows:

$$p_Q(z|u) = \sum_{q_i \in Q} \lambda_i p(z|q_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.3)

$p(z|q_i)$ is defined in Equation 7.2. Similar to the click user profile, $\lambda_i = \frac{1}{M} \alpha^{t_{q_i}-1}$ is the exponential decay function of $t_{q_i}$, which is the order of the query $q_i$ submitted by the user $u$ in the search session. $t_{q_i} = 1$ indicates that $q_i$ is the most recent query; $M$ is the normalisation factor. $\alpha$ is the decay parameter ($0 \leq \alpha \leq 1$).

Figure 7.5 shows an example of a query user profile, which is constructed using three submitted queries and a decay parameter $\alpha = 0.9$. We can see that the user is more and more interested in the “Topic 4”, and the query profile can capture that topic of interest.

7.1.2 Re-ranking suggested queries using user profiles

Figure 7.6 shows an example of the query suggestion function installed at the University of Essex Intranet. When the user submits a query (e.g., “webmail”) to the Essex Intranet search function, the search function will return two ranked lists. The first list contains documents (10 per page), which are related to the input query returned by the original Essex ranker. The
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Figure 7.5: Temporal query user profile

Figure 7.6: An example of the query suggestion function installed at the University of Essex Intranet
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Figure 7.7: The general process of re-ranking. $R$ means that the query is relevant to the user second list contains at most 12 suggested queries, which are related to the input query returned by a state-of-the-art query suggestion algorithm (Albakour et al., 2011; Adeyanju et al., 2012).

After getting two user profiles for each search session, we use the two user profiles in a learning-to-rank mechanism to re-rank the query suggestion list returned by a state-of-the-art non-personalised query suggestion method proposed by Adeyanju et al. (2012), denoted as Adeyanju’s. Specifically, Adeyanju’s first constructs a domain knowledge structure in the form of a term subsumption hierarchy using both the Intranet document collection and collective users’ query logs. Specifically, a term is either a unique keyword or an $n$-gram (phrases) extracted from the collection. Then, the term co-occurrence (i.e., the document frequency - $df$) is used to create the subsumption hierarchical tree. Let $df$ be a function that return the document frequency of a term. A term ‘$x$’ is said to subsume ‘$y$’ if $df(x) > df(y)$ and $df(x,y)/df(y) \geq \gamma$. Figure 7.8 shows an example of the term subsumption hierarchy. One the hierarchy is built using the collection, it is updated using the actual search query logs collected by the Essex Intranet search engine (i.e., the Essex dataset).

Next, the suggestion list is generated using the top $n$ terms most related to the query in the hierarchy. The link weight $w$ between two terms ‘$x$’ and ‘$y$’ is set as $df(x,y)/df(x)$. In Figure 7.8 shows the weights for links between terms. Given a query such as term ‘$F$’ in Figure 7.8,
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Figure 7.8: An example of the term subsumption hierarchy


Figure 7.7 shows an overview of using the two temporal user profiles to personalise the original query suggestion list returned by Adeyanju’s. For each input query, our re-ranking method is as follows:

1. We generate the top n ranked suggested queries using the Adeyanju’s method. We denote a suggested query as $q_s$.

2. As in chapters 4, 5 and 6, we then compute similarity scores between $q_s$ and $\text{profile}(C)$, and between $q_s$ and $\text{profile}(Q)$. Both the suggested query $q_s$ and a user profile (denoted as $pf$ which is either $\text{profile}(C)$ or $\text{profile}(Q)$) are modelled as distributions over topics $Z$ (Section 7.1.1). To measure the similarity between $q_s$ and the user profile $pf$, we use Jensen-Shannon divergence ($D_{JS}[.,||.]$), which is a popular method of measuring the divergence (similarity) between two distributions (as detailed in Chapter 4), to measure the similarity between $q_s$ and $pf$ as follows:
\[ \text{Sim}(q_s|pf) = -D_{JS}[Q||P] = -\left(\frac{1}{2}D_{KL}[Q||M] + \frac{1}{2}D_{KL}[P||M]\right) \] (7.4)

Here, \( Q \) and \( P \) are distributions over topics of \( q_s \) and \( pf \), respectively. \( D_{KL}[] || [] \) is the Kullback-Leiber divergence and \( M = \frac{1}{2}(Q + P) \). We consider the scores as the personalized features.

3. We also extract other non-personalised features of the input query \( q \) and the suggested query \( q_s \). Table 7.2 shows the features extracted for re-ranking the suggestion list.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personalised Features</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClickPersonalisedScore</td>
<td>The similarity score between the suggested query and the user click profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QueryPersonalisedScore</td>
<td>The similarity score between the suggested query and the user query profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-personalised Features</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QueryRank</td>
<td>Rank of the suggested query on the original list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuerySim</td>
<td>The cosine similarity score between the current query and the previous query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QueryNo</td>
<td>Total number of queries that have been submitted to the Search Engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuggestedQueryCosine</td>
<td>The cosine similarity score between the current query and the suggested query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuggestedQueryJaccard</td>
<td>The Jaccard distance score between the current query and the suggested query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuggestedQueryEdit</td>
<td>The edit distance between the current query and the suggested query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuggestedQueryLevenshtein</td>
<td>The Levenshtein distance between the current query and the suggested query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuggestedQueryPreUsed</td>
<td>Whether the suggested query was used by the user in the same search session?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. After extracting the query features, to re-rank the top \( n \) suggested queries, we employ LambdaMART (Burges et al., 2006) to train ranking models as in Chapters 5, 6.

### 7.2 Dataset and evaluation methodology

#### 7.2.1 Dataset

The dataset used in our experiments contains large-scale\(^3\) query logs collected from the search engine installed on the Intranet site of the University of Essex during the two years covering 1

---

\(^3\)In that they represent the complete set of interactions with an Intranet search engine over a two-year period.
January 2012 - 31 December 2013 (i.e., the Essex dataset detailed in Chapter 3 (Experimental Methodology)). Each log sample contains a session identifier, the event type (i.e., a query or a click), an auto-increment id, the event content (i.e., query text, click URL), and the event time-stamp. Figure 7.9 shows a search session from the query logs. For each click URL, we download the content of the clicked document for the learning of the topics.

Figure 7.10 shows the distribution of the session length in term of the number of events per session. We see that more than 70% of the Essex search session contain only one event (either a query or a click) denoted as a single event session. The reason why the single event session happened frequently could be explained by the fact that instead of clicking on the returned document directly, the searcher uses the browser tab function to open the document (i.e., single click event sessions). It could also be that the user could get the direct answer from the document list after getting the search result list (i.e., single query event sessions). A reasonable reason is that after submitting a query to the intranet search function, the user could not get any suitable information from the returned result list, and then he or she abandoned the search (Huang et al., 2011; Diriye et al., 2012).

With those sessions, we could not justify whether the user got the needed information or not.
Moreover, we also could not apply our proposed method to personalise the query suggestion list. We employ a pre-processing step on the dataset to remove all the single search session. After this pre-processing step, 71% of the Essex search sessions (about 1.9 million) had been removed from the dataset. Moreover, the search function logs all user queries submitted or selected from the query suggestion list by the user. The user sometimes clicked on the search button with an empty query. After counting the number of the empty queries (about 50,000), we also removed all these query events from the logs.

We then analysed statistically the remainder of the Essex logs. Table 7.3 shows some basic log statistics from the remainder of the query logs. We see that although the number of search sessions decreased significantly from about 400,000 in 2012 to about 342,000 in 2013, the average number of user interactions increased slightly from 3.22 to 3.25. The average number of distinct queries was 3.75, which is similar to that of the commercial search engines (i.e., Bing). However, the average number of distinct URLs was 25.68, which is much higher than that of Bing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#search session</td>
<td>397,461</td>
<td>338,391</td>
<td>735,804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#event</td>
<td>1,263,179</td>
<td>1,083,992</td>
<td>2,347,171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#event/session</td>
<td><strong>3.22</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.25</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.23</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#query</td>
<td>757,645</td>
<td>659,284</td>
<td>1,416,929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#query/session</td>
<td><strong>1.91</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.95</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.93</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#click</td>
<td>505,534</td>
<td>424,708</td>
<td>930,242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#click/session</td>
<td><strong>1.27</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.26</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.26</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7.2.2 Evaluation methodology

**Evaluation methodology** For evaluation, we use AutoEval, an automated evaluation framework, which measures the performance of query suggestions automatically based on the actual query logs of an Intranet search (Albakour et al., 2011). Specifically, for each query suggestion
list, we assign a positive label for a suggestion if it is an actual refinement, which is the next submitted query in the search session, and there is at least one user click on retrieved results after the refinement. In other words, we interpret the user click after a reformulation as the criterion of a relevant suggestion. The remainder of the suggestion list is assigned negative (irrelevant) labels. We use the rank positions of the positively labelled queries as an approximation of the ground truth to evaluate the performance of query suggestion before and after re-ranking.

We also follow the experimental methodology in Adeyanju et al. (2012), that is, the model is evaluated continuously at periodic intervals. Specifically, we use the logs in the week $i$ for training the re-ranking model and the following week $i + 1$ for testing the trained model; where, in our experiments, $1 \leq i \leq w$, the number of weeks in the test period.

7.2.3 Experimental settings

Our personalisation method and baselines We name our proposed re-ranking model as Ours. We choose two baselines to compare our work against. The first baseline is the Adeyanju’s method (Adeyanju et al., 2012), which we reimplemented to generate the original suggestion list for re-ranking.

We use the session-based approach proposed by Bennett et al. (2012) as the second baseline. Specifically, in the baseline, we use only the click user profile (i.e., profile$(C)$) together with the non-personalised features detailed in Table 7.2 to re-rank the suggestion list. We name the baseline as Click.

We note that Adeyanju’s is a non-personalised approach and achieved a good performance of query suggestion on Intranet search. Click is a personalised approach and produced good performances in Web search personalisation (Bennett et al., 2012; Harvey et al., 2013; White et al., 2013; Vu et al., 2015a). Moreover, instead of the session-based approach by Bennett et al. (2012) as our personalised baseline, we could alternatively have used Shokouhi (2013) or Shokouhi and Guo (2015).

LDA & LambdaMART We train an LDA model on the clicked documents extracted from the query logs, as detailed in Section 7.1.1. The number of topics (i.e., 300 in our experiments)
is decided by using a held-out validation set which consists of 10% of all clicked documents. The selected number of topics is the one that gives the lowest perplexity value. Table 7.4 shows the ten most probable topical words in topics trained using LDA. The decay parameter $\alpha$ for the two user profiles is set to 0.90 as in Chapter 5. The ranking function is learned using LambdaMART (Burges et al., 2006). We used the default setting for LambdaMART’s prior parameters$^4$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic 1</th>
<th>Topic 2</th>
<th>Topic 3</th>
<th>Topic 4</th>
<th>Topic 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>language</td>
<td>project</td>
<td>support</td>
<td>computer</td>
<td>housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linguistic</td>
<td>management</td>
<td>development</td>
<td>science</td>
<td>home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>department</td>
<td>planning</td>
<td>work</td>
<td>engineering</td>
<td>rent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>english</td>
<td>strategic</td>
<td>issues</td>
<td>electronic</td>
<td>house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>research</td>
<td>plan</td>
<td>provide</td>
<td>school</td>
<td>household</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resource</td>
<td>university</td>
<td>training</td>
<td>research</td>
<td>property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modern</td>
<td>change</td>
<td>services</td>
<td>system</td>
<td>mortgage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>committee</td>
<td>relu</td>
<td>community</td>
<td>professor</td>
<td>urban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sociolinguistic</td>
<td>knowledge</td>
<td>local</td>
<td>project</td>
<td>family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arabic</td>
<td>portal</td>
<td>process</td>
<td>industry</td>
<td>local</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evaluation metrics** The evaluation is based on the comparison between our personalised approach and the baselines. We use the same set of evaluation metrics as Chapters 5 and 6 which are: Mean Average Precision ($MAP$), Precision ($P@k$), Mean Reciprocal Rank ($MRR$), and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain ($nDCG@k$). These are standard metrics which have been widely used for performance evaluation in document ranking (Manning et al., 2008). For each evaluation metric, a higher value indicates a better ranking quality.

$^4$Number of leaves = 10, minimum documents per leaf = 200, number of trees = 100 and learning rate = 0.15
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7.3.1 Overall performance

In this experiment, we analyse the effect of temporal user profiles proposed in Section 7.1.1 using six metrics: MAP, P@1, P@5, MRR, nDCG@5 and nDCG@10. Table 7.5 shows promising results when user profiles are used to personalise the query suggestion list. We can see that even using only the click user profile, the Click method has led to the improvement of 7.22% on MAP over the Adeyanju’s method. Especially, the combination of the query user profile and the click user profile (i.e., Both) achieves the highest improvement of 10.97% over Adeyanju’s on MAP score. The improvements indicate that personalisation helps improve the query suggestion performance. The improvements over the Adeyanju’s method are all significant with the paired t-test ($p < 0.01$).\textsuperscript{5} The MAP value of Adeyanju’s was 0.5440 out of 1 indicating that the relevant documents were largely (more than 76%) in the first half of the original lists. Therefore, the improvements after re-ranking were not based on chance.

Table 7.5: Overall performance of the methods. %rel denotes the relative improvement over Adeyanju’s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>P@1</th>
<th>P@5</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>nDCG@5</th>
<th>nDCG@10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adeyanju’s</td>
<td>0.5440</td>
<td>0.4113</td>
<td>0.1823</td>
<td>0.5447</td>
<td>0.5714</td>
<td>0.6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Click</td>
<td>0.5833</td>
<td>0.4271</td>
<td>0.1981</td>
<td>0.5839</td>
<td>0.6193</td>
<td>0.6583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%rel</td>
<td>+7.22%</td>
<td>+3.84%</td>
<td>+8.67%</td>
<td>+7.22%</td>
<td>+8.38%</td>
<td>+9.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>0.6037</td>
<td>0.4526</td>
<td>0.2026</td>
<td>0.6043</td>
<td>0.6413</td>
<td>0.6780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%rel</td>
<td>+10.97%</td>
<td>+10.04%</td>
<td>+11.14%</td>
<td>+10.94%</td>
<td>+12.23%</td>
<td>+13.02%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the comparison between personalisation methods (i.e., Both and Click), Table 7.5 shows that using both the click and query user profiles (i.e., Both) significantly improves the suggestion quality over the Click baseline ($p < 0.01$). Interestingly, our method produces a significantly better quality of the first query in the suggestion list with the improvement of 5.97% on P@1.

\textsuperscript{5} The exact $p$ values are reported in Table B.7, Appendix B.
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Figure 7.11: Relative performance improvements over Adeyanju’s with different query positions. There is no result reported for Click with the first query because we cannot build the click profile as there is no previously clicked document over Click. The improvements of Both over Click also indicate that the query user profile is highly important in the query suggestion task, especially in the quality of the first suggested query.

7.3.2 Performance on different query positions

With more submitted queries and clicked documents, we can build richer user profiles. In this experiment, we aim to study whether the position of a query in a search session has any effect on the performance of personalised query suggestion. For each search session, we label queries by their positions during the session. Because there are few sessions containing more than three queries (i.e., accounting for 7.65% of sessions in the query logs), we label the first three queries from one to three according to their orders in the search session; the remaining queries are labelled as \( \geq 4 \).

For the first query, we cannot build the click user profile because there is no previously clicked document. However, we can still build the query user profile for the first query. We show the improvement in performance of the personalised methods over Adeyanju’s in term of MAP metric with different query positions in Figure 7.11. Here the statistical significance is verified
by the paired t-test \( p < 0.01 \).\(^6\) For the first query within a search session, our method, which can use only the query user profile, significantly improves the query suggestion performance over Adeyanju’s. It again confirms the effectiveness of the query information on personalised query suggestion for Intranet search.

From the second query, we can build both the query and click user profiles. One can see that the higher the position of a query is, the greater the improvement in performance the personalised query suggestion can achieve. Specifically, from the query with high positions (i.e., \( \geq 4 \)), the improvements of Click and Both are 11.37\% and 18.22\%, respectively. Figure 7.11 also shows that Both outperforms Click significantly with the improvements of at least 3.45\% \( p < 0.01 \). It indicates that richer user profiles (by observing more clicked documents and submitted queries during the search session) help achieve better query suggestion performances. The findings offer future research directions that use user profiles which go beyond single sessions

\subsection*{7.3.3 Performance on different query lengths}

The query length is defined by the number of words in the query (e.g., the query “University webmail” has the length of 2). The length of a query might give an indication as to how specific the information need of an individual user is (i.e., a longer query can typically be assumed to reflect a more specific information need).

In Figure 7.12, we show the distribution of the query length in the Essex query logs. It can be seen that most queries consisted of less than or equal to 3 terms. The percentage of the query containing either less than or equal to 3 terms was about 94\% and stayed almost identical over the two years 2012 and 2013. Regardless of the year, there were very few queries containing more than 3 terms. The numbers for the two years were 5.6\% and 5.8\%, respectively. In this experiment, we aim to show the impact of personalisation on query suggestion with different query lengths. We label each query by its length, which is the number of words in the query (i.e., from one to three and \( \geq 4 \) words because there are few queries containing more than three words (5.7\% of queries in the query logs)).

\(^6\)The exact \( p \) values are detailed in Table B.8, Appendix B.
Figure 7.12: The percentage of the queries that contained \( n \) terms

Figure 7.13 shows the improvement in performance of Click and Both over Adeyanju’s method in term of MAP with different query lengths. We see that personalisation methods achieve significantly better performances than the non-personalised method does \( (p < 0.01) \).\(^7\) Even for short queries (length 1 and 2) which tend to be more generic, the Click and Both methods outperform the Adeyanju’s method with an improvement of more than 6.11\% and 9.09\%, respectively. We see that the longer the query is, the higher the improvement personalised methods can achieve. Specifically, with a longer query (i.e., with length \( \geq 4 \)), the Click and Both methods yield the highest improvements, i.e., 29.82\% and 53.85\%, respectively. This indicates that the longer query would also get more benefit from the personalisation.

Figure 7.13 also indicates that by combining the query user profile with the click user profile, Both significantly improves the query suggestion performance over using only the click user profile \( (p < 0.01) \). Specifically, the improvements are significantly high with the long query (i.e., containing at least three words) with the changes of 6.7\% and 18.2\% on the query containing three words and the query containing at least four words, respectively.

\(^7\)The exact \( p \) values are detailed in Table B.9, Appendix B.
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7.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we proposed a personalised query suggestion framework and showed how it performed on Intranet search. We built two session-specific temporal user profiles, a query user profile using the submitted queries, and a click user profile using the clicked documents. We then extracted the personalised features using the two profiles and combined them with non-personalised features to learn a ranking model using LamdaMART. Finally, we used the ranking model to re-rank the query suggestion list returned by a well-performing query suggestion approach for Intranet search. Our experiments provide answers to the main research question raised at the beginning of this chapter:

RQ 5 How can we personalise query suggestion for Intranet search?

To answer the research question, we worked with the Essex dataset collected from the search engine installed on the Website of the University of Essex. Experimental results show that personalisation significantly improved the query suggestion performance. Using both the click user profile and query user profile achieved the highest performance indicating that the personalised query suggestion for Intranet search should take into account both click and query information. Moreover, the positive impact of personalised query suggestions is more pronounced with longer queries and queries submitted later within a session.
Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

Search personalisation in information retrieval has been extensively studied in recent years. It is one of the most important features of commercial search engines because it helps users quickly find the information they need. The performance of search personalisation depends on the richness of user profiles which represent the user’s search interests. In this thesis, we started with a discussion of the particular and scientific obstacles that motivated our research on dynamic user profiling for search personalisation. In answering the research question “how we can build user profiles dynamically to improve the performance of search personalisation?” we found that dynamic user profiles help to improve the performance of search personalisation.

The four research chapters (4 - 7) of this thesis address the research question as follows: First, in Chapter 4, we focused on how to build a topic-based profile, and then improve the performance of search personalisation with dynamic group formation. In particular, to build a user profile, instead of using a human-generated online ontology, such as Open Directory Project (ODP), we proposed the use of a topic modelling method, namely, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003), to automatically extract topics from documents relevant to the user. We then grouped users who share common interests dynamically with respect to the user’s input query. That is, with different input queries, we grouped different users who share common interests. After that, we used the information about these users with shared interests to enrich the current user profile.
In Chapter 5, we revisited the problem of building temporal user profiles for search personalisation using topics automatically learned from the user’s relevant documents. We focused on building dynamic user profiles for search personalisation, but also examined the different temporal aspects of building three user profiles (i.e., a long-term profile, a daily profile and a short-term profile).

In Chapter 6, we turned to the problem of dynamic user profiling for search task modelling, and experimentally verified the effectiveness of temporal user profiling for modelling search tasks via a re-ranking scheme.

Finally, in Chapter 7, we focused on the problem of personalised query suggestion for Intranet search, and proposed two session-based user profiles: a user click profile and a user query profile. We then applied these in a re-ranking scheme to deal with the problem.

To conclude, this chapter first summarises our answers to the research questions set out in the Introduction chapter as well as key findings in Section 8.1. We then carve out an outlook on future research directions in Section 8.2.

8.1 Answers and key findings

The goal of our research is to improve the performance of search personalisation with dynamic user profiling techniques. In particular, in chapter 4, the research questions we addressed focused on building a topic-based user profile and whether we can improve the performance of search personalisation with dynamic group formation:

RQ 1 How can we build a user profile which represents the user’s topical search interests?

We have proposed a methodology to build a user profile using topics learned from the user’s relevant documents. We handled the problems with human-generated ontologies and directories (such as ODP) by employing a topic modelling technique (LDA) to automatically extract topics from the documents. The user profile is dynamic because it is updated “on-the-fly” when the search system observes more relevant documents.
Key findings  Utilising the user profile to personalise search results returned by the Bing search engine, we found that the profile (S_Profile) helps to improve the search performance over the Bing default ranker.

RQ 2 How can we dynamically group users who share common interests for search personalisation?

In existing approaches, groups of similar users are often statically determined, for example by finding groupings based on the common documents that users clicked. However, these static grouping methods are query-independent and neglect the fact that users in a group may have different interests on different topics. To handle these problems, we used the current input query to dynamically group users who share common interests with the current user on that query. This leads to the fact that, with different input queries, the system will return different groups of users with shared common interests. We then utilised the enriched user profile to personalise the search results returned by the Bing search engine with a re-ranking scheme.

Key findings  We found that the dynamically enriched profile can stably and significantly improve the ranking quality over the competitive ranker of the original search engine and the individual as well as statically enriched profiles. Other experimental results confirmed the impact of the query click entropies. That is, the higher click entropy is, the better performance the search personalisation is likely to achieve. Finally, the experimental results on the user group sizes indicated that we achieved better search performances using data from more users with shared interests.

Although the user profiles are enriched dynamically with respect to the input query, in chapter 4 we built a single user profile using all the user’s relevant documents and treating the relevant documents equally. However, with more interactions with the search system, the user’s interests may change over time, and the more recent relevant documents can express the user’s current interests more accurately than distant ones. Therefore, the user modelling method should be able to build user profiles dynamically in such a way that the user’s interests can be captured. Therefore, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of temporal aspects in personalisation,
we took an approach to building three temporal user profiles (i.e., a long-term user profile, a daily user profile and a session profile) using the user’s historical interactions in three typical time scales (i.e., the whole search history, a day and a search session, respectively). Regarding these new profiles, we addressed the following research question:

RQ 3 How can we build temporal user profiles for search personalisation?

In answering this question, we proposed a temporal weighting scheme to build temporal user profiles. In particular, we have presented a study on the temporal aspects of building user profiles with latent topics learned from the documents. For each user, we used relevant documents at different time scales to build long-term, daily, and session profiles. Each user profile is represented as a distribution over latent topics from which we extract the features and combine them with non-personalised features to learn a ranking function. We performed a set of experiments to study the effectiveness of the temporal latent topic-based profiles.

**Key findings** We found that the temporal user profiles help to improve the search performance regarding traditional relevance-oriented metrics like MAP, P@k over the competitive ranker of the Bing search engine and the non-temporal user profile. We also found that the session profile captures the most current search interests of a user and can generate helpful features for learning the re-ranking function. The best performance was achieved by the combination of all three temporal profiles, indicating that a good personalisation should take into account all temporal aspects from user’s search history. Other experimental results confirmed that the impact of the query click entropy on the temporal latent topic profiles is similar to that on the non-temporal latent topic profiles (Chapter 4). Finally, another interesting finding is the usefulness of the temporal profile in tuning the search results for the next queries in a session.

Although the effectiveness of the session user profile has been confirmed by the experiments on the Bing query logs, in the context of the web search logs, a user may handle several search tasks within a search session and submit several queries within a search task (Liao et al., 2012). Therefore, a single profile for each search session might not quickly capture the interests of the user’s search tasks within that session. We argue that the user profile should be constructed
using the information of the user’s current search task.

Recent research has shown that mining and modelling the user’s current search task help to improve the performance of search personalisation. However, previous studies largely ignored the dynamic nature of the search task; that is, with the change of time, the search intent and user interests may also change. To address this problem, we built the temporal task-based user profile using the historical interactions between the user and the search system during that search task. This leads to the following research question:

**RQ 4 How can we model search tasks for search personalisation?**

In answering this question, we utilised the temporal user profiling method to model the user’s search tasks. In particular, we first extracted the user’s search tasks from the user’s current search session using a state-of-the-art method. Second, for each search task, we proposed an approach to modelling a search task using the user’s relevant documents in that task. Each search task is represented as a distribution over the topics from which we extract the personalised feature and combine it with non-personalised features to learn a ranking function to re-rank search results returned by the Bing search engine.

**Key findings** We found that the ranking quality is improved significantly over the default ranker of the Bing search engine. We also found that task-based profiles (even a non-temporal one) help significantly improve the search performance over the session-based profile. In addition, by capturing the temporal aspect, the search task outperforms the non-temporal search task.

We proposed two dynamic profiling methods for search personalisation, those being dynamic group formation and temporal topic user profiles. We studied the effectiveness of the dynamic user profiles by applying them to re-rank the search results returned by the Bing search engine. Our experimental analysis shows that the dynamic user profiles help to significantly improve the performance of the default ranker of the Bing search engine as well as strong personalisation baselines. We now would like to see whether the dynamic user profiles can be applied to another personalisation application (e.g., query suggestion). In particular, we approach this problem by handling the following research question:
RQ 5 How can we personalise query suggestion for Intranet search?

Recent research has shown the usefulness of using collective user interaction data (such as query logs) to recommend query modification suggestions for Intranet search. However, most of the query suggestion approaches for Intranet search follow a “one size fits all” strategy, whereby different users who submit an identical query would get the same query suggestion list. This is problematic, as even with the same query, different users may have different topics of interest, which may change over time in response to the user’s interaction with the system. We have addressed the problem by extending our temporal session user profiles to personalise the query suggestion for Intranet search. For each search session, we constructed two temporal user profiles: a click user profile using the user’s clicked documents and a query user profile using the user’s submitted queries. We then used the two profiles to re-rank the non-personalised query suggestion list returned by a state of the art query suggestion method for Intranet search.

Key findings We found that our temporal user profiles significantly improve the quality of the query suggestion list. Moreover, using both the click user profile and query user profile achieved the highest performance indicating that the personalised query suggestion for Intranet search should take into account both click and query information. Moreover, the positive impact of personalised query suggestions is more pronounced with longer queries and queries submitted later within a session.

8.2 Future work

The work presented in this thesis provides insights and algorithms to build dynamic user profiles for search personalisation. Beyond the findings and conclusions summarised above, it opens up important directions for future work. In this final section, we identify some possible future directions.

As a common search personalisation approach involves re-ranking the top \( N \) candidates initially returned by a basis ranker, typically \( N = 10 \) (Bennett et al., 2012; White et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2016), it would be interesting to have a closer look at the top \( N \) candidates for
N > 10: how much we can gain from the good candidates that were ranked at lower ranks than 10? A large value of N could bring a possible completion in search personalisation. Moreover, the default ranker of the Bing search engine has been getting stronger and stronger. Our proposed personalisation frameworks help to significantly improve the performance over the default ranker in 2012. However, due to the constraint of available data, we do not know whether it can help to improve the performance of the current default ranker. Therefore, we aim to apply our dynamic user profiling methods to other large-scale and more recent datasets.

Also, current research has shown that mining and modelling task behaviour help to improve the performance of search personalisation (White et al., 2013). In their research, they focused on building rich models of the current user’s task by grouping other users who have performed similar tasks, and leverage their on-task behaviour to improve search performance. However, in the research, they grouped the users statically and neglected the fact that different input queries should return different groups of users who have performed similar tasks. To handle this problem, we aim to apply our dynamic group formation method to dynamically find users with shared on-task behaviours using the user’s current input query.

In chapter 4, we found that our dynamic grouping formation helps to significantly improve the performance of search personalisation. However, in this method, we treated the user’s relevant documents to build a single user profile and the user’s common relevant documents to build a shared user profile equally without considering the temporal aspects (described in chapter 5). We aim to apply the temporal user profiling methodology to handle these problems.

In our research, we have extensively used the LDA topic model to extract topics from documents as it is fast and scalable. In the future, we aim to apply other topic modelling algorithms, such as Dynamic Topic Models (Blei and Lafferty, 2006), Hierarchical Topic Models (Griffiths et al., 2004) or word/document embeddings techniques, such as word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), doc2vec (Le and Mikolov, 2014) to automatically learn the topics from documents. We can also improve topic models using word embeddings as in Nguyen et al. (2015a,b).

However, our research on dynamic user profiling is not limited to the Information Retrieval context. We can extend the dynamic user profiling methodology to other studies, such as the
Combining user profiling with cutting edge research in Smart Cities (Calvillo et al., 2016) could allow us to build dynamic user profiles using a user’s daily activities, as well as with other information, such as weather patterns, peak and off-peak energy pricing rates and so on. This could help the user to maximise energy efficiency and reduce the costs of the household tasks (showering, laundry and so on).

Recently, “Fake News” has been a widespread topic of discussion, in particular following the 2016 US Presidential elections. The expression “Fake News” is generally used to refer to a story presented as a fact, but there is no factual basis (Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017). The term has become particularly prominent following the presidential elections, as it has been suggested (Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017) that the circulation of such stories on social media may have had an impact on voter’s behaviour at the ballot box. Figure 8.1 shows a popular fake news available on the internet\(^1\),\(^2\).

In fact, the current rapid spread of such fake news stories may be a product of excessive personalisation of search results and information presentation. If personalisation algorithms return search results based on only a user’s search interests and those of their social group, inaccurate stories can spread widely irrespective of their truth (Pariser, 2011; White, 2013, 2014; White and Horvitz, 2015). This can result in the inability of users to inform themselves about the facts of a matter if the information presented to their is excessively skewed by the search interests of their social group (the so-called “echo chamber effect” (Colleoni et al., 2014; Flaxman et al., 2016)). Future work in this area could investigate how to balance a user’s personalisation against her requirements for information from a broader set of sources, as well as possible mechanisms for considering the reliability of news items.

\(^1\)http://yepsee.com/trump-offering-free-one-way-tickets-to-africa-mexico-for-those-who-wanna-leave-america-trending/
\(^2\)https://twitter.com/NewssTrump/status/82743905983223985
Figure 8.1: A popular “fake news” on the internet. Original fake post: “Everyone says they want to go to Africa or Mexico well here’s your chance! Make America great and go back to your country for free!” Trump
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Appendix A

Data Analysis on the Essex Intranet Query Logs

A.1 User Interactions in Different Time Granularities

In this session, we do statistical analyses to show the change of the user’s search pattern in different time granularities. We start with the user’s search pattern during a day. Figure A.1 shows the average number of events in different hours during a day in the Essex query logs. From the Figure 10, we can see that the user interaction was highest during the lunchtime. This searching pattern of users during a day has a strong correlation with the working and studying habit of students and university staffs. Specifically, the average number of user search activities increased significantly from about 100 at 8 AM to reach a peak of more than 250 during the lunchtime. After that, the number decreased gradually to 100 at 11 PM.

Similarly, Figure A.2 shows the average number of user interactions in different days during a week. Because all of the classes at the Essex University are normally off during the weekend, the number of user interactions was lowest on Saturday and Sunday with nearly 1,900 and 2,100 search interactions, respectively. Figure A.3 and Figure A.4 show the average numbers of user interactions in different days and different months during a year, respectively. The number is again strongly correlated to the studying time of the university. It was highest in October (the
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A.2 Query Analysis

Table A.1 shows the basic statistic of query events in the Essex data. The number of queries in 2013 decreased by 13%. However, the average number of terms per query went up from 1.80 in 2012 to 1.83 in 2013. Of about 1.4 million query events, more than 46% (about 660 thousand events) are single term queries (e.g., Webmail, Essex, etc.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#queries</td>
<td>757,645</td>
<td>659,284</td>
<td>1,416,929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#single term queries</td>
<td>359,065</td>
<td>302,225</td>
<td>661,290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#average terms per query</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Figure A.5, we show the distribution of the query length in the Essex query logs. It can be seen that most queries consisted of less than or equal to 3 terms. The percentage of the

Figure A.1: The average number of events in different hours during a day in the Essex logs

Figure A.2: The average number of events on different days during a week

Enrollment time) with more that 150,000 interactions and lowest in December (the Christmas time) with just below 60,000 interactions.
A.2 Query Analysis

Figure A.3: The average number of events on different days during a year

Figure A.4: The average number of events in different months during a year

query containing either less than or equal to 3 terms are about 94% and almost identical over two years, 2012 and 2013. Regardless of the years, there were very few queries containing more than 3 terms. The numbers for the two years are 5.6% and 5.8%, respectively.

To understand query term distribution, we build a word cloud of 200 most popular words appeared in the Essex query events (as shown in Figure A.6). The word size in the figure describes the popularity of the word (i.e., the big word means more popular than the smaller one. For example, the “Moodle” is more popular than “Timetable”.

To understand the question of why the user changed queries during a search session, we made a statistical analysis on the frequent query pairs. Table A.2 shows the top ten most popular query pairs in the Essex logs. The most popular one is the “accomodation → accommodation” pair, in which the user corrected the typo on “accomodation” query. However, in general, the user changed the input query during their search session because they either added more term to the previous query (e.g., “moodle → moodle university”) or explained the short query with a longer and more meaningful one (e.g., “ocs → coursework submission”).
Figure A.5: The percentage of the queries that contained $n$ terms

Figure A.6: Word cloud of the search query
Table A.2: Frequent query pairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query 1</th>
<th>Query 2</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Refinement Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>accommodation</td>
<td>accommodation</td>
<td>3377</td>
<td>Typo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moodle</td>
<td>moodle university</td>
<td>2106</td>
<td>Expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ocs</td>
<td>coursework submission</td>
<td>947</td>
<td>Explanation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>map</td>
<td>campus map</td>
<td>841</td>
<td>Expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timetable</td>
<td>timetables</td>
<td>821</td>
<td>Expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nursing</td>
<td>adult nursing</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>Expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>webmail</td>
<td>myessex webmail</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>Expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jobs</td>
<td>job vacancies</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>Explanation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accommodation</td>
<td>accommodation office</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>Expansion (typo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ocs</td>
<td>online coursework</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>Explanation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coursework submission</td>
<td>online coursework submission</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>Expansion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.3 Click Analysis

Table A.3 describes basic statistics of click events in the Essex query logs. As can be seen from the table, the number of click events went down significantly by 16% from more than 505,000 in 2012 to just below 425,000 in 2013. However, the average numbers of click per search session remained stable with 1.27 and 1.26 in the years of 2012 and 2013, respectively. The average number of click per URL decreased remarkably from 24.26 in 2012 to 16.73 in 2013. Similarly, the max number of click per URL reduced significantly from about 33,000 in 2012 (https://moodle.essex.ac.uk/) to only about 23,000 in 2013 (https://email.essex.ac.uk/) by 30%. Among 930,000 click events, there are only about 36,000 distinct clicked URL. Figure A.7 shows top 200 most popular URLs in term of number click per URL. The big URL is more popular than the smaller one. From the figure, we see that the clicked document is also domain-specific.

In Figure A.8, we describe the distribution of the number of click per URL. We can see that most URLs were clicked less that 15 times during two years 2012 and 2013. Specifically, in the Essex dataset, 35.56% and 15.74% were clicked only one and two times, respectively.
Figure A.7: Top 200 most popular URLs
Figure A.8: The percentage of distinct URL vs the number of click per URL

Figure A.9: The percentage of click events vs the rank of the clicked URL. As can be seen, most users did not bother to look beyond the result ranked lower than 4
Table A.3: Basic statistics of click events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#search session</td>
<td>397,461</td>
<td>338,391</td>
<td>735,804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#clicked url</td>
<td>505,534</td>
<td>424,708</td>
<td>930,242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#click/session</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#distinct clicked url</td>
<td>20,842</td>
<td>25,389</td>
<td>36,222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average #click/url</td>
<td>24.26</td>
<td>16.73</td>
<td>25.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max #click/url</td>
<td>33,675$^1$</td>
<td>23,434$^2$</td>
<td>55,415$^3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure A.9 indicates the distribution of the rank of clicked document. From the figure, we see that most users only clicked on the first and the second-ranked document. Specifically, the number of those clicks account for 76% click events. There are only 11% click events where the user clicked on the lower ranked document (i.e., ranked from 5 to 10). The decreasing viewing of the lower rank document could be explained by the fact that the user is biased in the document ranking, in which the user only pays attention to the higher ranked document.
Appendix B

P-values of Significance Test

Table B.1: p-values of the paired t-test comparing the search personalisation models with the Bing default ranker in Chapter 4 with the IAR metric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>IAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S_Profile</td>
<td>2.39E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_Group</td>
<td>3.88E-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_Group</td>
<td>1.97E-13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.2: p-values of the paired t-test comparing the temporal models with the Bing default ranker in Chapter 5 with different metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>P@1</th>
<th>P@3</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>nDCG@5</th>
<th>nDCG@10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LON</td>
<td>5.25E-04</td>
<td>2.40E-04</td>
<td>1.00E-05</td>
<td>1.11E-05</td>
<td>1.03E-06</td>
<td>2.04E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAI</td>
<td>1.31E-16</td>
<td>1.75E-14</td>
<td>5.06E-11</td>
<td>2.96E-20</td>
<td>5.67E-19</td>
<td>1.27E-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES</td>
<td>2.02E-46</td>
<td>3.51E-36</td>
<td>5.59E-19</td>
<td>2.04E-39</td>
<td>3.85E-41</td>
<td>4.81E-38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>8.98E-47</td>
<td>2.33E-49</td>
<td>2.22E-28</td>
<td>6.21E-43</td>
<td>2.74E-43</td>
<td>7.35E-50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B.3: p-values of the paired t-test comparing the temporal models with the non-temporal model in Chapter 5 with different metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>P@1</th>
<th>P@3</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>nDCG@5</th>
<th>nDCG@10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LON</td>
<td>7.18E-10</td>
<td>4.41E-05</td>
<td>1.09E-03</td>
<td>2.34E-06</td>
<td>1.08E-06</td>
<td>2.70E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAI</td>
<td>3.05E-13</td>
<td>2.15E-16</td>
<td>2.48E-11</td>
<td>2.47E-19</td>
<td>2.82E-22</td>
<td>3.68E-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES</td>
<td>6.36E-40</td>
<td>4.53E-31</td>
<td>1.71E-17</td>
<td>1.39E-37</td>
<td>1.32E-36</td>
<td>2.09E-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>5.58E-49</td>
<td>1.80E-42</td>
<td>8.30E-27</td>
<td>1.75E-54</td>
<td>4.30E-42</td>
<td>5.07E-43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.4: p-values of the paired t-test comparing the temporal models with the non-temporal model in Chapter 5 with different query click entropies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>0-0.5</th>
<th>0.5-1.0</th>
<th>1.0-1.5</th>
<th>1.5-2.0</th>
<th>&gt; 2.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LON</td>
<td>2.95E-05</td>
<td>6.47E-04</td>
<td>5.55E-12</td>
<td>6.22E-29</td>
<td>2.71E-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAI</td>
<td>4.72E-09</td>
<td>2.14E-20</td>
<td>1.42E-35</td>
<td>6.42E-69</td>
<td>1.38E-68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES</td>
<td>4.67E-24</td>
<td>2.87E-41</td>
<td>4.53E-58</td>
<td>3.31E-94</td>
<td>1.53E-102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>2.60E-23</td>
<td>6.89E-58</td>
<td>3.13E-79</td>
<td>4.18E-104</td>
<td>4.11E-123</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.5: p-values of the paired t-test comparing the TimeTask model with other models in Chapter 6 with different metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other Model</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>P@1</th>
<th>P@3</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>nDCG@5</th>
<th>nDCG@10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ShortTerm</td>
<td>7.53E-17</td>
<td>6.34E-23</td>
<td>4.64E-06</td>
<td>9.48E-24</td>
<td>3.40E-13</td>
<td>7.15E-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StaticTask</td>
<td>3.90E-07</td>
<td>8.13E-06</td>
<td>4.44E-03</td>
<td>8.29E-04</td>
<td>1.70E-04</td>
<td>1.69E-06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.6: p-values of the paired t-test comparing the TimeTask model with other models in Chapter 6 with different query click entropies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other Model</th>
<th>0-0.5</th>
<th>0.5-1.0</th>
<th>1.0-1.5</th>
<th>1.5-2.0</th>
<th>&gt; 2.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>8.45E-31</td>
<td>3.57E-55</td>
<td>5.70E-77</td>
<td>1.55E-109</td>
<td>2.20E-104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShortTerm</td>
<td>2.14E-13</td>
<td>3.28E-20</td>
<td>2.92E-24</td>
<td>2.28E-43</td>
<td>3.88E-35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StaticTask</td>
<td>2.30E-03</td>
<td>6.01E-03</td>
<td>7.13E-06</td>
<td>5.27E-16</td>
<td>8.07E-20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table B.7: p-values of the paired t-test comparing the personalisation models with the Adeyanju’s model in Chapter 7 with different metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>P@1</th>
<th>P@5</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>nDCG@5</th>
<th>nDCG@10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Click</td>
<td>3.51E-35</td>
<td>6.25E-11</td>
<td>9.78E-33</td>
<td>1.38E-29</td>
<td>4.01E-33</td>
<td>1.15E-43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>2.81E-41</td>
<td>1.92E-13</td>
<td>6.46E-33</td>
<td>3.52E-32</td>
<td>2.15E-35</td>
<td>3.43E-68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table B.8: p-values of the paired t-test comparing the personalisation models with the Adeyanju’s model in Chapter 7 with different positions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>&gt;= 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Click</td>
<td>NaN</td>
<td>1.90E-28</td>
<td>7.78E-33</td>
<td>3.09E-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>3.08E-38</td>
<td>1.10E-24</td>
<td>2.48E-30</td>
<td>1.05E-42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table B.9: p-values of the paired t-test comparing the personalisation models with the Adeyanju’s model in Chapter 7 with different lengths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>&gt;= 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Click</td>
<td>1.77E-32</td>
<td>7.34E-31</td>
<td>4.45E-43</td>
<td>2.42E-71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>2.88E-30</td>
<td>5.88E-21</td>
<td>2.37E-40</td>
<td>6.53E-94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>